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Abstract

A formal method for reasoning about knowledge in distributed systems is applied to

the analysis of decentralized discrete-event control problems. Solutions to this class

of control problems require that controllers achieve their control objectives without

communication. A necessary and su�cient condition is given (equivalent to one from

existing discrete-event control theory) to describe when decentralized controllers have

enough knowledge to �nd a control solution.

When controllers do not have su�cient knowledge, a solution where controllers

may communicate is presented. The relationship between communication and control

is di�cult. Control decisions may be a�ected by information a supervisor received

from another supervisor. The content of the information that is communicated could

be a�ected by information the communicating supervisor previously received. Proce-

dures are derived for incorporating communication into decentralized discrete-event

control. These procedures yield a control solution while ensuring that supervisors

communicate in a consistent manner.



Chapter 1

Introduction

We live in a world where technology plays an increasingly crucial role in solving

complex problems. It seems somewhat irregular, though, to consider that a machine

or any other inanimate object has knowledge. We use machines as a tool to accomplish

a task. Yet despite the fact that a machine lacks the ability for introspection and self-

awareness during the problem-solving process, it is still possible to describe what that

inanimate object knows. For instance, a robot arm that is controlled to perform a task

along a car assembly line �knows� when to reject a component. Further, as part of

the distributed assembly process, the information that a component has been rejected

may be of interest to another sector of the automated process. Having knowledge

about a task does not imply any anthropomorphic assumptions of the system. In this

dissertation, we are interested in understanding what it means for decentralized�and

quite inanimate�agents to �know enough� to solve control problems. In particular, we

are interested in a class of problems where communication is necessary to successfully

achieve a control solution.

A discrete-event system (DES) is a set of sequences of events that describes the

behaviour of a physical process. A change in the system state of the process is not

time-driven, but rather, is precipitated by the occurrence of an action or event. A

discrete-event control problem arises when we want to restrict the system to per-

forming a speci�ed subset of the overall behaviour of the system. A control solution

exists if we can construct an overseer, or supervisor, to achieve the set of desired

behaviour by either preventing some events from taking place (disabling an event) or

allowing�but not forcing�others to occur (enabling an event).
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Decentralized discrete-event problems originate when more than one supervisor

is required to ensure that the system avoids undesirable behaviour. For this class

of problems no one supervisor has a complete view of the system behaviour. The

supervisors must coordinate�without communication�the disabling and enabling

of events to realize the desirable or legal behaviour. In other words, each supervisor

must know enough of what the system is doing to make correct decisions to turn

events o� or on.

The framework for decentralized discrete-event control that we adopt for this

thesis is based on the theory of formal languages [28]. A discrete-event system is

viewed as a generator of a formal language and establishing control for the system

amounts to determining which sequences in the language should be recognized by each

supervisor. Intrinsic to the study of these processes is the informal argument that as

long as at least one supervisor knows the correct control action to take in preventing

illegal behaviour of the system, an overall control strategy may be synthesized.

At present, decentralized control decisions are based solely on what each super-

visor observes. A control solution cannot be constructed if after observing some

sequence of events there is no supervisor that �knows enough� to disable a particular

event. When such a stalemate is reached it means that in isolation a supervisor lacks

appropriate information to make the correct control decision. However, if supervisors

could access their collective knowledge about the situation�thereby eliminating some

of the uncertainty in making the correct control decision�it may be the case that a

control strategy can be formulated.

In this thesis, the decentralized discrete-event control framework is recast into

knowledge theory [16] where we formally reason about what supervisors need to know

to solve control problems. We use this knowledge formalism to characterize the nature

of knowledge in a discrete-event control system. Of equal importance is understanding

how and when the dissemination of knowledge among supervisors leads to control
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solutions for a class of control problems that decentralized supervisory control theory

does not at present address. For our purposes, we consider communication between

supervisors as a means of improving the knowledge each supervisor possesses.

As noted above, informal reasoning about knowledge is already an integral part

of analyzing decentralized supervisory control problems. Thus it seems natural to

consider formally what it means for each supervisor to �know enough� to solve a

control problem. We use the model of knowledge (based on modal logic) formulated

by Halpern and Moses [16] to analyze distributed systems. The model is based on

the concept of possible worlds. The idea is that an agent (equivalent to the notion of

an overseer) has only a partial view of the distributed system and may be unable to

distinguish di�erent system states from the true state of the system. In the knowledge

logic setting, the basic variables correspond to answers for questions like �is fact p

true?� or �does an agent know that fact p is true?�. An agent's knowledge of the

system depends only on its local view of the system behaviour. As an agent acquires

knowledge about the system, it considers fewer �worlds� to be possible and the agent

is closer to determining the true state of the world. When an agent has insu�cient

knowledge, the knowledge model allows us to consider the knowledge of groups of

agents. We consider this aspect of the knowledge model when we want to determine

if combining the knowledge of two DES agents will produce �enough� information to

reach a control solution.

Decentralized discrete-event control theory lends itself to the analysis of control

theoretic behaviour for many distributed systems applications, including manufac-

turing systems and telecommunication (network) problems. At the outset of this

research it was only possible to discuss deriving a control solution for these applica-

tions in the absence of communication between supervisors. In the past year, several

strategies, including some of the work in this thesis, have been proposed for incor-

porating communication into decentralized discrete-event control. We review these
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models in section 1.1.

The relationship between communication and control in decentralized discrete-

event systems is complex and co-dependent. On the one hand, control decisions may

be a�ected by information a supervisor receives from another supervisor. On the

other hand, the content of the information that is communicated may be a�ected by

information the communicating supervisor has previously received.

A solution to this new class of decentralized discrete-event control problems not

only ensures that the correct control decisions are made. In addition, since a su-

pervisor has only a partial view of the system, if it communicates at a particular

place in the system, it must also communicate at every place it cannot distinguish

from that place. This property of supervisor behaviour is called consistency [31]. In

addition, communication may be costly, so we want to eliminate any unnecessary

communications without violating consistency yet still ensure that enough informa-

tion is available to a supervisor making a control decision. A set of communications

is called minimal if it (a) satis�es consistency, (b) provides enough information for

supervisors to solve the control problem and (c) no subset of it satis�es (a) and (b)

[31].

The contribution of this thesis is the introduction of a novel framework for rea-

soning about control and communication in decentralized control problems. In the

course of developing knowledge models for DES, we provide necessary and su�cient

conditions for the existence of control solutions in the new knowledge model (which

correspond to analogous properties in decentralized DES theory). When the condi-

tion for �nding a control solution fails, we identify particular places where, subject to

certain conditions, supervisors could communicate information to other supervisors

and achieve the initial objective of reaching a control solution. We also present pro-

cedures to incorporate communication into the DES. We show that our procedures
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meet the objectives of solving the control problem with communication while satisfy-

ing consistency. An algorithm for generating a set of minimal communications with

respect to the set generated by our previous procedures is also provided. Finally,

we propose an extension to our original knowledge model where places to communi-

cate are determined solely on whether or not an agent knows the other agent needs

information to make a control decision.

1.1 Related Work

Nearly twenty years ago, Ramadge and Wonham [28] introduced control-theoretic

strategies for discrete-event systems using automata and formal language theory. The

control objective was as follows: given a supervisor that sees the full behaviour of the

system and given a subset of behaviour (called the legal behaviour) that is deemed

desirable, produce a control solution that prevents the system from performing any-

thing but the legal behaviour. At present, solutions to discrete-event control problems

can be described under conditions of full and partial observability (when a supervisor

cannot see all system behaviour) and expressed across a range of system architectures

(e.g., hierarchical, modular, decentralized). In addition, the theory has been extended

to address control issues for nondeterministic systems. It is also possible to construct

control solutions that allow the exact legal behaviour to occur or a subset of behaviour

that lies within some tolerance of the legal behaviour. The control problem can also

be speci�ed in alternate frameworks such as Petri nets [18] or as vector DESs [21, 22].

In particular, we are interested in decentralized discrete-event control problems ex-

pressed as �nite-state machines under conditions of partial observation. References

for decentralized control without communication include [9, 23, 24, 32, 33, 36, 40].

This collection of work is representative of the research that led to the identi�cation

of necessary and su�cient conditions for solving the class of DES problems where no

one agent has a complete view of system behaviour. Chapter 2 contains more speci�c
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details about decentralized DES theory.

Recent work has explored the relationship between control and communication in

distributed discrete-event systems [3, 30, 31, 35, 39, 41]. As noted previously, the

basic idea of this class of problems is that no single agent in the multi-agent system

has a complete view of the system behaviour and a given co-operative task cannot be

completed without communication among the agents. (The models noted here�with

the exception of [39] where three agents are considered�assume the existence of only

two decentralized agents.) It is clear when a control solution for a decentralized DES

cannot be achieved. What is less clear is the way in which the failure to reach a solu-

tion leads to (i) identifying places where agents could communicate; (ii) establishing

who should communicate; and (iii) determining what should be communicated to

realize a control solution.

The model proposed in [41] identi�es a necessary and su�cient condition for the

existence of a solution which is similar to the notion of distributed observability we

independently formulated in the context of knowledge theory [30]. In [41] a con-

trol solution exists if and only if, after each supervisor�based on its partial view

of the system�discloses sequences it considers the plant could have generated, the

intersection of these sets does not contain both an illegal and a legal sequence.

A similar condition was introduced in [35] to understand how to perform failure

diagnosis in a distributed system. A decentralized diagnostic solution exists if and

only if whenever the local observations of a diagnoser at a remote site i is insu�cient

to make the correct diagnosis, there exists another diagnoser at site j that observes

and communicates the information diagnoser i requires.

While the work mentioned so far provided insight into the role that communication

might play in decentralized control, a more formal speci�cation of a communication

protocol for decentralized supervisors was required. More recent work [3, 39] intro-

duced models for communication that detailed a more speci�c role for communicating
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agents. Interestingly, both approaches utilize information structures from stochastic

control to express the control solution.

For the models of [39] and [3] controllers (i) communicate every time an event

is observed; (ii) broadcast and exchange their observations; and (iii) communicate

the set of sequences they consider could have been generated by the system. The

model of [3] proposes an alternate formulation for communication where instead of

exchanging sequences observed, controllers exchange state estimates. Of more interest

in this approach is the motivation for communication: the notion of a con�ict state. A

con�ict state is a place in the system that leads to both a legal and an illegal sequence

and further, neither controller is able to determine the correct control decision from

its partial view of the system. The communication protocol is thus to communicate

to eliminate con�ict states. That is, when a controller receives the observations of

all the other controllers, it is no longer confounded by the presence of the con�ict

state and can make the correct control decision. Also discussed is the notion of

�optimal� communication, where optimal corresponds to �communicate as late as

possible�. Because there may be more than one con�ict state for a given pair of

illegal/legal sequences, there exists a tolerance within which communication could

occur. An optimal solution picks the last possible place communication needs to

occur to solve the control problem.

The most recent model for communication [31] focuses on agents in a distributed

DES performing a monitoring or control task. In this scenario, agents need to know

where they are at every step of the system evolution and not which events to enable

or disable. This approach di�ers from the others because the original communication

set is re�ned to eliminate unnecessary communication. A communication is removed

from the initial set if the absence of that information prevents an agent from either

completing its task (i.e., it no longer knows exactly what state it is in) or violates

consistency.
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Our work on decentralized control and communication uses the concept of min-

imality from [31] and our motivation for communication is similar to the idea of

avoiding the con�ict states in [3]. One signi�cant di�erence in our approach is that

our agents do not exchange observations: a two-way broadcast would occur only if

neither agent had su�cient knowledge to make the correct control decision and each

needed the information from the other to reach a control solution. In addition, we

represent the action of communication as an event in the DES and incorporate these

new events into the system.

Our use of a formal logic to analyze control problems is not novel to DES. Temporal

logic has been applied to the study of supervisory control problems [2, 26, 38] and

modal logic has been used as the basis for a computer language that simulates discrete-

event processes [27]; however, a formal model of knowledge using modal logic has yet

to be incorporated into the study of discrete-event control problems. Recently, modal

�-calculus has been introduced into the analysis of hybrid systems [11].

Reasoning about knowledge has been part of the analysis of a variety of applica-

tions in the areas of economics [1, 25], computer security [6, 13], distributed database

systems [14], robotics [4] and communication protocols [17].

1.2 Outline of the Thesis

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we review the rele-

vant de�nitions and results from supervisory control theory and knowledge theory. In

chapter 3 we present two knowledge models for analyzing decentralized discrete-event

control problems. We provide a necessary and su�cient condition for solving the con-

trol problem within this new framework. (This result is analogous to co-observability,

a condition needed to solve decentralized DES problems.) We also speculate on the

role knowledge and communication might play when this condition is not satis�ed.

Chapter 4 contains our model for communication and control in decentralized DES.
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We provide a description of places where agents could communicate to solve the de-

centralized control problem, subject to certain assumptions. We also prove that our

strategy for incorporating communication into the decentralized framework will both

solve the control problem and produce a set of consistent communications. Chapter

4 also contains a greedy algorithm for producing a set of minimal communications.

We summarize our results in chapter 5 and describe areas for further research.

9



Chapter 2

Background and Notation

In this chapter we describe the notation that is necessary to discuss discrete-event

control problems and concepts from modal logic. One of the di�culties in bringing

together the notation from two established �elds is addressing the overlap of symbols

used to represent distinctly di�erent concepts. Wherever possible, we have tried to

accommodate the more serious notational discrepancies, but also include references

that could be consulted for further clari�cation.

In addition, in sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 we describe variations on some standard

operators and structures from supervisory control. These new structures will be

useful when we want to describe how to avoid generating in�nite-state structures for

reasoning about knowledge in discrete-event systems.

2.1 Discrete-Event Systems

This dissertation adopts the framework for discrete-event systems as developed by

Ramadge and Wonham [28]. A brief review of essential notation is provided in this

section. More comprehensive introductions to discrete-event control theory include

[7, 28, 29, 37].

2.1.1 Review

In the discrete-event control theory of Ramadge and Wonham [28], the system

requiring control (the plant) is described as a generator of a formal language (i.e.,

10



an automaton). The behaviour of the plant is represented by sequences constructed

from a non-empty set of symbols called an alphabet. The alphabet represents the set

of all possible events that can occur within the system. Transitions from one system

state to another do not depend on the passage of time, but rather, on the occurrence

of an event. The goal is to develop a control strategy for an overseer, or supervisor ,

that will constrain the behaviour of the plant to that of a pre-speci�ed sublanguage

(the legal language). The supervisor averts undesirable behaviour of the plant by

either preventing some events from taking place or allowing�but not forcing�others

to occur.

More formally, the plant is modeled by an automaton

G = (QG;�; �G; qG0 );

where QG is a set of states; � is the alphabet; �G is the transition function, a partial

function �G: � � QG ! QG; and qG0 2 Q
G is the initial state. For any event � 2 �

and state qG 2 QG, if �G(�; qG) is de�ned (i.e., there is some state in the plant

that we can reach from qG via event �), we write �G(�; qG)!. The de�nition for �G

can be extended to a partial function for �� � QG such that �G("; qG) := qG and

(8� 2 �)(8t 2 ��) �G(t�) := �G(�; �G(t; qG0 )). The set �
� contains all possible �nite

strings (i.e., sequences) over � plus the null string ". The language generated by G,

denoted L(G), is also called the closed behaviour of G:

L(G) := ft j t 2 �� and �G(t; qG0 )!g:

This language describes all possible event sequences that the discrete-event system

can undergo. Thus L(G) � ��. A marked language of G de�nes behaviour of the

system that corresponds to completed tasks. We do not consider marked languages

in this dissertation.

For any strings t; u; v 2 ��, we say that u is a pre�x of t if t=uv. Thus every

string t 2 �� (where t 6= ") has at least two pre�xes: " and t. If L � ��, the

11



pre�x-closure of L is a language, denoted by L, consisting of all pre�xes of strings

of L: L := fu 2 �� : u is a pre�x of tg. Because every string is a pre�x of itself,

L � L. A language is said to be pre�x-closed if L = L. By de�nition, L(G) is

pre�x-closed.

We assume that the legal behaviour of the plant may be described by an automaton

E = (QE;�; �E; qE0 ) and the legal language is denoted L(E). We assume that E is a

subautomaton of G as described in the context of supervisory control in [8] and [20].

That is, QE � QG, qE0 = qG0 and �E(t; qG0 ) = �G(t; qG0 ) for all t 2 L(E).

When QG is �nite, the automaton G can be described as a �nite-state automaton

and can be represented by a directed graph (see �gure 2.1), where the nodes of the

graph are the states in QG, the arcs of the graph are the transitions de�ned by the

partial function �G, and the set of labels for the arcs are the events in �. Thus for any

event � 2 � and state q 2 QG, �G(�; q)! if there is an arc labeled by � from q to some

other state. The initial state is marked with a small entry arrow. Illegal transitions

are indicated with a dashed line. That is, the legal automaton E is the collection of

solid-line transitions.

Informally, a supervisor is an agent that has the ability to control some events

based on a (partial) view of the plant's behaviour. To establish such supervision on

G, we partition the set of events � into the disjoint sets �c, controllable events, and

�uc, uncontrollable events. Controllable events are those events whose occurrence is

preventable (i.e., may be disabled). Uncontrollable events are those events which

cannot be prevented and are deemed permanently enabled. There are some systems

where not all events can be seen by the supervisor. A supervisor thus has only a

partial view of the system and can see only a subset of events in �. The set of

observable events visible to a supervisor is denoted �o.

Formally, a supervisor S is a pair (T;  ) in which T is an automaton T =

(X;�; �; x0), where X is a set of states for the supervisor; � is the alphabet used

12
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Figure 2.1: A plant G and its legal automaton E .

by G; � is the transition function, a partial function � : ��X ! X; x0 is the initial

state for the supervisor; and  , called a feedback map, is given by  : ��X ! f0; 1g

satisfying  (�; x) = 1 if � 2 �uc; x 2 X; and  (�; x) 2 f0; 1g if � 2 �c; x 2 X.

The number 0 is interpreted as the command �disable� and the number 1 as �enable�.

That is,  is interpreted as a rule for disablement such that uncontrollable events are

never disabled. The automaton T monitors the behaviour of G and changes state

according to the events generated by G. The control rule  (�; x) indicates whether

� should be enabled or disabled at the corresponding state in G. The behaviour of G

when it is constrained by S is described by the automaton S=G, called a supervised

discrete-event system:

S=G = (Q�X;�; (� � �) ; (q0; x0)):

The behaviour of S=G is described by L(S=G). The modi�ed transition function

13



(� � �) is de�ned as a mapping ��Q�X ! Q�X :

(� � �) (�; (q; x)) :=

8><>:
(�(�; q); �(�; x)) if �(�; q)!;
�(�; x)!; and  (�; x) = 1;

unde�ned otherwise:

The centralized control problem introduced by Ramadge and Wonham[28] is as

follows:

Given a plant G over an alphabet � (with controllable events �c) and given

some non-empty language L(E) where L(E) � L(G) �nd a supervisor S

such that

L(S=G) = L(E):

This formalism captures problems where we are given some process that can be de-

scribed as an automaton (in this case, G), and some set of desirable (or �legal�)

sequences (in this case, L(E)), and a controller is sought to inhibit process behaviour

so that all and only the desirable sequences are generated.

A variation on the centralized control problem has a supervisor that no longer

sees every event in �. Instead a supervisor observes events in some subset �o � �.

Supervisory control under partial observation was initiated by Lin and Wonham [23].

To describe a supervisor's view of sequences we use the canonical projection P , where

P is a mapping from �� to ��
o. This operator e�ectively �erases� those events � from

a string t that are not found in the set of observable events �o:

P (") = " (2.1)

P (�) = "; � 2 � n �o

P (�) = �; � 2 �o

P (t�) = P (t)P (�); t 2 ��; � 2 �:
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Thus if the plant generates sequence t , then P (t) indicates the sequence of events

observed by the centralized supervisor. The inverse projection of P is the mapping

from ��
o to 2�

�

:

P�1(t) = fu j P (u) = tg:

A pre�x-closed language L is observable with respect to G;P if

(8t; t0 2 ��)(8� 2 �)

P (t) = P (t0)) (t0� 2 L ^ t 2 L ^ t� 2 L(G)) t� 2 L): (2.2)

This condition indicates that an observer's view of a string in L(G) is su�cient to

determine whether or not � should be disabled.

The decentralized control problem arises when more than one supervisor is in-

volved in coordinating control actions. This problem was �rst studied by Cieslak, et

al., [9] and Rudie and Wonham [33]. Each supervisor Si has a partial view of the

system and observes only events in �i;o � � and controls only events in �i;c � �, for

i = 1; : : : ; n. We consider here only two local supervisors.

To describe a decentralized supervisor's view of the plant, the projection operator

of (2.1) is updated as follows: Pi is de�ned for each supervisor and is a mapping from

�� to ��
i;o, for i = 1; 2:

Pi(") = " (2.3)

Pi(�) = "; � 2 � n �i;o

Pi(�) = �; � 2 �i;o

Pi(t�) = Pi(t)Pi(�); t 2 ��; � 2 �:

As with the centralized version of projection, if the plant generates sequence t , Pi(t)

indicates the sequence of events observed by supervisor i.

Let the two local supervisors acting on G be

S1 = (T1; �) and S2 = (T2;  );
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where T1 = (X;�; �; x0) and T2 = (Y;�; �; y0). The conjunction of S1 and S2 is the

supervisor

S1 ^ S2 := (T1 � T2; � �  );

where

T1 � T2 := (X � Y;�; � � �; (x0; y0))

and � 2 �, x 2 X, y 2 Y )

(� � �)(�; x; y) :=

(
(�(�; x); �(�; y)) if �(�; x)! ^ �(�; y)!
unde�ned otherwise

(� �  )(�; x; y) :=

(
disable if either �(�; x) = disable or  (�; y) = disable
enable otherwise:

That is, the composite supervisor S1 ^ S2 disables an event if either S1 or S2 issues

a disablement command. When a supervisor S is the result of a conjunction of two

supervisors S1 and S2, we write S = (S1;S2).

It is often convenient in the case of partial observability, to de�ne a supervisor

Si only in terms of events in �i;c and �i;o. In this case Si can be extended to a

supervisor eSi. The local supervisor Si acts only on events in �i;c � � and observes

events in �i;o � � while eSi takes the same control action as Si on �i;c, enables all

events in �n�i;c, makes the same transitions as Si on �i;o and stays at the same state

for events in � n �i;o. A supervisor eSi that acts on all of � and mirrors the control

actions of a supervisor Si that observes and controls only a subset of � is called the

global extension of Si.

The decentralized problem we consider is described in [33]:

Given a plant G over an alphabet � (with controllable events �1;c;�2;c �

� and observable events �1;o;�2;o � �), and an automaton E, where
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L(E) represents legal sequences, L(E) � L(G) and L(E) 6= ;, �nd local

supervisors S1 and S2 such that eS1 ^ eS2 is a supervisor for G and such

that

L( eS1 ^ eS2=G) = L(E): (2.4)

Here, for i = 1; 2, local supervisor Si can observe only events in �i;o and

can control only events in �i;c and eSi is the global extension of Si. The

set of uncontrollable events, �uc, is understood to be � n (�1;c
S
�2;c).

To describe a solution to the above problem, it is convenient to use the notion

of controllability [28]. Given G over an alphabet �, for a language K � L(G), K is

controllable with respect to G if

K�uc \ L(G) � K (2.5)

where K�uc := {t� jt 2 K and � 2 �uc}. If we think of K as a set of �legal� se-

quences, then we want to know when it will be impossible to stop an illegal sequence

from happening. It must be that the introduction of an uncontrollable event into a

legal sequence results in another legal sequence. Therefore, to solve (2.4), it is nec-

essary that L(E) be controllable. If L(E) is not controllable, a largest (or supremal)

controllable sublanguage of L(E) (possibly ;), denoted supC(L(E); G), can always

be found [28]. The standard solution to the centralized control problem with full

observation produces a supervisor that acts on G to generate supC(L(E); G). The

important point to note is that such a solution is said to be �minimally restrictive� in

that the supervisor disables events in G only when absolutely necessary to prevent an

illegal sequence from occurring. That is, the largest possible subset of legal sequences

is generated.

A necessary and su�cient condition for the solution to the above decentralized

problem can be found using the notion of co-observability. Given G over an alphabet
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�, sets �1;c;�2;c;�1;o;�2;o � �, projections P1 : �� ! ��
1;o, P2 : �� ! ��

2;o , a

pre�x-closed language K � L(G) is co-observable with respect to G;P1; P2 if

8t; t0; t00 2 ��; P1(t) = P1(t
0); P2(t) = P2(t

00))

(8� 2 �1;c \ �2;c)t 2 K ^ s� 2 L(G) ^ t0�; t00� 2 K ) t� 2 K conjunct 1

^ (8� 2 �1;c n �2;c)t 2 K ^ t� 2 L(G) ^ t0� 2 K ) t� 2 K conjunct 2

^ (8� 2 �2;c n �1;c)t 2 K ^ t� 2 L(G) ^ t00� 2 K ) t� 2 K conjunct 3

Just as with observability for the centralized case, we would like a decentralized

supervisor's view of a string to be enough for it to take the correct control action.

If both supervisors can control the event in question (i.e., conjunct 1), then we just

need one of the supervisors to be able to have an unambiguous view of the strings

t; t0; t00 to make the correct control decision regarding �; however, when an event is

controlled by only one supervisor (i.e., conjuncts 2 and 3), then that supervisor's view

of t; t0; t00 must be su�cient to decide on the control action for �.

It is now possible to discuss the existence of a solution to the decentralized prob-

lem. The following theorem (along with its proof) appears as Theorem 4.1 in [33]:

Theorem 2.1 There exist supervisors eS1 and eS2 that solve the above decentralized

supervisory control problem if and only if L(E) is controllable with respect to G and

co-observable with respect to G;P1; P2.

Thus we can �nd decentralized controllers that synthesize L(E) provided that the

legal language satis�es the properties of controllability and co-observability. While

it is possible to �nd the supremal controllable sublanguage of L(E), if L(E) is not

co-observable there is no unique supremal co-observable sublanguage of L(E).
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2.1.2 A Projection Automaton

The projection operator in (2.3) assumes that a supervisor is tracking only the

partial view of the current sequence generated by the plant. Since a supervisor cannot

see every event, there may be uncertainty as to the exact state the plant is in. A

supervisor could keep track of the possible states the plant could be in, rather than

(or in addition to) a sequence. An example: The plant is in state x and the occur-

rence of event � would lead the plant to state y (i.e., �G(�; x) = y). If a supervisor

cannot observe �, the supervisor will not know whether the plant is in state x or

y. Consequently, we could describe a supervisor's view of the current state of the

plant as a set that includes x and y. To capture the view that supervisor i has of the

plant, we use a projection automaton [34], based on an algorithm in [19] to translate a

nondeterministic �nite-state automaton into a deterministic �nite-state automaton:

PGi = (QPGi ;�i;o; �
PGi ; qP

Gi

0 ) where QPGi = 2Q
G

is the set of states, �i;o � � is the

set of events observable to agent i (and the set of events unobservable to agent i is

�i;uo). The transition function �P
Gi and initial state qP

Gi

0 are de�ned as follows:

qP
Gi

0 := fqGk j �
G(t; qG0 ) = qGk and t 2 (� n�i;uo)

�g;

�P
Gi (�i; q

PGi
j ) := fqGh j �

G(�it; q
G
h0) = qGh ; �i 2 �i;o; t 2 (� n �i;uo)

� and qGh0 2 q
PGi
j g:

The initial state qP
Gi

0 of the automaton captures all the states reachable by unobserv-

able events (to supervisor i) from the initial state of the plant. Subsequent states in

the projection automaton are generated by considering which states can be reached

next via an observable event � 2 �i;o from the current state. The resulting set of

states includes all states reached by unobservable sequences from the state to which

the observable event � leads.

Figure 2.2(a) contains a plant where S = (S1;S2), �1;o = �1;c = fa1; cg and

�2;o = �2;c = fb2; cg. The projection automata of the plant for each supervisor
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Figure 2.2: The projection automata of a DES plant: (a) the plant G; (b) PG1 ; (c)

PG2.

are shown in �gure 2.2(b) and (c). For example, because S1 does not see event b2

happening, if it initially sees �nothing�, then it does not know if the plant is in state

0 or state 2. If no events have yet occurred, then the plant will indeed be in state

0; however, if b2 happens, S1 still sees nothing�despite the fact that the plant is

really in state 2. Once S1 observes its �rst occurrence of event a1, it still does not

know the true plant state. Assume the plant was previously in state 0 and now a1

happens. The plant is currently at state 1. But S1 considers it possible that the plant

could have been at state 2 before a1 happened. This uncertainty is re�ected in the

transition from state f0; 2g to state f1; 4g via event a1 in �gure 2.2(b).

2.1.3 A Monitoring Automaton

We will also �nd it necessary to be able to simultaneously track the current state

of the plant and the current state of each supervisor's projected view of the plant (via

the projection automaton). Such a structure, which we call the monitoring automaton

A, is a deterministic version of the nondeterministic automaton M described in [32].

The monitoring automaton is formally de�ned as follows: A = (QA;�; �A; qA0 ), where

QA � QG � QPG1 � QPG2 (QA will be fully de�ned below), the initial state is qA0 =
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(qG0 ; q
PG1

0 ; qP
G2

0 ), and �A is de�ned below. When �G(�; qG) is de�ned, we have four

cases to consider for the construction of the transition function:

� � 62 �1;o, � 62 �2;o:

�A(�; (qG; qP
G1 ; qP

G2 )) = (�G(�; qG); qP
G1 ; qP

G2 );

� � 2 �1;o, � 62 �2;o:

�A(�; (qG; qP
G1 ; qP

G2 )) = (�G(�; qG); �P
G1 (�; qP

G1 ); qP
G2 );

� � 62 �1;o, � 2 �2;o:

�A(�; (qG; qP
G1 ; qP

G2 )) = (�G(�; qG); qP
G1 ; �P

G2 (�; qP
G2 ));

� � 2 �1;o, � 2 �2;o:

�A(�; (qG; qP
G1 ; qP

G2 )) = (�G(�; qG); �P
G1 (�; qP

G1 ); �P
G2 (�; qP

G2 ));

where qG 2 QG; qP
G1 2 QPG1 ; qP

G2 2 QPG2 . When �G(�; qG) is not de�ned,

�A(�; (qG; qP
G1 ; qP

G2 )) is also not de�ned. The set of states QA is the set of states in

QG �QPG1 �QPG2 reachable from the initial state via the �A de�ned above.

For example, if the plant is at state x and an event occurs that only S2 observes,

taking the plant to state y, the next state in the monitoring automaton re�ects the

fact that the plant state changed, S1 has seen nothing and its estimate of where it is

in the plant has therefore not changed, and S2 has updated its estimate to its view

of the plant at state y.

Note that a state (qG; qP
G1 ; qP

G2 ) 2 QA is only reachable if there exists t 2 L(G)

such that �G(t; qG0 ) = qG. Thus, L(A) = L(G) by construction.
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Figure 2.3: The monitoring automaton A for G;PG1; PG2 of �gure 2.2.

We illustrate the construction of A by revisiting the example of �gure 2.2. Recall

that the two supervisors of this plant see the following events: �1;o = fa1; cg and

�2;o = fb2; cg. At each state of the monitoring automaton we want to determine

the current plant state and, based on the partial view each supervisor has of the

plant, the set of states each supervisor considers to be the current plant state. To

build the states in QA, we begin by examining transitions from the initial state in the

automaton qA0 = (0; f0; 2g; f0; 1g). Subsequent states are constructed in a breadth-

�rst manner by following the transitions of the plant and simultaneously determining

how the supervisors advance through the projections of the plant, PGi, i = 1; 2. For

instance, at state 0 in the plant, transition a1 may occur and would lead to state 1. At

plant state 0, S1 is at state f0; 2g in PG1 and a transition of a1 takes S1 to state f1; 4g

in PG1. In PG2 , though, S2 makes no such state change since it does not see event

a1. The resulting state is thus (1; f1; 4g; f0; 1g). We continue in this fashion until the

calculation of �A yields no more new states. The complete monitoring automaton A

for this example system is shown in �gure 2.3.

There may be two distinct states q; q0 in QA that have the same state as the �rst

entry of the state label. This re�ects the fact that there could be more than one way
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of reaching a plant state x. For instance, if �G(t; qG0 ) = �G(t0; qG0 ) = x, t 6= t0 and

Pi(t) 6= Pi(t
0), i = 1; 2, there will be two distinct states q; q0 in QA with state x as the

�rst entry of the state label. The second and third entry in the state label for state

q record the state-based view S1 and S2 have of sequence t. Similarly, the state label

of state q0 stores the state-based view S1 and S2 have of sequence t0. In �gure 2.3,

states (2; f0; 2g; f2; 4g) and (2; f0; 2; 3g; f2; 4g) are two such states.

The creation of a monitoring automaton yields a �nite structure that can be used

to track the progress in the plant and the projection automata of the plant. No matter

how the plant arrives at a particular state q�even when the corresponding sequence

observed by a supervisor is arbitrarily long�a supervisor will make the same control

decision every time it arrives at state q. This is a characteristic of the structure we

will exploit when we discuss communication in decentralized control problems. For

example, if the plant in �gure 2.2 is in state 4, and if transition c out of state 4 is

illegal then we do not care if the current sequence is b2a1, a1cb2a1cb2b2a1 or a1cb2b2a1

and so on. We are only concerned with the fact that every time the plant reaches

state 4 event c must be disabled.

2.2 A Model for Knowledge

The framework for modeling knowledge that we use is based on a knowledge logic

for distributed systems [16], where multiple agents reason about their knowledge of

the world. An agent could be a human, a machine (e.g., a robot) or even a component

of a machine (e.g., an electrical circuit). Unless otherwise indicated, the de�nitions

and results in this section are adopted from [12]. The model assumes that if an agent

does not have complete knowledge of the true state of the world, it assumes a number

of worlds are possible. Worlds are described in terms of a non-empty set � of facts or

primitive propositions. More complicated formulas are constructed using expressions

from propositional calculus: : (negation) and ^ (conjunction). In addition, ' _  
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represents :(:' ^ : ).

The system model is conceptually divided into two components: the agents and

the environment. The latter captures the relevant aspects of the system that are not

part of the description of agent behaviour. We assume that there is a set of agents

G= f1; : : : ; ng to which we ascribe knowledge about the system.

The system behaviour is captured by a global state. A global state is an (n+1)-

tuple, denoted w, that records the state of the environment and the local state�an a-

gent's set of possible worlds�for each of the n agents. Formally w = (we; w1; : : : ; wn).

We can further refer to individual components of w: we and wi represent the state of

the environment and the local state of agent i (for i 2 f1; : : : ; ng), respectively. When

we introduce our knowledge model for DES in chapter 3, we use the terms �world�

and �global state� interchangeably.

We will reason about what an agent knows about the truth of facts in the system

at global states. Knowledge of a fact is expressed using modal operators (one for each

agent) K1; : : : ; Kn. Thus K1p, where p 2 �, is interpreted as �agent 1 knows p�.

The semantics of the possible-worlds model is formalized using Kripke structures.

A Kripke structureM is an (n+2)-tuple containing a set of worlds (e.g., global states),

an interpretation function � that assigns truth values at each world w to the primitive

propositions in � (e.g., �(w)(p) = false), and possibility relations, one for each agent,

that de�ne binary relations on the set of worlds. That is, the relation de�nes the (set

of) worlds that look alike to an agent at any world of the system. For purposes of

this discussion, the possibility relation is always an equivalence relation and therefore,

it is always the case that re�exivity and symmetry hold. The possibility relation is

typically not de�ned for the environment since we are not interested in ascribing

knowledge to the environment.

A Kripke structure is also expressible as a labeled graph. In particular, nodes are

worlds and edge labels (sets of agents) capture the possibility relation. For instance,
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Figure 2.4: A simple Kripke structure.

worlds that look alike to agent i are joined by an edge with a label �i�. Each world is

also labeled with the truth values of all primitive propositions p 2 �, where we use

the notation �:p� to indicate that the truth value of p is false and �p� corresponds a

value of true.

The following example illustrates a simple Kripke structure and is adapted from

[12]. The graphical representation of this system is shown in �gure 2.4. Suppose

� = fpg and n = 2. Let the set of worlds be fA;B;Cg and the interpretation function

de�ned be such that proposition p is true at states B and C but false at state A

(i.e., �(A)(p) = false, �(B)(p) = �(C)(p) = true). The possibility relations for the

agents are de�ned as follows: agent 1 cannot tell the di�erence between A and B while

states B and C look alike to agent 2. These relations are captured in �gure 2.4 by

the edge label of �1� joining states A and B and the edge label �2� joining states B

and C. The self-loops at all three states with edge label �1,2� indicate that a given

state cannot be distinguished from itself. For example, in addition to state B looking

like A to agent 1, state A also looks like state A. Note that because we assume that

the possibility relation is an equivalence relation, re�exivity and symmetry always

hold. Therefore, from now on, self-loops and arrows will be omitted from diagrams

of Kripke structures.

We now have all the components we need to reason about knowledge: a set of

worlds describing the behaviour of the system and an interpretation � to analyze
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truth values of the propositions at states of the system. Together the set of worlds

and � de�ne an interpreted system and is denoted by I.

To discuss knowledge in an interpreted system, we assume that the possibility

relation is de�ned as follows. Let w;w0 be two global states in I. We say w and w0

are indistinguishable to agent i if the local state according to agent i is the same at

both global states:

w �i w
0 if wi = w0

i: (2.6)

To discuss what it means for a fact p to be true at a particular global state in I,

we use the notation (I; w) j= p, which can be read as �p is true at (I; w)� or �p holds

at (I; w)�. A fact p holds at a world w if the truth value as de�ned by � is true at w.

For example, at state B in �gure 2.4, we can say p is true because �(B)(p) = true.

More formally:

(I; w) j= p (for p 2 �) i� �(w)(p) = true:

The clause for negation indicates that :p is true at w exactly if p is not true:

(I; w) j= :p i� (I; w) 6j= p:

In �gure 2.4, at state A, we can say :p holds because p is not true at A.

We can consider more than one fact holding at a world:

(I; w) j= p1 ^ p2 i� (I; w) j= p1 and (I; w) j= p2:

Thus, the conjunction of two propositions holds at w if it is the case that each

proposition is true at w.

What does it mean for an agent to know facts in the system? An agent knows a

fact p at w if p holds at all worlds that the agent cannot distinguish from w:

(I; w) j= Kip i� (I; w0) j= p for all w0 such that w �i w
0: (2.7)
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Referring to �gure 2.4 again, we can now describe the knowledge of agents at any

world in the system: e.g., at world B the formula :K1p ^ K2p holds. That is, at B

agent 1 does not know whether p is true, while at B agent 2 knows that p is true. At

world B, agent 1 considers the existence of two possible worlds: A and B. It considers

both p and :p to be possible because p is false at world A while p is true at world B.

Agent 2 also considers the existence of two possible worlds: B and C. However, since

p holds at both those worlds, at B agent 2 knows that p is true.

It follows that if an agent knows p at w, it also knows p at all other worlds it

considers possible at w:

(I; w) j= Kip i� (I; w0) j= Kip (2.8)

for all w0 such that w �i w0. For instance, agent 2 considers that worlds B and C

�look alike�. Since p is true at both these states, we can say that at B, agent 2 knows

p. Similarly, we can say that at C agent 2 also knows p .

Finally, we note a property, called the Knowledge Axiom, that states that if an

agent knows a fact, then the fact is true:

(I; w) j= Kip) (I; w) j= p: (2.9)

Note that if Kip holds at some world w, we know by (2.8) that Kip holds at all

worlds that agent i cannot distinguish from w. Since p is true in all worlds that agent

i considers possible, in particular, p is true at w.
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Chapter 3

Using Knowledge for Control

In this chapter we describe how to recast decentralized supervisory control prob-

lems as interpreted systems. We do not claim that the reformulation of this problem

provides a more e�cient solution but, rather, suggest that knowledge theory provides

a more natural way of thinking about discrete-event control problems.

We introduce two knowledge models: control decisions in the �rst model are made

by an agent on the basis of a partial view of a sequence of events generated by the

plant, while control decisions in the second model are made based on the set of plant

states an agent considers possible. The latter model allows us to avoid generating an

in�nite-state Kripke structure, whereas the �rst model is more faithful to the DES

theory of [29]. Most of the material in this chapter �rst appeared in a joint paper

with K. Rudie[30].

3.1 Sequence-Based Knowledge Model

We denote our �sequence-based� interpreted system as IDES(G;E), where G is the

plant and E is the legal automaton. Like local supervisors in the decentralized DES

formulation of [9, 33], the agents in this interpreted system make control decisions

based on their partial view of the event sequences generated by the DES plant G.

The environment of IDES is the pre�x-closed language generated by the plant and

the agents play a role equivalent to that of decentralized DES supervisors.

A global state for n agents in IDES(G;E), which records the environment state,

we, and the local states of each agent, wi, captures a �snapshot� of a sequence from
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the plant language L(G). The set of states for the environment is the set of se-

quences in the plant language L(G), while the set of local states for the agents is

the set of sequences each agent observes according to the projection operation of

(2.3). More formally, a global state for n agents is de�ned as w = (we; w1; : : : ; wn) =

(t; P1(t); : : : ; Pn(t)) for t 2 L(G). We assume that n = 2 so that the group of agents,

denoted by G, is f1; 2g.

In addition to consisting of a set of global states, IDES(G;E) is also associated

with an interpretation function. The interpretation �DES captures the notion of

whether or not an event in � is permissible as sequences evolve in the plant. To

form �, the set of primitive propositions for IDES(G;E), we want to associate with

each � 2 � two distinct propositions: one to represent the fact that at a particular

state in the plant the event is de�ned (i.e., is possible), and another to represent

the fact that at the corresponding state in the legal automaton state the event is

de�ned. The propositions are de�ned in terms of events because we want to reason

about the knowledge an agent has of the occurrence of an event, instead of, for

instance, a certain sequence. If � is �nite (i.e., j�j = N), it can be written as

� = f�1; �2; : : : ; �Ng. We let � = f�Gi ; �
E
i ji = 1; : : : ; Ng. We also partition � into

two disjoint sets: �G = f�Gi ji = 1; : : : ; Ng and �E = f�Ei ji = 1; : : : ; Ng where �G

and �E are sets containing N symbols. Because we will frequently want to associate

�Gi with its counterpart �Ei , we de�ne the relation R� such that R� � �G � �E and

R� := f(�G; �E)j9�i 2 � where �G = �Gi ; �E = �Ei g. For convenience, we will use

the notation �G (respectively, �E) without explicit reference to R� when we mean

�Gi (respectively, �Ei ). The proposition �G is �event � can occur� and �E is �event

� is legal�. For convenience, we will refer to �uc when we need to identify those

propositions in � which represent events in �uc (as de�ned in section 2.1).
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The interpretation for the propositions in � is de�ned for all � 2 �:

�DES(w)(�G) :=

(
true if �G(we�; q

G
0 )!;

false otherwise:
(3.1)

�DES(w)(�E) :=

(
true if �E(we�; q

E
0 )!;

false otherwise:

In other words, a proposition �G is true at a global state w if the event � can happen

directly following the event sequence described by we. A proposition �G is false

(denoted :�G) at a global state w if the event � is not de�ned directly following the

event sequence described by we. Similarly, a proposition �E is true at a global state

w if the event � can happen directly following the event sequence described by we

and we� is part of the legal behaviour of the plant. A proposition �E is false (denoted

:�E) at a global state w if either �G = false or if the sequence we� is part of the

illegal behaviour of the plant.

Because the set of global states in IDES(G;E) and the truth values assigned by

�DES to the primitive propositions in � are derived from the legal automaton E and

the plant G, we can consider that IDES has implicit parameters G and E. Thus, for

ease of notation, we drop these arguments for the remainder of the chapter since G

and E are understood.

We illustrate the sequence-based knowledge model by constructing a Kripke struc-

ture for the plant and legal automaton in �gure 2.1. In this example, suppose that

agent 1 sees and controls events � and  while agent 2 sees event � and controls

events � and .

The complete Kripke structure contains ten states, corresponding to the ten se-

quences in L(G). We show a representative portion of the structure in �gure 3.1.

The set of propositions is � = f�G; �E; �G; �E; G; Eg and the truth assignments for

�DES are made according to (3.1). For example, at state (�; �; "), proposition G is
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(ε,ε,ε)
α , γ , β 

GG G
α , γ , β 

EE E

α , γ , β 
GG G

α , γ , β 
EE E

(γ,γ,ε)

α , γ , β 
GG G

(αγ,αγ,ε)

α , γ , β 
EE E

(β,ε,β)

α , γ , β 
GG G

α , γ , β 
EE E

α , γ , β 
GG G

(βγ,γ,β)

α , γ , β 
EE E

(α,α,ε)

α , γ , β 
GG G

α , γ , β 
EE E
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Figure 3.1: A portion of the Kripke structure for G in �gure 2.1.

assigned a value of true because there is a transition of  from sequence � in the

plant; however, E has a truth assignment of false because this same transition is not

de�ned in the legal automaton. The possibility relations describe how agents view

the world. In this model, the possibility relation for each agent is de�ned using the

indistinguishability relation �i of (2.6). That is, two global states look alike to agent

i if the global states have the same local state according to agent i. For instance, the

possibility relation for agent 1 would contain the pair of states ((; ; "); (�; ; �))

because these states have the same local state according to agent 1, namely .

The top half of a node in �gure 3.1 contains one of the global states in the system

and the bottom half of the node shows the truth values for the primitive propositions

at that global state. The diagram exactly describes the states of the plant where we

want to impose control (as constrained by the legal language) and what each agent

believes are the possible worlds of this system. For example, in �gure 2.1 after � occurs

in the plant, event  is not legal and therefore must be disabled. This information

is captured by the node labelled (�; �; ") in �gure 3.1. At this state the primitive

proposition G is true, meaning that � is part of the plant language; however, E is
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false, which means that � is not part of the legal language. By following the edges

connecting the nodes, we can also determine what each agent believes are its possible

worlds. For instance, the node labelled (�; "; �) looks the same to agent 2 as the node

labelled (�; ; �) because the local state of agent 2 is � in both the global states.

This is indicated by an edge labelled �2� joining these nodes.

We can describe the knowledge of each agent at a particular state in the interpreted

system. For example, at w = ("; "; "):

(IDES; w) j= K1(�G ^ �E ^ G) ^K2:E:

At state w the set of worlds that agent 1 considers possible is {("; "; "), (�; "; �)}.

At both these states the truth values of �G, �E and G are true. Therefore we say

that �Agent 1 knows � can happen and is legal at ("; "; ") and that  can happen at

("; "; ")�. Similarly, we say that �Agent 2 knows that it is not the case that  is legal

at ("; "; ")� because at all states indistinguishable from ("; "; ") to agent 2�namely

("; "; "), (�; �; "), (�; �; ") and (; ; ")�the formula :E is true. We can also make

note of the lack of knowledge an agent has: at w, agent 1 does not know whether 

is legal because at ("; "; ") the formula :E is true while at (�; "; �) the formula E is

true. This is denoted by (IDES; w) j= :K1E and is read as �Agent 1 does not know

whether  is legal at ("; "; ")�.

3.2 State-Based Knowledge Model

The previous knowledge model assumed that agents made decisions based on their

recorded observations of event sequences generated by the plant. If the language

requiring control has an in�nite number of strings, the Kripke structure for a system

with such a language would have an in�nite number of worlds. To exploit the �nite

representation of a regular language, in this section we introduce a model where agents

now monitor the set of states the plant could be in.
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We construct our �state-based� interpreted system IDES
0

as follows. The environ-

ment component of this interpreted system is set of plant states QG, while the agents

are a slight variation of the DES local supervisors S1 and S2. Each supervisor still

has only a partial view of the complete system behaviour, but these views are based

on the projection automaton of section 2.1.2, rather than the projection operator of

(2.3).

The worlds in the system are no longer composed of sequences from the plant

language L(G), but rather the worlds describe plant states in QG and the respective

views of those states for the group of agents G. The global states are constructed

according to the stategy for generating states in QA of the monitoring automaton A

as described in section 2.1.3. Consequently, a global state w has the form (we; w1; w2)

where we 2 QG, w1 2 QPG1 and w2 2 QPG2.

The interpretation �DES
0

changes slightly for the state-based knowledge model.

Instead of determining if a sequence t 2 L(G) precedes event �, we want to check to

see if � is de�ned at the current plant state (as recorded in we):

�DES
0

(w)(�G) :=

(
true if �G(�; we)!;
false otherwise:

(3.2)

�DES
0

(w)(�E) :=

(
true if �E(�; we)!;
false otherwise:

(3.3)

Since we assume that the legal automaton can always be expressed as a subautomaton

of the plant automaton, the seemingly ambiguous reference to we (which is a plant

state) in (3.3) is a consistent reference to the same state in both automata.

3.3 Knowledge-Based Protocols and Kripke-observability

The interpreted systems IDES and IDES
0

describe the knowledge that each agent

has concerning the validity of a particular sequence. We need to associate actions with
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an agent's knowledge�for instance, if an agent knows that a particular proposition

is possible but not legal for a set of possible worlds, then we want it to disable the

corresponding event. A knowledge-based protocol [15] is a strategy that links actions

and knowledge for agents (and the environment). We believe that it is natural to

think of a supervisor basing its control actions on what the supervisor �knows� about

the present state of the system. Even though we depart from some of the speci�cs

of the formalism for knowledge-based protocols in [15], we incorporate the idea that

there ought to be a connection between action and knowledge.

We examine knowledge-based protocols where actions to disable or enable an event

are based only on local state information and where an uncontrollable event cannot

be disabled. We describe protocols for agents but not for the environment, which we

view as incapable of taking control actions. For the decentralized DES we consider,

when we say that a supervisor S = (S1;S2) solves a problem, we mean that when G

is under the control of S, the resultant language generated, namely L((S1 ^ S2)=G),

equals the legal language: L((S1^S2)=G) = L(E). Solving the decentralized problem

with a knowledge-based protocol amounts to constructing a protocol that will ensure

that only legal sequences and all legal sequences are generated.

3.3.1 Knowledge-based protocols for decentralized control

A local supervisor in a decentralized DES system disables controllable event �

if the supervisor is able to determine that the occurrence of � will lead to illegal

behaviour; otherwise event � is enabled. An event � is disabled if at least one local

agent takes a �disable �� action at w.

The actions that drive the global state changes of the system are performed ac-

cording to a selection rule or protocol. A knowledge-based protocol is a protocol

where actions are taken on the basis of the local knowledge of an agent. We de�ne a

knowledge-based protocol as a mapping that characterizes which events are disabled
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KPi : Li��! fenable; disableg, where Li is the set of local states for agent i. Since

the knowledge-based protocol is de�ned on the local view of an agent, the actions of

agent i are applied at all w0 that are indistinguishable to agent i at w. Just as a local

decentralized DES supervisor makes control decisions based on its partial view of a

sequence, we want an agent to use knowledge and its local states to determine if a

given event should be disabled. A joint knowledge-based protocol is the collection of

the knowledge-based protocols for all agents in G.

We identify the group of agents that can control a given event as G� := fi : � 2

�i;cg, i.e., for all � 2 �1;c \ �2;c, G� = f1; 2g; for all � 2 �1;c n �2;c, G� = f1g; for all

� 2 �2;c n �1;c, G� = f2g; and for all � 2 �uc;G� = ;.

A joint knowledge-based protocolKP = (KP1;KP2) solves the decentralized prob-

lem if for all w 2 IDES and all (�G; �E) 2 R�:

(i) (IDES; w) j= �G ^ :�E ) (9i 2 G�)KPi(wi; �) = disable;

(ii) (IDES; w) j= �G ^ �E ) (6 9i 2 G�)KPi(wi; �) = disable:

That is, solving the problem amounts to allowing only legal sequences and all legal

sequences to occur. Note that since we assume that E is a subautomaton of G, it will

never be the case that (IDES; w) j= :�G ^ �E.

To solve the decentralized control problem using knowledge-based protocols we

must formalize what it means for agents to �know enough�. We describe several con-

ditions that IDES (equivalently IDES
0

) must satisfy before a solution can be achieved.

In particular, we present a necessary and su�cient condition so that our knowledge-

based protocol admits only (and all) the legal sequences in L(E).

We de�ne a property equivalent to co-observability [33] and controllability [29]

that characterizes the nature of knowledge an interpreted system requires to yield a

decentralized solution to the DES control problem.
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Figure 3.2: A plant G and legal automaton E.

Definition 3.1 An interpreted system IDES (respectively, IDES
0

) is Kripke-observable

if:

8w 2 IDES; 8(�G; �E) 2 R�;

(IDES; w) j= :�G _ �E (3.4)

_ (9i 2 G�) such that (IDES; w) j= Ki:�E:

That is, if an illegal event � is about to occur, at least one agent that can control �

knows that it should be disabled. We note here that co-observability is a condition on

set membership and set containment for sets of sequences while Kripke-observability

involves logic tests on propositions.

The condition we were initially trying to capture in the de�nition of Kripke-

observability was that for every event that can occur, at least one agent knows whether

or not that event is legal. Our intuition led us to the following logic formulation:

8w 2 IDES; 8(�G; �E) 2 R�;

(9i 2 G�) such that (IDES; w) j= Ki�E _Ki:�E: (3.5)

However, this is actually too strong a condition as the following example will illustrate.

The plant and legal automaton in �gure 3.2 represents a co-observable language

(with supervisors S1 and S2) if �1;o = f�g = �1;c, �2;o = f�g, and �2;c = f�; �g.
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Figure 3.3: A plant G and legal automaton E.

Thus a control strategy for this decentralized problem is as follows: S1 disables �

after seeing � and S2 disables � after seeing ��. If we were to use the condition

in (3.5), then the condition would fail at w = ("; "; "). At this state, the possible

worlds of agent 1 are ("; "; "), (�; "; �), and (��; "; ��). Both disjuncts of (3.5) fail for

event � at w since (IDES; w) j= �E, whereas at w
0 and w00, when w0 = (�; "; �) and

w00 = (��; "; ��), we have (IDES; w0) j= :�E and (IDES; w00) j= :�E. The possible

worlds for agent 2 at w = ("; "; ") are states w0 = (�; �; "), w00 = (��; ��; ") and w

itself. As it did for agent 1, both disjuncts fail on event � at all states indistinguishable

from w since (IDES; w) j= �E while (IDES; w0) j= :�E and (IDES; w00) j= :�E. In

fact, the failure to meet the condition of (3.5) was because we required an agent to

know when an event should be enabled.

This observation led to a revised de�nition:

8w 2 IDES; 8(�G; �E) 2 R�;

(IDES; w) j= �E (3.6)

_ (9i 2 G�) such that (IDES; w) j= Ki:�E:

Now that the condition in (3.6) does not insist on knowledge if the event is legal,

this updated condition is satis�ed for event � at all states in �gure 3.2. However,

�gure 3.3 shows another co-observable system where (3.6) also fails. Let �1;o = f�g,

�1;c = f�; �g, �2;o = f�g, �2;c = f�g. There is a problem with event �, even though
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this event never needs to be disabled. At state w = (�; �; "), agent 2 neither knows

that � should be disabled nor that it should not be disabled since (IDES; w) j= :�E,

while at w0 = ("; "; ") it is the case that (IDES; w0) j= �E and w �2 w
0. Therefore,

at w neither disjunct of condition (3.6) is satis�ed. Since � cannot actually happen

after � occurs, it is too strong to require than an agent possess any knowledge about

� at w.

If we use the de�nition of (3.4), the system of �gure 3.3 is Kripke-observable.

In particular, at state w = (�; �; "), the �rst disjunct for event � is now satis�ed:

(IDES; w) j= :�G.

Note that even though the de�nitions in (3.5) and (3.6) fail on this example

system, there is still a solution to the problem. This is because the default action is

to enable an event when no agent knows whether or not to disable that event. The

requirement in the �rst disjunct of (3.5) to know that the event should be enabled is

too strong. Similarly (3.6) fails as we neglected to notice that we can omit knowledge

tests on �do not care� states, that is, states where events are not even de�ned in the

corresponding DES plant states. Hence this knowledge condition can be relaxed so

that a test for knowledge is only performed when an event � is possible but is not

legal (i.e., when the disjunct :�G _ �E does not hold).

Theorem 3.1 Given G;E, there exists a joint knowledge-based protocol KP = (KP1;KP2)

that solves the decentralized problem i� IDES(G;E) is Kripke�observable.

Proof: (() Suppose IDES is Kripke-observable. De�ne the following knowledge-

based protocol:

(8� 2 �)(8` 2 Li)

(8i 2 G�) KPi(`; �) =

8><>:
disable ; if 9w such that ` = wi

^ (IDES; w) j= Ki:�E ;
enable ; otherwise.

(3.7)

(8j 62 G�) KPj(`; �) = enable: (3.8)
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If an agent knows than an event is illegal, it will disable the event. Therefore, unless

an agent knows that an event is illegal, the event will be enabled. Note that for an

event controllable by agent i, the de�nition of KPi in (3.7) is robust to the choice

of w in (3.7) (i.e., if a di�erent w0 were chosen such that ` = w0
i, then by (2.8),

(IDES; w) j= Ki:�E i� (IDES; w0) j= Ki:�E).

We want to show that KP = (KP1;KP2) solves the decentralized problem.

(i) Suppose (IDES; w) j= (�G ^ :�E). We want to show that this implies (9i 2 G�)

KPi(wi; �) = disable.

Since (IDES; w) j= �G^:�E , we have (IDES; w) 6j= :�G_�E. Thus, since Kripke-

observability holds, it must be the case that 9i 2 G� such that (IDES; w) j= Ki:�E .

Therefore either KP1(wi; �) = disable or KP2(wi; �) = disable.

(ii) Suppose (IDES; w) j= �G ^ �E. We want to show that this implies (69 i 2 G�)

KPi(wi; �) = disable.

The requirement for KPi(wi; �) = disable for some i 2 G� is that (IDES; w) j=

Ki:�E . However, since (IDES; w) j= �E, we cannot have (IDES; w) j= Ki:�E for any

i (by (2.9)). Therefore KPi(wi; �) = enable for all i 2 G�. By (3.8), for all i 62 G�,

KPi(wi; �) = enable.

()) We need to show that if IDES is not Kripke-observable then there is no joint

knowledge-based protocol KP that solves the decentralized problem.

Suppose that some KP solves the decentralized problem. Since IDES is not

Kripke-observable, there must exist w 2 IDES such that 9(�G; �E) 2 R� where

(8i 2 G�) (I
DES; w) 6j= :�G _ �E _Ki:�E . That is,

(IDES; w) 6j= :�G _ �E; (3.9)

and for all i 2 G�,

(IDES; w) 6j= Ki:�E : (3.10)
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The expression in (3.9) implies that (IDES; w) j= (�G ^ :�E). Since KP solves the

decentralized problem, and since (IDES; w) j= (�G ^ :�E), it must be the case that

9j such that KPj(wj; �) = disable. Note that (3.10) holds for agent j and implies

that 9w0 such that (IDES; w0) j= �E and w �j w0. Since KP solves the decentralized

problem, KPj(w0
j; �) 6= disable. However, since KPj(wj; �) = disable, this means

that KPj(w0
j; �) = disable (since w �j w0 means that wj = w0

j), which leads to a

contradiction.

2 Theorem 3.1

Note that this result also holds for IDES
0

(G;E). We are checking the knowledge

that an agent has about events at its possible worlds. What is important is that the

possible worlds capture the knowledge of an agent for a given system. Therefore,

as long as the knowledge of the agents is described accurately, it does not matter

whether the possible worlds be described as sequences of the plant language or as

plant states. Note also that Kripke-observability is equivalent to controllability and

co-observability taken together.

We want to ensure that the actions taken by agents as a result of executing the

knowledge protocol exactly permit the legal language of the DES plant. In what

follows, we are referring only to the sequence-based model IDES, not the state-based

model IDES
0

. Therefore, we make precise the set of sequences that are generated by

the supervised interpreted system IDES.

Definition 3.2 The language that contains all sequences determined by the actions

of the two knowledge-based protocols is KL(KP; G), de�ned as follows:

" 2 KL;

we� 2 KL if we 2 KL ^ we� 2 L(G) ^ KPi(wi; �) = enable ; (i = 1; 2):

Thus a sequence is in KL if its pre�x is already in KL, the sequence is actually

generated by the plant, and the control action at the corresponding global state is
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to allow � to happen. If the knowledge-based protocol takes a �disable� action with

resepct to � at global state w, it is because at least one agent knows that we� is not

part of the legal language and is therefore, by the above de�nition, not included in

KL.

3.3.2 Example: a Kripke�observable system for IDES

We return to the plant and legal automaton of �gure 2.1 where agent 1 sees and

controls events � and  while agent 2 sees � but controls both � and . Part of the

Kripke structure associated with the plant is shown in �gure 3.1.

We want to show that IDES is Kripke-observable. Let w = ("; "; "). We want to

ascertain that at this state either agent 1 or agent 2 knows to disable :

(IDES; w) 6j= :G _ E: (3.11)

Therefore, for Kripke-observability, we must �nd an agent i such that (IDES; w) j=

Ki:E.

We �rst check to see if agent 1 has the appropriate knowledge about event . At

w = ("; "; "), agent 1 considers one other world to be possible: (�; "; �).

Recall that knowledge of a fact at w requires that the fact hold at all states

indistinguishable from w. Thus if agent 1 has knowledge that event  is not legal at

this part of the plant, it must be the case that :E holds in the two worlds noted

above. Agent 1 fails to have the required knowledge at state w0 = (�; "; �), since

(IDES; w0) j= E. Thus, (IDES; w) j= :K1:E and we must check to see if Kripke-

observability is satis�ed by agent 2's knowledge at this state.

There are three other possible worlds agent 2 cannot distinguish from ("; "; "):

(�; �; "), (; ; ") and (�; �; "). As was the case for agent 1, we need to determine

that agent 2 knows :E holds at w. This means that :E must hold in all worlds
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that look like ("; "; ") to agent 2. Note that because :E holds at all four possible

worlds, (IDES; w) j= K2:E.

A similar check can be performed at every other state in IDES to show that this

system is Kripke-observable (summarized in Table 3.1).

Table 3.1: Checking Kripke-observability.

w Disjunct of Kripke-observability satis�ed
("; "; ") (IDES; w) j= K2:E (IDES; w) j= �E (IDES; w) j= �E
(�; "; �) (IDES; w) j= E (IDES; w) j= �E (IDES; w) j= :�G
(; ; ") (IDES; w) j= K2:E (IDES; w) j= :�G (IDES; w) j= :�G
(�; �; ") (IDES; w) j= K2:E (IDES; w) j= :�G (IDES; w) j= �E
(�; ; �) (IDES; w) j= :G (IDES; w) j= :�G (IDES; w) j= :�G
(�; �; ") (IDES; w) j= K2:E (IDES; w) j= :�G (IDES; w) j= :�G
(��; �; �) (IDES; w) j= E (IDES; w) j= :�G (IDES; w) j= :�G
(��; �; �) (IDES; w) j= E (IDES; w) j= :�G (IDES; w) j= :�G
(��; �; �) (IDES; w) j= :G (IDES; w) j= :�G (IDES; w) j= :�G
(��; �; �) (IDES; w) j= :G (IDES; w) j= :�G (IDES; w) j= :�G

Table 3.2: A joint knowledge-based protocol for G and E and event  in �gure 2.1.

w KP1(w1; ) KP2(w2; )
("; "; ") enable disable
(�; "; �) enable enable
(; "; ") enable disable
(�; �; ") enable disable
(�; "; �) enable enable
(�; �; ") enable disable
(��; �; �) enable enable
(��; �; �) enable enable
(��; �; �) enable enable
(��; �; �) enable enable

The joint knowledge-based protocol for events � and � in this system is straight-

forward: both events are enabled by both agents at every state in IDES. To realize
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the legal language, however, the control decisions for  must ensure that  is disabled

before either agent sees any event occur and that  is disabled after � is generated

by the plant. At w = ("; "; ") agent 2 does know to disable  and thus KP2("; ) =

disable. This action occurs at all global states where w2 = ", namely (�; �; ")�which

makes certain that � will not occur�and at (; "; ") and (�; �; "). The �disable

� action at the latter two states is irrelevant since the previous disablement actions

will guarantee that we never reach these states. The complete set of control actions

for event  is summarized in Table 3.2. Note that as long as agent i takes a �disable�

action for some event at wi, this action takes precedence over any other agent's �en-

able� action for the same event at any global states w0 �i w, thereby ensuring that

the event is disabled in all possible worlds of agent i at w.

3.3.3 Example: a Kripke-observable system for IDES
0

The de�nitions of Kripke-observability, a joint knowledge-based protocol and The-

orem 3.1 also hold for IDES
0

�simply replace IDES with IDES
0

in all relevant places.

Figure 3.4 (a) shows a plant G and a legal automaton E, where �1;o = �1;c =

f�; g and �2;o = �2;c = f�; g. The projection automata of the plant are shown in

(b) and (c) of �gure 3.4. Thus when agent 2 initially sees �nothing�, i.e., the empty

string ", it cannot determine if the plant has generated � or if no event has yet

occurred. Thus agent 2 considers the plant could be in plant states 0 or 1. Similarly,

when agent 1 sees �, it cannot determine if the plant has generated ��, ��� or

�. Thus it considers the plant could be in plant states 1, 2 or 3.

To determine if IDES
0

satis�es Kripke-observability, we still defer to De�nition 3.1

and check the truth values of the primitive propositions at each state of the system.

The Kripke-structure of IDES
0

is shown in Figure 3.5. Let w = (3; f1; 3g; f3g). S-

ince the only event de�ned at this state in the plant is , we have �DES
0

(w)(�G) =
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Figure 3.4: The automata for a state-based DES: (a) G and E; (b) PG1; (c) PG2 .

�DES
0

(w)(�G) = false. Thus the truth values of the propositions for events � and �

satisfy the �rst disjunct of De�nition 3.1. While  is de�ned in the plant at state 3, it is

not part of the legal automaton and therefore �DES
0

(w)(G) = true and �DES
0

(w)(E)

= false. If the interpreted system of G and E satis�es Kripke-observability, one or

the other or both agents will know to disable  at w.

In �gure 3.5, agent 1 considers two possible worlds at w = (3; f1; 3g; f3g), namely

w and w0 = (1; f1; 3g; f0; 1g), and hence the two states are joined by an edge with

the label �1�. It is not the case that agent 1 knows that  is not legal at w since

�DES
0

(w)(E) = false but �DES
0

(w0)(E) = true.

Agent 2, on the other hand, considers that w looks like global states

(3; f1; 2; 3; 4g; f3g) and (3; f1; 2; 3g; f3g). Note that agent 2's local state contains only

one plant state, and therefore the only state agent 2 considers the plant to be in is plant

state 3. The multiple global states with the same state of the environment re�ects the

di�erent paths the plant could have taken to reach state 3. Thus the multiple possible
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worlds for agent 2 at w simply indicate that agent 2 does not di�erentiate among the

paths to plant state 3 and regardless of the path, it only ever considers it possible

that the plant is in state 3. Since �DES
0

(w)(E) = false, then by de�nition of �DES
0

,

the truth value for E is clearly false at (3; f1; 2; 3; 4g; f3g) and (3; f1; 2; 3g; f3g).

Therefore we have (I; w) j= K2:E.

Checking the rest of the points in the system reveals that the system is indeed

Kripke-observable. Table 3.3 contains a summary of the test for Kripke-observability

for the entire system.

Table 3.3: Checking Kripke-observability for G and E in �gure 3.4.

w Disjuncts of Kripke-observability satis�ed

(0; f0g; f0; 1g) (IDES
0

; w) j= �E (IDES
0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= :G
(1; f1; 3g; f0; 1g) (IDES

0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= �E (IDES
0

; w) j= E
(1; f1; 2; 3; 4g; f1g) (IDES

0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= �E (IDES
0

; w) j= E
(1; f1; 2; 3g; f1g) (IDES

0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= �E (IDES
0

; w) j= E
(2; f1; 2; 3g; f2g) (IDES

0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= E
(2; f1; 2; 3; 4g; f2g) (IDES

0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= E
(3; f1; 3g; f3g) (IDES

0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= K2:E
(3; f1; 2; 3g; f3g) (IDES

0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= K2:E
(3; f1; 2; 3; 4g; f3g) (IDES

0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= K2:E
(4; f1; 2; 3; 4g; f4g) (IDES

0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= :�G (IDES
0

; w) j= :G

The joint knowledge-based protocol for this system, as with the previous example,

is straightforward for events � and �: both agents enable these events at all points

in IDES
0

. The control actions for  must have at least one agent disabling  at

plant state 3. That is, for each point in the interpreted system where we = 3, at

least one agent must take the control action �disable �. In fact, agent 2 is never

uncertain about the plant being in state 3 since, whenever we = 3, it is always the

case that w2 = f3g. For instance, at w = (3; f1; 3g; f3g), agent 2 knows : and thus

KP2(w2; ) = disable. Since every point where w2 = f3g is also every point where

we = 3, the joint knowledge-based protocol prevents  from occurring at plant state

3. The complete set of control actions taken by each agent for  is shown in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.5: The Kripke structure for G in �gure 3.4.
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Table 3.4: A joint knowledge-based protocol for G and E and event  in �gure 3.4.

w KP1(w1; ) KP2(w2; )
(0; f0g; f0; 1g) enable enable
(1; f1; 3g; f0; 1g) enable enable
(1; f1; 2; 3; 4g; f1g) enable enable
(1; f1; 2; 3g; f1g) enable enable
(2; f1; 2; 3g; f2g) enable enable
(2; f1; 2; 3; 4g; f2g) enable enable
(3; f1; 3g; f3g) enable disable
(3; f1; 2; 3g; f3g) enable disable
(3; f1; 2; 3; 4g; f3g) enable disable
(4; f1; 2; 3; 4g; f4g) enable enable

3.4 Distributed Observability

Previously we considered what it means for an agent to know a fact; however, what

does it mean for a group of agents to know a fact? To �nd a joint knowledge-based

protocol that solves the decentralized control problem, we require that the interpreted

system be Kripke-observable. But even if the system is not Kripke-observable, it may

be the case that the group of agents has the combined knowledge to generate the

correct control strategy. We call this notion of successfully pooling information to

generate a control decision distributed observability.

Distributed observability is based on the concept of distributed knowledge (taken

from [12]). Distributed knowledge is the weakest form of group knowledge: in essence,

a group has distributed knowledge of p if after combining all the knowledge of the

group, p holds. This amounts to taking the intersection of all sets of worlds each

agent in the group considers possible at a given state in the system.

Definition 3.3 A group G of agents has distributed knowledge of p 2 � at state w,

denoted (I; w) j= DG p, i� (I; w0) j= p for all w0 where, for all agents i in a group G,

wi = w0
i.
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The modal operator DG means �it is distributed knowledge among the agents in G�

[16]. It could be the case that no individual agent knows p, but after combining their

possible worlds (i.e., take the intersection of the possible worlds for the agents) the

group of agents knows p�only if p holds in all the remaining possible worlds of the

`intersection'.

Stronger assertions about group knowledge include �everyone in the group knows

p� and common knowledge, where �everyone in the group knows p, everyone in the

group knows that everyone in the group knows p� etc. We do not consider these states

of knowledge here, but merely note that there exists a hierarchy of states of group

knowledge for distributed systems.

Distributed knowledge is the key to a concept we introduce, called distributed

observability:

Definition 3.4 An interpreted system IDES has distributed observability with re-

spect to a group of agents G if

8w 2 IDES; 8(�G; �E) 2 R�

(IDES; w) j= :�G _ �E _DG:�E:

That is, at all states in the interpreted system where an event would need to be

disabled, there is distributed knowledge about whether to disable that event. Note

that if IDES is Kripke-observable then by de�nition IDES has distributed observability

since at every state, for each event in �c, at least one agent (even before pooling

knowledge) will know the correct control decision to make.

Intuitively, to solve a decentralized problem, even with communication, it would

have to be the case that what one agent lacks in knowledge or information, the other

can supply. Consider the case of sequences t and t0 which look alike to both agents

where t is legal and t0 is illegal. If agent 1 were to communicate to agent 2 that it

(agent 1) knows that one of t or t0 has occurred, or if agent 2 were to communicate
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Figure 3.6: The combined DES plant G and its legal automaton E.

similar information to agent 1, communication will not help the agents make a control

decision.

Using the knowledge framework we can exploit the possible-worlds model to i-

dentify system states that are indistinguishable to both agents (and where, therefore,

information pooling would be of no help). Further, we can identify states where an

agent's ability to make control decisions would be improved by communication.

We present two examples where the two agents have partial observation of a

system: one where the pooling of possible worlds is not enough to achieve control and

one where we believe that combined knowledge can achieve control.

3.4.1 Example: when pooling knowledge is not enough

In �gure 3.6 the language generated by the legal automaton is not Kripke-observable1

if �1;o = f�g, �1;c = f�; g, �2;o = f�g, and �2;c = f�g. When agent 1 sees � (e-

quivalently, agent 2 sees �), it does not know whether or not �� or �� has occurred.

Thus a control decision about  cannot be reached. The Kripke structure in �g-

ure 3.7 shows that IDES is not Kripke-observable. To see this, suppose the system

were Kripke-observable. Then when w = (��; �; �), it must be that agent 1 knows

:E in its set of possible worlds at w�since (IDES; w) 6j= :G _ E. In fact, this is

1This example arose from discussions K. Rudie had with S. Lafortune, F. Lin, A. Overkamp and

D. Teneketzis.
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not the case because (IDES; (��; �; �)) j= E.

If both agents were to pool their knowledge at a state where agent 1 sees � and

agent 2 sees �, so that the resulting possible worlds are (��; �; �), (��; �; �), and

(��; �; �), the Kripke structure indicates that still there is no distributed knowl-

edge about E for the same reasons that the system is not Kripke-observable: the

con�icting truth value of E at states (��; �; �) and (��; �; �). That is, distributed

observability is not satis�ed.

When distributed observability is not satis�ed this tells us that at some place,

pooling information does not help. In this example, by the time agent 1 sees �

and agent 2 sees �, the relative ordering of � and � has been lost, i.e., even if at

that point agent 2 were to tell agent 1 that it has seen �, that would not convey to

agent 1 whether �� or �� had occurred. This would suggest that the agents must

communicate prior to agent 1 seeing � and agent 2 seeing �.

One possible communication protocol could assume that an agent sends a query

as soon as it is uncertain about whether to disable an event. Unfortunately, such a

strategy is highly sensitive to small communication delays. In this example, because

agent 2 sees and controls only �, there is never a situation when agent 2 is confused

about its control decisions. So it never sends a query to agent 1. Agent 1 would need

to submit a query when it sees �. If only � has happened and agent 1 sends a query

to agent 2, then it would appear that a decision about  can be made since the pooled

information would indicate that the only possible world is (�; �; "). However, if � had

taken place before agent 2 receives the query, agent 1 would not know whether or not

to disable  since it would not know if � had occurred just before � or just after �

happened. That is, the usefulness of pooled information depends on whether � can

occur after � has occurred but before agent 2 receives the query. In other words, even

if a query results in a response, the solution is sensitive to the precise moment the

query is received.
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3.4.2 Example: when pooling knowledge is enough

The legal language corresponding to the legal automaton illustrated in �gure 3.8

is not Kripke-observable. Let �1;o = f�g, �1;c = f�; g, �2;o = f�; �g, and �2;c =

f�; �; g. Upon observing �, agent 1 (which sees only �) does not know if �� or

��� has occurred and hence does not know whether or not to disable . Similarly by

observing ��, agent 2 would not know whether ��� or �� had occurred and could

make no decision about disabling . However, we can check the Kripke structure and

see that distributed observability is satis�ed. That is, when an agent is unable to

make a control decision, pooling information will help. In fact, an agent has more

�exibility: to submit a query every time it is stuck is possibly unnecessary. If each

agent has available to it a record of the history of its queries then it may be possible to

deduce further information based on queries it has not received from the other agent.

We illustrate this below. In addition, there remains the issue of when information

should be pooled. There may be several states where pooling is bene�cial and it may

be possible to ascertain whether communication should be delayed to the last possible

moment or should occur as early as possible.
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In this example, as soon as agent 1 sees � it does not know whether or not

to disable . At what state should it communicate or query agent 2 so that they

can pool their knowledge? We can assume here that communication between agents

occurs instantaneously so that as soon as one agent cannot continue, the other agent

receives a query to pool knowledge. In this case, agent 2 can continue making control

decisions until it sees �� at which point it must submit a query to pool knowledge.

On the other hand, if agent 2 sees �� but has already received a query from agent

1 (after agent 1 sees �), then agent 2 no longer needs to query as it knows that

previously agent 1 did not know what to do about . Therefore agent 2 can deduce

that � must have occurred.
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Chapter 4

Communication and Decentralized DES

In chapter 3 we used knowledge models to analyze decentralized discrete-event

problems that satis�ed speci�c conditions to generate a control solution. The solution

precluded the possibility of agents pooling or communicating information regarding

their partial view of the system. The notion of distributed observability for inter-

preted systems provides a starting point from which we begin our understanding of

how agents might communicate to solve a particular class of decentralized control

problems.

This chapter introduces our approach to incorporating communication into de-

centralized discrete-event control problems. The problem that we are interested in

concerns interpreted systems that do not satisfy Kripke-observability. Since an a-

gent bases its actions on the information it has, if an agent does not have �enough�

information to know that event � should be prevented from occurring, under what

conditions would information from other agents give that agent the knowledge to

make the correct control decision about �?

4.1 Knowledge, communication and control

In this section we present a broad overview of the motivation explaining why we

want to introduce communication into decentralized DES. As well, we indicate the

underlying assumptions we make regarding the nature of communication in decen-

tralized systems.
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4.1.1 Why communicate?

When the correct control decision cannot be reached in the absence of communi-

cation, as was the case for the example in �gure 3.8, sharing information with other

agents could lead to a control solution. Thus an agent may communicate to allow

another agent to reach the correct control decision. Because an agent has a partial

view of the system, if a communicating agent shares information with another agent

at state x, it is also communicating at every state that it �nds indistinguishable from

x, a notion termed consistency [31]. Therefore communication occurs for two reasons:

to solve a control problem, and to satisfy consistency.

The strategy for communication we present in this chapter does, by de�nition,

satisfy consistency. In the construction of the communication protocol we instead

insist that our procedures (1) render the protocol well-de�ned in the sense that there

is no ambiguity when an agent must communicate (this is described in more detail

in section 4.4); and (2) when taking into account any prior information that an

agent could receive, the agent's view of the world�in light of this new information�

is correctly re�ned. As an example of this latter point, suppose that our strategy

determines that agent i communicates at one of its local states wi = fx; y; zg, where

x; y; z 2 QG and wi 2 QPGi for some plant G. That is, with its partial view of the

world, agent i cannot distinguish between plant states x, y and z. Further suppose

that a prior communication from another agent allows agent i to distinguish x from

y (i.e., wi should really be fx; zg ). We want our protocol to ensure that agent i

communicates its updated view of the world as re�ned by this additional information.

4.1.2 Who communicates?

In the previous chapter we described how to ascribe knowledge to agents in a

decentralized discrete-event control problem. As long as at least one agent has enough
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knowledge to make the correct control decision and takes the correct control action,

a solution to the control problem is achieved.

When an agent does not have su�cient knowledge to make the correct control

decision�and there is no other agent capable of making the decision�we assume

that another agent in the system communicates information to facilitate the correct

control decision.

4.1.3 What to communicate?

At any point in the interpreted system an agent has access to two pieces of infor-

mation: its local state (i.e., the set of states it considers the plant could be at) and

its knowledge of the system at that local state. We assume that the communicating

agent sends its local state to the agent that lacks knowledge. An agent receiving

communication then updates its own local state by intersecting its local state with

the communicated local state.

For example, suppose an agent must make a control decision to disable event � at

plant state q, but � is allowed to happen at plant state q0. If the agent considers it

possible that the plant could be in either state q or q0, then it cannot make the correct

control decision to disable � if the plant is actually at state q. Suppose another agent

considers it possible that the plant is either at state q or state q00 and � is not de�ned

at state q00. Therefore, if the agent lacking knowledge about � is sent the information

fq; q00g, it updates its own local state to fq; q0g \ fq; q00g = fqg. Now the correct

control decision (i.e., to disable �) can be made since after communication the states

q and q0 can be distinguished.

4.1.4 Where to communicate

An agent is confused if it must make a control decision and cannot distinguish be-

tween a state leading to a legal sequence and a state leading to an illegal sequence. In
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section 4.2 we describe our strategy for identifying places (e.g., states) where commu-

nication to achieve a control solution occurs. These are places in the system where the

information an agent receives leads to a situation where the agent makes the correct

control decision. As noted earlier, we also must formulate a communication protocol

that takes into account the e�ects of prior communication from another agent. A

procedure for ensuring that an agent's view of the world is re�ned appropriately is

presented in section 4.3.

4.1.5 When to communicate: a communication protocol

We represent the action of agent i communicating with agent j at some state

q in the plant (for purposes of solving the control problem) by the event comij:q.

Therefore, when a place where agents �communicate for control� has been identi�ed

(e.g., state q), we insert a communication event into an updated version of the plant

at that state. Subsequently, communication events must be incorporated at all states

that an agent �nds indistinguishable from the places it communicates for control (e.g.,

states that look like q). Once all the communication events have been incorporated

into the plant, the communication protocol for each agent is derived by calculating

its projection automaton of the augmented plant. To ensure that the projection

automata re�ect the e�ects of communication on an agent's view of the world, we must

ascertain that the communication events have been added to the augmented plant at

the appropriate states. The updated plant can then be translated into our knowledge

model where we can determine whether or not the addition of communication now

renders the system Kripke-observable.
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4.2 Communication for Control

In section 3.3, solving the control problem in our knowledge model amounted to

each agent having enough information to make the correct control decisions. We char-

acterized an agent's inability to make such a decision as a place in the interpreted

system that contributes to the system not being Kripke-observable. We then specu-

lated in section 3.4 about the role distributed observability might play in providing

agents with more information to make the correct control decisions. The notion of

distributed observability suggests that pooling takes place just before a control de-

cision needs to be made. However, it is possible to come up with examples where

a control solution exists but where pooling possible worlds under the conditions of

distributed observability does not lead to an agent having the knowledge to make the

correct control decision. Therefore, in our strategy for communication, we identify

places where pooling information at that place is helpful.

We have established that an agent requires extra information, for example, com-

municated from another agent, when it cannot distinguish an illegal sequence from a

legal sequence and it must make the correct control decision. We have yet to establish

how to identify speci�c places where communication will give agents the knowledge to

solve the control problem. In this section we claim that, subject to certain conditions,

we can always �nd a place for agents to communicate so that a control solution will

eventually be reached. At such a place in the interpreted system, the communicating

agent i can provide agent j with information that allows j to distinguish whether the

system is along a sequence where j will have to make a control decision. We begin by

introducing some terminology we will need to identify places where communication

occurs to solve the control problem.

Definition 4.1 A communication state is a state q 2 QG where agent i commu-

nicates to agent j (for i; j 2 f1; 2g and i 6= j) so that agent j will know whether it is
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observing states along a legal sequence or an illegal sequence.

This de�nition is intentionally imprecise at this stage and will be updated later.

For now, we consider a communication state to be a state where information from

one agent is imparted to the agent responsible for making a control decision. The

communicated information allows the latter agent to enable or disable the appropriate

event at a subsequent point in the system.

Definition 4.2 A maximal-P pair (t; t0) is a pair of sequences t; t0 2 �� where

P (t) = P (t0) and 6 9� 2 � such that P (t�) = P (t0) or P (t) = P (t0�).

Recall that the canonical projection operator P in (2.1) e�ectively erases the unob-

servable events in a sequence t. In this case P is a mapping from �� to (�1;o [�2;o)
�.

Thus, a maximal-P pair pinpoints the last place two sequences look alike to an ob-

server that sees all observable events. We will use maximal-P pairs to identify com-

munication states by locating the places in the interpreted system where an illegal

and a legal sequence in L(G) look alike using canonical projection.

Definition 4.3 The local view `i of a state ` 2 Q
G reached via sequence t (i.e.,9t 2

�� where �G(t; qG0 ) = `) is the set of all the states in the plant that supervisor/agent

i considers the plant could be in upon seeing Pi(t):

`i := fq
G j qG 2 QG ^ 9u 2 P�1

i (Pi(t)) such that �G(u; qG0 ) = qGg:

Thus if agent i cannot determine if t or t0 has occurred in the plant (i.e., Pi(t) = Pi(t
0))

and if �G(t; qG0 ) = q while �G(t0; qG0 ) = q0, the local view of agent i at state q will

contain q and q0.

Definition 4.4 If t 2 �� and � 2 �, state qG 2 QG is called a good state with

respect to t� if 9u; v 2 �� such that t = uv, �G(u; qG0 ) = qG and �E(t�; qE0 ) is

de�ned.

That is, a good state is one that occurs along a path of a legal sequence.
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Definition 4.5 If t 2 �� and � 2 � state qG 2 qG is called a bad state with

respect to t� if 9u; v 2 �� such that t = uv, �G(u; qG0 ) = qG and �G(t�; qG0 ) is

de�ned but �E(t�; qE0 ) is not de�ned.

Similarly, a bad state is one that occurs along a path of an illegal sequence.

We will want to be able to draw conclusions about what an agent sees if the

canonical projections of two sequences are equal. For instance, if P (t) = P (t0), we

want to conclude that Pi(t) = Pi(t
0). In the lemma and corollary that follow, we use

PA to identify a canonical projection operator from �� to A�, where A is a subset of

�.

Lemma 4.1 Let B � A � �. For canonical projection operators PA : �� ! A� and

PB : �� ! B�, if PA(t) = PA(t0), where t; t0 2 �� then PB(t) = PB(t0).

Informal Proof. Let A0 = f� j � 2 � and � 62 Ag and B0 = f� j � 2 � and � 62 Bg

(i.e., A0 is the complement of A, B0 is the complement of B). Since B � A, therefore

A0 � B0. Note that PA will replace events in A0 by ". Then PB will replace events in

the larger set B0 by ". Thus PA(t) = PA(t0) implies that PB(t) = PB(t0). The result

can be proved more formally using induction on the length of strings.

2 Lemma 4.1

Thus sequences that are indistinguishable to an agent are also indistinguishable to

other agents that observe fewer events.

We prove here that under a certain condition we can �nd places where a com-

municating agent can eliminate the confusion of the agent incapable of making the

correct control decision. The confused agent simply needs to be able to tell bad states

from good states.

In the following theorem, observability is a hypothesis because observability means

that a centralized observer (one that could see all the events that both agents see)
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could solve the control problem. Otherwise one agent lacks observations that could

not necessarily be supplied by the other agent.

Theorem 4.1 Given G;E and let i 2 f1; 2g. If E is observable with respect to G;P

and 9�̂ 2 �i;c; t; t
0 2 L(G) such that t�̂ 62 L(E) and t0�̂ 2 L(E) and Pi(t) = Pi(t

0)

then 9` 2 QG where ` is either a good state with respect to t0�̂ or a bad state with

respect to t�̂ and 6 9y; y0 2 `1 \ `2 (for y 6= y0) where y is a bad state with respect to

t�̂ and y0 is a good state with respect to t0�̂.

Proof. There exists u; u0 2 �� such that u 2 t, u0 2 t0 and (u; u0) is a maximal-P

pair. Since E is observable with respect to G, (t; t0) is not a maximal-P pair and

therefore either u is a proper pre�x of t (i.e., u 6= t) or u0 is a proper pre�x of t0.

Without loss of generality, let u be a proper pre�x of t (i.e., 9� 2 �; v 2 �� such that

t = u�v). Let �G(u; qG0 ) = z and �G(u�; qG0 ) = x.

We consider the following two cases:

Case A: (u; t0) is a maximal-P pair.

Let �G(t0; qG0 ) = z0. Refer to �gure 4.1 (a) for a graphical representation of this case.

(i) � 2 �uo

The next event after u cannot be unobservable. If � is unobservable, then (u; t0)

would not be a maximal-P pair because we could extend u by �.

(ii) � 2 �i;o

We will argue that this scenario is not possible. It su�ces to argue as follows:

Pi(t
0) = Pi(t)

= Pi(u�v)

= Pi(u)Pi(�)Pi(v) (4.1)

Since (u; t0) is a maximal-P pair, P (u) = P (t0). Since �i;o [ �j;o � �o, by Lem-

ma 4.1 Pi(u) = Pi(t
0). Therefore (4.1) holds only if Pi(�)Pi(v) = ". This leads to a
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Figure 4.1: Identifying a communication state.

contradiction as Pi(�) 6= ".

(iii) � 2 �j;o

Claim 1. State x is a state where xi \ xj does not contain distinct states y and y0

where y0 is a good state with respect to t0�̂ and y is a bad state with respect to t�̂.

Note that xi \ xj already contains a bad state, namely x. Therefore we just have to

show that there is no pre�x of t0 that has the same projection as some pre�x of u�.

At x, xj already contains bad state x. The only way xj could also contain a di�erent

good state with respect to t0�̂ is if there is some pre�x of t0, say w0, where Pj(w
0) =

Pj(u�). If it did, xj would additionally contain the good state �G(w0; qGo ). Assume

t0 = w0v0:

Pj(w
0) = Pj(u�)

= Pj(u)Pj(�)

= Pj(t
0)Pj(�) (since �j;o � �i;o [ �j;o and P (u) = P (t0);

by Lemma 4:1; Pj(u) = Pj(t
0))

= Pj(w
0)Pj(v

0)Pj(�) (4.2)

For (4.2) to hold, Pj(v
0)Pj(�) = " which leads to a contradiction as Pj(�) 6= " (since
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� 2 �j;o).

Case B: (u; t0) is not a maximal-P pair.

Then u0 is a proper pre�x of t0.

Let t0 = u0�0v0 for �0 2 �, v0 2 �� and �G(u0; qG0 ) = z0 and �G(u0�0; qG0 ) = x0, as shown

in �gure 4.1 (b).

(i) �; �0 2 �uo

This scenario is not possible. A next event along t after u (respectively, along t0 after

u0) cannot be unobservable, otherwise we would be able to extend u or u0 and violate

the fact that (u; u0) is a maximal-P pair.

(ii) �; �0 2 �o and � = �0

This scenario is not possible. The next event along t after u cannot be identical to

the next event along t0 after u0, otherwise (u; u0) would not be a maximal-P pair.

(iii) � 2 �i;o; �
0 2 �j;o

Claim 2. State x0 is a state where x0i \ x
0
j does not contain distinct states y and y0

where y0 is a good state with respect to t0�̂ and y is a bad state with respect to t�̂.

We will �rst show that from state z there is no sequence v = �w, where v 2 ��, such

that Pi(uv) = Pi(u
0�0). That is, if x0j contains any bad states (distinct from x0) with

respect to t�̂ that occur after z along t, these states are not in x0i.

We need only show that Pi(uv) 6= Pi(u
0�0). Suppose it were. Then

Pi(uw) = Pi(u
0�0)

Pi(u)Pi(w) = Pi(u
0)Pi(�

0)

= Pi(u)Pi(�
0) ( since �i;o � �i;o [ �j;o;

by Lemma 4:1; Pi(u) = Pi(u
0)) (4.3)
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For (4.3) to hold it must be the case that Pi(�w) = Pi(�
0) = " (since �0 2 �j;o), which

leads to a contradiction since Pi(�) 6= ".

As for Case A (iii), we have a situation where at state x0, x0i already contains the

states z; z0; x0 since Pi(u) = Pi(u
0) and Pi(u

0�0) = Pi(u) (because �
0 2 �j;o). At x0,

x0j already contains good state x0. Now, the only way x0j could also contain a bad

state (distinct from x0) with respect to t�̂ is if there is some pre�x of u, say ŵ, where

Pj(ŵ) = Pj(u
0�0). Thus x0j would also contain a bad state �G(ŵ; qGo ). Suppose that

such a ŵ exists (i.e., u = ŵv̂ and v̂ 2 ��). Then

Pj(ŵ) = Pj(u
0�0) (4.4)

= Pj(u
0)Pj(�

0)

= Pj(u)Pj(�
0) (since �j;o � �i;o [ �j;o; by Lemma 4:1; Pj(u) = Pj(u

0))

= Pj(ŵv̂)Pj(�
0)

= Pj(ŵ)Pj(v̂)Pj(�
0) (4.5)

which leads to a contradiction since Pj(�
0) 6= " (since �0 2 �j;o).

(iv) � 2 �j;o; �
0 2 �i;o

Analogous to Case B (ii). In the current scenario, the claim to be proven becomes:

The state x is a state where xi \ xj does not contain a good state y0 with respect to

t0�̂ and a bad state y with respect to t�̂.

(v) �; �0 2 �i;o and � 6= �0

We will argue that this scenario is not possible. We have that Pi(t) = Pi(t
0) and

substituting for t and t0:

Pi(u�v) = Pi(u
0�0v0)

Pi(u)Pi(�)Pi(v) = Pi(u
0)Pi(�

0)Pi(v
0)

= Pi(u)Pi(�
0)Pi(v

0) (since �i;o � �i;o [ �j;o;

by Lemma 4:1; Pi(u) = Pi(u
0))
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which leads to a contradiction because Pi(�) 6= Pi(�
0) (since � 6= �0).

(vi) �; �0 2 �j;o and � 6= �0

Claim 3. States x and x0 are both states where xi \ xj and x0i \ x
0
j do not contain

distinct states y and y0 where y is a good state with respect to t0�̂ and y0 is a bad

state with respect to t�̂.

We want to �rst illustrate the case for x0 by showing after state z there is no sequence

v = �w, where v 2 ��, such that Pj(uv) = Pj(u
0�0).

Suppose that such a v exists. Then

Pj(uv) = Pj(u
0�0)

Pj(u)Pj(v) = Pj(u
0)Pj(�

0)

= Pj(u)Pj(�
0) ( since �j;o � �i;o [ �j;o;

by Lemma 4:1; Pj(u) = Pj(u
0)) (4.6)

Since v = �w, for (4.6) to hold it must be the case that Pj(�w) = Pj(�
0), which leads

to a contradiction since Pj(�) 6= Pj(�
0).

To show that there is no sequence ŵ leading to state z where Pj(ŵ) = Pj(u
0�0), we

follow the same procedure presented in (4.4).

Similar reasoning shows that if we instead select x as our state, that there is (a) no

v0 = �0w0 such that Pj(u
0v0) = Pj(u�); and (b) that there is no ŵ along t0 leading to

state x0 such that Pj(ŵ) = Pj(u�).

2 Theorem 4.1

The idea of Theorem 4.1 is that when agent i cannot make the correct control

decision about � 2 �i;c, (i.e., 9t; t
0 2 L(G) such that t0� 2 L(E), t� 62 L(E) and

Pi(t) = Pi(t
0)) we can always �nd a place�somewhere along either t or t0�where

agent j can distinguish between t and t0. At this place or communication state, agent
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j sends its local state or local view to agent i. Prior to receiving the communication,

agent i does not know whether or not the current state of the system leads to an

illegal sequence or a legal sequence. When agent i updates its own local state with

the communicated information, agent i can tell the di�erence between the legal and

the illegal sequence.

4.2.1 Avoiding unintentional communication

We make an assumption regarding the structure of the automaton G. In partic-

ular, we want to avoid situations where the identi�cation of a communication state

results in unintentional communication. This corresponds to the case in Theorem 4.1

where the place we want to communicate is the state reached by both u� and u0�

(where (u; u0) is the maximal-P pair for a pair of sequences we want to distinguish).

When an intention to communicate is thwarted by the structure of the plant, we

assume that we can �split� that state in the sense described below.

We will use Theorem 4.1 to identify states where communication will be inserted,

as follows. For every t, t0 satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 for agent i, we

�nd a maximal-P pair (u; u0). From the construction in the proof of the theorem,

we know that after either u or u0 (or after both), there is an event in �j;o, called �j,

leading to state x along t (or �0j leading to state x0 along t0). That state x is a state

where the intersection of the agents' views (i.e., xi\xj) does not contain states along

t and states along t0. That is, it de�nitively indicates to agent i that the system has

progressed along t and not along t0 (respectively, along t0 and not along t).

Actually, so far we have hidden a subtle possibility. If after both u and u0, there

are events � and �0 (as in �gure 4.1(b)), leading to the same state (i.e., x = x0 in

�gure 4.1(b)) or if after u there is an event � leading to the same state that t0 leads to

(i.e., x = z0 in Figure 4.1(a)), then state x itself is such that x is good with respect to

t0�̂ and is bad with respect to t�̂. So, a communication from agent j to agent i that
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Figure 4.2: Splitting G: (a) intention is for communication to occur at state x after

u�; (b) rewrite G and split state x to �nd a de�nitive communication state x1.
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it is at state x would not yield any helpful information for agent i. Consequently, for

those cases, we �split the state� x into two di�erent states with distinct labels. That

is, we make two copies of x. An illustration of what we mean is shown in �gure 4.2.

In �gure 4.2(a), assume that the intention is for communication to occur at state x

either after u� or u0�0 but not after both. Suppose it had been determined that agent

j�after seeing Pj(u�)�communicates its local view of state x, with the intention

of allowing agent i to distinguish between u� and u0�0. But communication occurs

whenever agent j believes the plant to be at state x. This happens not only when

agent j sees Pj(u�) but also when it sees Pj(u
0�0). Yet we only want agent j to

communicate after Pj(u�) or Pj(u
0�0) and not after both. In �gure 4.2(b) we rewrite

G and split state x to �nd a de�nitive communication state x1.

Now, either state x1 or state x2 in �gure 4.2 would be a state that does not contain

both a good state with respect to t0�̂ and a bad state with respect to t�̂

We identify a �nite number of states, say n, where communication is necessary

to solve the control problem. As a result, the strategy of splitting states is one that

terminates. In the worst case, if we have to perform a split at every state (where a

split would entail two copies of the plant to be created) there would be 2n iterations

of the process (a �nite number since n is �nite).

Note that the language generated by an automaton where some states have been

split as described above is the same as the language generated by the original automa-

ton. From here on, we assume that the plant G has been rewritten to accommodate

all occurrences of the above scenario.

4.2.2 Finding a place to communicate: picking control com-

munication pairs

In the Kripke structure, a global state where Kripke-observability is not satis�ed

corresponds to a world w where for all i 2 G� the following holds: I
DES0

j= �G^:�E^
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Figure 4.3: Reasoning about knowledge in the Kripke structure associated with

IDES allows us to identify where agents do not have enough information to solve

the control problem. The diagrams above (in the knowledge theory framework) and

below (in the DES environment) the line are equivalent statements about what it

means to not solve the control problem.

:Ki:�E. That is, agent i does not have the knowledge to disable event �. Therefore

there exists a state w0 that is indistinguishable from w to agent i where � is allowed

to happen (i.e., �G and �E hold at w0). Figure 4.3 shows equivalent notions of what

we mean in the knowledge world (top of �gure) for agent 1 to not have the knowledge

to disable � at global state w and its equivalent translation into DES theory (bottom

of �gure). To �nd a place to communicate, we will want to �nd the sequences t and t0

as noted in the �gure. A communication state will be identi�ed as a state that occurs

somewhere along the path from qG0 to �G(t�; qG0 ) = we or �
G(t0�0; qG0 ) = we.

Thus, using the Kripke structure we can identify a state, say q, in the plant where

without communication a decentralized agent might not be able to make the correct

control decision. If communication from agent j to i occurs somewhere along the

paths to state q, agent j could give agent i the knowledge to disable � at state q of

the plant. Thus we need to identify those paths along which communication could

occur.
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First of all, we identify all pairs of global states w, w0 in the Kripke structure

where for some � 2 �, the propositions �G and :�E are true at w but �G and �E

are true at w0. Suppose that we = y and w0
e = y0, i.e., y and y0 are the plant states

associated with global states w and w0.

The idea is that we want to insert communication to distinguish every sequence

that leads to y from every sequence that leads to y0. Since there may be in�nitely

many sequences leading to y (due to cycles in the plant), it appears on the face of it

that comparing all pairs t, t0 that lead to states y, y0, respectively, is an intractable

task. However, we can exploit the �nite-state representation of a Kripke structure

by making the following observation. We conjecture that when there are in�nitely

many sequences leading to state y, we need only reconstruct those paths that satisfy

the following (i)a path from the initial state to y that contains no cycles; (ii)a path

from the initial state to y that contains one iteration of cycles that has embedded

in it one of the paths identi�ed in (i); (iii)those paths that contain just one instance

of any self-loops or cycles that extend from y and return to y. The identi�cation of

such paths (including those with cycles) in a directed graph can be performed using

a dynamic-programming algorithm in O(n3) time, where n is the number of nodes in

the graph[10].

We describe our intuition via the example in �gures 4.4 and 4.5. Suppose that

agent 1 sees and controls a and b while agent 2 sees b and c. The states of the Kripke

structure for the plant shown in �gure 4.4 are simply the states of the monitoring

automaton for the same plant. The monitoring automaton of interest is shown in �g-

ure 4.5. In the associated Kripke structure (not illustrated here) Kripke-observability

fails at state (6; f1; 4; 6g; f2; 5; 6g) because agent 1 does not have enough knowledge

to make the correct control decision about event b. At this state the truth values of

the primitive propositions associated with event b are bG = true and bE = false.
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There are two other states�(1; f1; 4; 6g; f0; 1; 3; 4g) and (4; f1; 4; 6g; f0; 1; 3; 4g)�

that agent 1 cannot distinguish from (6; f1; 4; 6g; f2; 5; 6g). At both these states (

(1; f1; 4; 6g; f0; 1; 3; 4g) and (4; f1; 4; 6g; f0; 1; 3; 4g) ) the truth values of the primitive

propositions associated with event b are bG = true and bE = true, thereby giving

rise to agent 1 not knowing :bE at state (6; f1; 4; 6g; f2; 5; 6g).

We use the monitoring automaton (shown in �gure 4.5) to reconstruct the t

and t0 sequences, such that �̂ = b, that will satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1.

Thus we want to �nd paths to state (6; f1; 4; 6g; f2; 5; 6g) that correspond to some

t�̂ 62 L(E). In addition, we want to �nd paths to states (1; f1; 4; 6g; f0; 1; 3; 4g) and

(4; f1; 4; 6g; f0; 1; 3; 4g) that correspond to some t0�̂ 2 L(E) where P1(t) = P1(t
0).

We begin by looking at state (6; f1; 4; 6g; f2; 5; 6g). Our conjecture says we �rst

look at the paths to this state that contain no cycles: thus t = daba or t = abcdaba

or t = abcabcdaba. There is a path that contains one iteration of a cycle: t =

abcabcabcdaba. There are no paths extending from and returning to (6; f1; 4; 6g; f2; 5; 6g)

so we are done.

Similarly we examine the paths to state (1; f1; 4; 6g; f0; 1; 3; 4g). There is one

path with no cycles: t0 = abca. Additionally, there is a cycle that extends from

(1; f1; 4; 6g; f0; 1; 3; 4g) and returns to (1; f1; 4; 6g; f0; 1; 3; 4g). We need only recon-

struct one iteration of the cycle: t0 = abcabca.

Finally, the paths to state (4; f1; 4; 6g; f0; 1; 3; 4g) yield two possibilities that do

not contain cycles: t0 = abcda or t0 = abcabcda. There is another path that does

contain one iteration of a cycle: t0 = abcabcabcda.

In this example we have �ve possibilities for t0 and only four possibilities for t;

however, we need only consider �ve t; t0 pairs, namely those pairs that have the same

projection according to agent 1. For example, one pair of sequences would be t = daba

and t0 = abca because P1(t) = P1(t
0) = aba. Our claim is that the identi�cation of

these �ve pairs of t and t0 sequences is su�cient to determine where communication
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Figure 4.4: Finding places to communicate in the presence of cycles.

should be added for purposes of solving the control problem.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 yields the following update to our de�nition of a com-

munication state:

Definition 4.6 Given t; t0 satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, sequences u; u0

where u 2 t, u0 2 t0 and (u; u0) is a maximal-P pair, de�ne a communication state

q to be

(a) �G(u0�j; q
G
0 ) if t0 = u0�jv

0 for some �j 2 �j;o; v
0 2 �� and t = u�iv for

some �i 2 �i;o; v 2 �� (by Claim 1 on p. 62);

(b) �G(u�j; q
G
0 ) if t = u�jv for some �j 2 �j;o; v 2 �� and t0 = u0�iv

0 for some

�i 2 �i;o; v
0 2 �� (by Claim 2 on p. 63);

(c) �G(u�j; q
G
0 ) or �

G(u0�̂j; q
G
0 ) if t = u�jv, and t

0 = u0�̂jv
0 for some �j; �̂j 2

�j;o; v; v
0 2 �� and �j 6= �̂j (by Claim 3 on p. 65).
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(0, {0, 3}, {0, 1, 3, 4})

(1, {1, 4}, {0, 1, 3, 4}) (3, {0, 3}, {0, 1, 3, 4})

(4, {1, 4}, {0, 1, 3, 4})(2, {0, 2, 3, 5}, {2, 5, 6})

(0, {0, 2, 3, 5}, {0, 1, 3, 4}) (5, {0, 2, 3, 5}, {2, 5, 6})

(1, {1, 4, 6}, {0, 1, 3, 4})

(2, {0, 2, 3, 5, 7}, {2, 5, 6})

(0, {0, 2, 3, 5, 7}, {0, 1, 3, 4})

(3, {0, 2, 3, 5}, {0, 1, 3, 4})

(4, {1, 4, 6}, {0, 1, 3, 4})

(5, {0, 2, 3, 5, 7}, {2, 5, 6})

(6, {1, 4, 6}, {2, 5, 6})

(7, {0, 2, 3, 5, 7}, {7})

(3, {0, 2, 3, 5, 7}, {0, 1, 3, 4})
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Figure 4.5: The monitoring automaton for the plant in �gure 4.4.
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In the de�nitions that follow, the sequences t and t0 are those satisfying the hy-

pothesis of Theorem 4.1.

Definition 4.7 A control sequence for communication state q is the �nite

sequence along which a communication state has been identi�ed. If t is the control

sequence for q then t0 is a control twin for t. (Equivalently, if t0 is a control sequence

for q then t is the control twin for t0:)

That is, these are two sequences that an agent cannot distinguish but one leads to

an illegal sequence and the other leads to a legal sequence. Communication that

will allow an agent to distinguish between these two sequences and make the correct

control decision occurs along the �control sequence�.

Definition 4.8 A control communication pair for agent i is a pair (q; t) and

consists of a communication state q and a control sequence t.

Communication from agent i that allows agent j to make the correct control decision

about an event � after sequence t occurs, happens along sequence t at state q.

Definition 4.9 A communication sequence s for a control communication

pair (q; t) is a pre�x of t if q is a bad state with respect to t� (or s is a pre�x of t0

if q is a good state with respect to t0�) that leads to q (i.e., �G(s; qG0 ) = q).

We can now uniquely identify when and where agents communicate to solve the

control problem: communication from one agent to another occurs at a communica-

tion state q, after the communication sequence s is observed by the communicating

agent, say agent i. The idea is that agent i communicates its local view qi to agent

j when the plant is at state q. The sets C12 and C21 store the control communication

pairs for agents 1 and 2, respectively.

Definition 4.10 The communication event associated with a control communi-

cation pair (q; t) 2 Cij is comij:q.
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Figure 4.6: The projection automata of a DES plant G: (a) the plant G; (b) PG1;

(c) PG2.

This notation represents the action of agent i communicating its local state to agent

j at communication state q. That is, communication occurs after the communication

sequence s for (q; t) occurs. A communication event comij:q is observable by both

agents i and j but is controllable only by agent i.

We illustrate our strategy for choosing communication states with the plant shown

in �gure 4.6 (a). In this example, agent 1 sees a1 and controls events a1 and c while

agent 2 sees and controls b2. The interpreted system constructed from this plant and

legal automaton is not Kripke-observable because agent 1 does not know that event

c should be disabled at state 4. In particular, agent 1 cannot distinguish among the

following global states (which correspond to the sequences in which agent 1 sees a1a1):

� (3; f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g; f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g) where cG and cE hold;

� (4; f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g; f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g) where cG and :cE hold;
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� (5; f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g; f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g) where :cG and :cE hold;

� (6; f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g; f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g) where :cG and :cE hold; and

� (7; f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g; f3; 4; 5; 6; 7g) where :cG and :cE hold.

Because of the con�icting truth values for cE at the �rst two global states, agent 1

does not have enough knowledge to make the correct control decision about c.

Back at the plant in �gure 4.6(a), agent 1's lack of knowledge in IDES(G;E)

corresponds to the existence of sequences t; t0, event �̂ 2 �1;c and P1(t) = P1(t
0)

where t0�̂ is legal but t�̂ is illegal: t = b2a1, t
0 = a1b2 and �̂ = c. Therefore, by

Theorem 4.1 we can �nd a communication state q where agent 2 can communicate q2

to agent 1, allowing the latter agent to distinguish between t0�̂ and t�̂.

The good states with respect to t0�̂ are 0, 1 and 3, while the bad states with

respect to t�̂ are 0, 2 and 4. A maximal-P pair (in fact, the only maximal-P pair in

this case) for t and t0 is (u; u0) = ("; "). The communication state is determined by

the nature of the events that directly follow u and u0.

The next event after u is b2 and the next event after u0 is a1. This corresponds to

the second category of states described in de�nition 4.6. Therefore, agent 2 commu-

nicates along the illegal sequence t where the communication sequence has the form

u�2 and the communication state is �G(u�2; q
G
0 ). Since u = " and �2 = b2, the control

communication pair for agent 2 is (2; b2a1), where the communication sequence is b2.

We use the same procedure and �nd another t = a1b2cb2a1, t
0 = a1b2ca1b2 and

�̂ = c. This leads to another control communication pair for agent 2: (6; a1b2cb2a1),

where the communication sequence is a1b2cb2.

4.2.3 How to incorporate communication into Gcom

We represent the action of communication from one agent to another as a new

event that is added to the plant. To this end we de�ne a set �com to store events that
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Figure 4.7: Adding a communication event to an automaton: (a) before communi-

cation; (b) after communication.

represent communication and a set Qcom to keep track of all new states we will need

to incorporate the events of �com into the plant.

Formally, to incorporate communication into our system, we create a new automa-

ton:

Gcom = (QGcom;� [ �com; �G
com

; qG
com

0 )

where the set of states QGcom := QG [Qcom, the alphabet is � [�com and the initial

state qG
com

0 := qG0 . The identi�cation of a communication state q 2 QG (where agent i

communicates to agent j) and a communication sequence s gives rise to the creation

of a new state qc which is added to Qcom and a new event comij:q which is added

to �com. We will sometimes want to refer to those communication events where

agent i communicates to agent j. Thus we partition �com into disjoint sets �com
ij , for

i; j 2 f1; 2g and i 6= j. Prior to incorporating communication, Gcom is simply a copy

of G. That is, Qcom = ;, �com = ; and �G
com

= �G.
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Figure 4.7 illustrates how a communication event is added to Gcom. Let (y; ��) 2

Cji be a control communication pair for the sequence in �gure 4.7(a). That is, state

y is a place where agent j communicates to agent i. For the pair (y; ��), we create

a new state yc and a communication event comji:y. The communication event is a

transition from state yc to y (shown in �gure 4.7(b)).

To accommodate the new communication event, the transition function for Gcom

must be updated and extended. Update the transition function �G
com

by removing

�G
com

(�; x) = y. Add the following transitions:

�G
com

(�; x) = yc;

�G
com

(comji:y; y
c) = y: (4.7)

In addition, we update the communication alphabet �com = �com [ fcomji:yg and

update the state set Qcom = Qcom [ fycg.

Observation 4.1 Suppose a sequence v 2 L(Gcom) leads to a state q 2 QGcom but q 62

Qcom. That is, �G
com

(v; q0) = q. Then by the way in which Gcom is constructed from G,

the version of this sequence that appears in L(G), say v0, (i.e., all the communication

events have been removed from v) also leads to state q. That is, �G(v0; q0) = q.

We can now describe what sequences agents would see after communication events

are added to the plant in �gure 4.6(a). For the �rst t and t0, without communication

agent 1 sees a1. With the addition of the communication event at state 2, either

agent 1 sees com21:2a1 and knows the plant is along a path to an illegal sequence, or

it sees a1 (with no communication event) and knows that plant is along a path to a

legal sequence.

For the second t and t0, without communication agent 1 sees a1a1. With the

addition of the communication event at state 6, either agent 1 sees a1com21:6a1 and

it knows that plant is along a path to an illegal sequence, or it sees a1a1 and knows

that the plant is along a path to a legal sequence.
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4.2.4 Formally adding control communication pairs to Gcom

We present the �rst of three main procedures that transform G into Gcom. Pro-

cedure 4.1 describes how to incorporate the control communication pairs into Gcom.

The second and third procedures, presented in section 4.3, render the communication

protocol derived from Gcom well-de�ned.

Procedure 4.1 : Identifying Communication for Control

1. Initially Gcom = G, �com = ;, QGcom = QG and �G
com

= �G. We also initialize

C12 = C21 = ;.

2. Identify those states at which Kripke-observability fails for IDES
0

(G;E), i.e., a

state in the monitoring automaton A.

3. Using Theorem 4.1, identify control communication pairs (q; t) and their corre-

sponding control twins t0 for agent 1 and for agent 2. We use the monitoring

automaton A to identify t and t0. Update the appropriate set of control com-

munication pairs Cij = Cij [ f(q; t)g, for i; j 2 f1; 2g and i 6= j.

2 Procedure 4.1

Procedure 4.1 identi�es the control communication pairs (q; t) that indicate where

an agent discloses its local state to another agent. This information must now be

translated into places where we add communication events to the augmented plant

Gcom. The following procedure elucidates a strategy for incorporating the communi-

cation event associated with each (q; t) 2 C12 [ C21. That is, a communication event

is added, after sequence s occurs, at state q in Gcom.

Procedure 4.1a : Steps to Building Gcom from G

For each (q; t) 2 Cij, for i; j 2 f1; 2g and i 6= j:

� Create a new state qc. If qc 62 Qcom, update the state set: Qcom = Qcom [ fqcg.
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nication for communication sequence s = �� for agent i. (b) After communication

added to state q.

� Create a new event called comij:q which represents the action of agent i com-

municating local view qi to agent j. If comij:q 62 �com, update the alphabet:

�com = �com [ fcomij:qg.

� Update the transition function �G
com

. Suppose the communication sequence for

state q has the form s = u� where �G(u; qG0 ) = q0 and �G(�; q0) = q. Then

if �G
com

(�; q0) = q (i.e., no communication has been added at state q yet) we

must �rst remove this transition from �G
com

. The following transitions are then

added to �G
com

(see �gure 4.8 for an example):

�G
com

(�; q0) = qc;

�G
com

(comij:q; q
c) = q:

It could be the case that a communication event representing communication

from agent i to agent j has already been added to state q in Gcom. That is, more
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than one communication sequence associated with the elements of Cij leads to

state q. A communication event comij:q is added to state q only once. Or it

could be the case that a communication event representing communication from

agent j to agent i has already been added to state q in Gcom. This scenario is

shown in �gure 4.9(a). If a communication event from agent j to agent i has

been added to state q already (i.e., �G
com

(�; q0) 6= q), we create a new state qcc

and update Qcom:

Qcom = Qcom [ fqccg

This situation arises if (q; t) 2 Cji \ Cij, where the communication sequence is

s = u� such that � 2 �i;o \ �j;o, since a communication state where agent i

communicates to agent j occurs only after an event that agent i sees. Then we

remove the following transition from Gcom:

�G
com

(�; q0) = qc:
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Add the following transitions to �G
com

(see �gure 4.9(b) for a graphical repre-

sentation):

�G
com

(�; q0) = qcc

�G
com

(comij:q; q
cc) = qc:

2 Procedure 4.1a

We interpret the appearance of two consecutive communication events in Gcom as a

two-way broadcast between agents i and j. That is, each agent communicates its

local state to the other at the same time. Note that, by construction of Gcom, one

event will always correspond to a control communication pair in Cij and the other

to an element of Cji. We elaborate on the e�ect this has on the construction of a

well-de�ned communication protocol in section 4.4.

The time complexity of Procedures 4.1 and 4.1a is dominated by step 3 of Pro-

cedure 4.1: �nding the control communication pairs. The other steps in the pro-

cedures can be accomplished in constant time. We use our knowledge model to

identify states where Kripke-observability fails, and thus where we can reconstruc-

t sequences that give rise to control communication pairs. As noted previously, a

dynamic-programming algorithm to �nd the paths of these sequences takes O(n3)

time, where n is the number of states in the monitoring automaton.

4.2.5 Communication that solves the control problem

We must formally show that when agent i �nds a control sequence indistinguish-

able from its corresponding control twin, the addition of a communication event along

the communication sequence allows agent i to distinguish these two sequences inGcom.

We begin by describing what it means for a sequence in G to be translated into Gcom.

We de�ne an operation that �erases� communication events and extend our def-

inition of Pi in (3.3) as follows. Let P̂ be a mapping from (� [ �com)� to �� and
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therefore (�com)� ! ". Similarly, P̂i becomes a mapping from (�[�com)� to ��
i;o and

again (�com)� ! ". Despite expanding the domain of Pi, P̂i recognizes the same set

of sequences as its predecessor. The only di�erence is that now P̂i �erases� not just

the events in �o n �i;o but also those events in �com from a string t.

We will want to describe a sequence in L(G) when it is transformed by communi-

cation events and appears in L(Gcom) after following Procedure 4.1.

Definition 4.11 For two sequences t 2 L(G) and tc 2 L(Gcom), we say tc is a

communication-equivalent sequence for t if L(Gcom) is the language generated

by the Gcom that results from the completion of Procedure 4.1 and

�G(t; qG0 ) = �G
com

(tc; qG
com

0 )

and

P̂ (tc) = t:

Thus, a communication-equivalent sequence contains any communication events that

occur along t and any communication events that occur directly after t. From now

on we use tc to refer to a communication-equivalent sequence for t generated by the

Gcom produced by completing Procedure 4.1.

We de�ne a mapping P c

i (for i = 1; 2) to be a canonical projection from (� [

�com)� to (�i;o [ �com)�. We want to use this mapping to show that if we add a

communication event along a control sequence t and not along its control twin t0

(according to Theorem 4.1) the two sequences will no longer look alike to the agent

making the control decision at t or t0.

Lemma 4.2 For a control sequence t and its control twin t0 de�ned with respect to

agent i (i.e., Pi(t) = Pi(t
0)), after following Procedure 4.1, P c

i (t
c) 6= P c

i (t
0c).

Proof. Since Pi(t) = Pi(t
0) we know that agent j will be communicating at least

once to agent i. Let comji:q be such a communication event added to t. Since the
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plant has been rewritten such that t and t0 do not share communication states, the

state q does not appear along t0. Therefore, after Procedure 4.1 is complete, comji:q

will not be added along t0. Therefore P c

i (t
c) 6= P c

i (t
0c).

2 Lemma 4.2

It remains to be shown that after adding the remaining communication events to

the rest of the plant (i.e., for consistency), the communication-equivalent sequence

for control sequence t remains distinguishable from the updated communication-

equivalent sequence for the control twin t0.

4.3 Communication for Consistency

Our communication goal is two-fold: (i) to have agents communicate at some place

that will lead to a control solution�we identi�ed this place as the state after a com-

munication sequence occurs; and (ii) to have the plant re�ect the intent of each agent

to communicate at all places that they cannot distinguish from the communication

state.

This seems like a straightforward process. We proceed naïvely and add a com-

munication event to the plant for each control sequence t that appears in (q; t) 2 Cij.

But we must take into consideration that as we take care of adding communication

events with respect to one control sequence, the addition of a new communication

event may alter the situation for other control sequences. This was a point that was

�rst raised in [31]. We will return to this observation shortly.

We formally de�ne what we mean for Gcom to satisfy consistency:

Definition 4.12 A system Gcom is said to be consistent if for all (q; t) 2 Cij (where

i; j 2 f1; 2g and i 6= j), and for all qc 2 Qcom such that �G
com

(qc; comij:q) = q, and

for all y 2 QGcom such that yi = qci , �
Gcom(y; comij:q) must be de�ned, where yi; q

c

i are

agent i's local views of states y and qc, respectively.
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Figure 4.10: A Gcom that does not satisfy consistency.

That is, whenever we identify a communication state q from a control communication

pair (q; t) for an agent, not only does a communication event exit from state qc (e.g.,

�G
com

(qc; comij:q) = q)) it must also exit all states y 2 QGcom when agent i's local

view of y is equal to agent i's local view of qc.

Figure 4.10 illustrates a scenario we must preclude. Suppose that agent 1 sees and

controls events a1 and d while agent 2 sees and controls events b2; c2 and d. The left

hand side of �gure 4.10 contains a Gcom. The right hand side of �gure 4.10 contains

the projection automaton of Gcom with respect to agent 2. This particular Gcom is

not consistent. Note that the local view of communication state 4c for agent 2 is

f3; 4cg. Similarly, the local view of state 3 for agent 2 is f3; 4cg. Our de�nition of

consistency says that the communication event com21:4 must exit from every state in

Gcom that shares that same local view as the communication state 4c. There is no

communication event de�ned at state 3, thus violating consistency.

The reason that we will want to preclude this type of scenario (the projection

automaton on the right hand side of �gure 4.10) is because the projection automaton

will form the basis of an agent's communication protocol. The idea is that if a

communication event occurs at a particular state, an agent must communicate. If

more than one event is de�ned at that state, an agent would not have a clear directive
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as to when communication should happen. For example, when agent 2 is at state

f3; 4cg it is not straightforward when communication should occur. We clarify this

notion, which we refer to as a well-de�ned communication protocol, in section 4.4.

One option for adding additional communication events to Gcom would be to i-

dentify all the states in G that are indistinguishable from state �G(s; qG0 ) (for all s

corresponding to the control communication pairs in Cij [ Cji). Then add commu-

nication events to the corresponding states in Gcom. This is the correct strategy if

none of the communication sequences contain communication events. However, the

following scenario could unfold: suppose that agent j must communicate for control

to agent i at state x and suppose that its local view of x is xj = fx; y; zg. Thus,

in G, agent j is unable to distinguish plant states x, y and z. Further suppose that

because of some prior communication from agent i, agent j can distinguish x and y

in Gcom. In this case, xj really just consists of the plant states x and z. An intent to

communicate at plant state y constitutes a communication that is unnecessary.

Our strategy re�nes the local views of communication states calculated for each

agent with respect to the original plant G by taking into account the e�ects of pri-

or communication along a communication sequence. We identify the relationships

between the control communication pairs by building a dependency graph for the

elements of Cij [Cji. A dependency graph of an object graphically illustrates all of its

relations to other objects. The relationship of interest here is whether communication

sequence s for a control communication pair (q; t) contains a pre�x that either look-

s like another communication sequence to the appropriate agent or that is another

communication sequence. We use the dependency graph to identify which communi-

cation events should be added to the communication sequences before any new events

are added to Gcom. We describe this approach in section 4.3.1. Our strategy con-

cludes by considering the rest of the sequences in the plant (i.e., all the sequences

that are not communication sequences). For all sequences v 2 L(G) (such that v
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is not a communication sequence) that are indistinguishable from a communication

sequence s (according to communicating agent i), we will add a communication event

to the Gcom at state �G(v; qG0 ) only if v has identical dependencies on the control

communication pairs to s.

We begin by introducing some terminology we will need for describing how we

re�ne the agents' local view of Gcom.

Definition 4.13 A pair (x; v) consisting of a state x 2 QG and a sequence v 2 ��,

such that �G(v; qG0 ) = x, is compatible with a control communication pair (q; t)2

Cij, for i; j 2 f1; 2g and i 6= j, if

Pi(v) = Pi(s);

where s is the communication sequence for (q; t) and v 6= s.

That is, prior to incorporating communication events into Gcom, we identify any

sequence v that leads to state x and is indistinguishable to agent i from communication

sequence s. Note that by not permitting v = s, we eliminate (q; s) from being

compatible with (q; t).

Let X (q; t) = f(x; v) j (x; v) is compatible with (q; t) 2 Cijg. We want to be

able to identify places in the plant where we add communication events to produce

well-de�ned communication protocols: sequences that are indistinguishable to the

agent sending a communication for control after it observes s. Moreover, we want

to narrow down our set of such places agents communicate and omit any pairs (x; v)

such that v ends in a sequence unobservable to the communicating agent. We remove

these pairs because we assume that an agent communicates the instant it observes

the communication sequence.

Definition 4.14 A pair (x; v)2 X (q; t) is called a compatible communication

pair for (q; t) if 6 9w 2 �� n��
i;o such that v = uw (i.e., the last event in v is in �i;o).
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We state our assumption regarding where we place communication events along

sequences that are indistinguishable from a communication sequence to a communi-

cating agent.

Assumption 4.1 If the system is at a communication state, we assume that commu-

nication from one agent to another happens the instant the communication sequence

occurs and thus before the system makes any more transitions�including transitions

that are unobservable to the communicating agent.

We want to apply this assumption to any sequences that look like the communi-

cation sequence. This means that if two pairs (x; v) and (x0; v0) are both compatible

with a control communication pair (q; t) 2 Cij and v0 = vw, where w is a sequence

that is unobservable to agent i, then we want to communicate after v occurs and

not after v0 occurs. In fact, as will become apparent, when the appropriate commu-

nication event is added to state x in Gcom, sequence v0 (previously indistinguishable

from both v and s) will no longer look like either v or s to the communicating agent.

Subsequently, (x0; v0) will no longer be compatible with (q; t).

If (x; v) is a compatible communication pair for (q; t) 2 Cij, then (x; v) is added to

a set Ccompatij (for i; j 2 f1; 2g and i 6= j). The communication event comij:q is added

to Gcom at state x according to step 3 in Procedure 4.1 (substituting x for q and v

for s).

In the following subsections, we formally describe the two stages involved in adding

communication events to Gcom so that the e�ects of prior communication can be

incorporated into the �nal communication protocol.

4.3.1 Re�ning local views of control communication pairs

When we say Gcom satis�es consistency, we want to make sure that the appropri-

ate communication event for agent i is added at states in Gcom that agent i cannot
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distinguish. We want to make sure that an agent's local view of a state in Gcom

is correct. That is, there are some situations where we may be required to update

the local view an agent has of a particular state from G to Gcom. If there are any

prior communications from another agent that occur along the communication se-

quence, then an agent's local view of state q could change. We want to look at

sequences identi�ed by Procedure 4.1 as requiring communication and see if there

are earlier communications that occur along those sequences. We �rst will see if the

communication-equivalent sequence sc could contain any communication events. This

is because an earlier communication may have altered an agent's view of a sequence.

There are two situations that give rise to a communication sequence containing

more than one communication event. For instance, after Procedure 4.1, if a control

sequence s0 2 L(G) is a pre�x of another control sequence s 2 L(G), then sc 2

L(Gcom) will contain the communication event associated with the identi�cation of s0.

Therefore we do not want to add communication events everywhere a communicating

agent i sees P c

i (s). Rather, we want to add communication events to Gcom when

agent i sees P c

i (s
c).

The other circumstance where a communication sequence could contain more than

one communication event is shown in �gure 4.11. Suppose that we have two commu-

nication sequences s and s0 corresponding to communication states q and q0, where

(q; t) 2 Cij and (q0; t0) 2 Cji. Assume that no communication events were added along

s or s0 during Procedure 4.1 (see �gure 4.11(a)). The communication event associ-

ated with (q0; t0), namely comji:q
0 is added to state q0 as described in Procedure 4.1.

Similarly, comij:q is added to state q (see �gure 4.11(b)). Further suppose that there

exists a pre�x v of communication sequence s (i.e., v 2 s) such that Pj(v) = Pj(s
0).

That is, in the original plant, agent j cannot distinguish states q0 and x. Therefore,

a communication event comji:q
0 should be added to the plant after v occurs (see

�gure 4.11(b)). Similarly, when adding communication events after those sequences
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that to agent j look like s 2 L(G), we really mean that we append communication

events only to sequences that agent j cannot distinguish from the updated version of

s, namely sc.

This example illustrates some of the subtle issues involved in incorporating com-

munication into the analysis of decentralized control problems. The situation in

�gure 4.11 would be more complicated if s0c contained an additional communication

event. Would agent j still �nd v indistinguishable from the updated s0? If not,

then we would have to update �G
com

by removing transition �G
com

(comji:q
0; xc) and

removing state xc from Qcom.

We can resolve some of these issues if we establish the relationships that the con-

trol communication pairs have with respect to each other. Does the communication

sequence for a control communication pair (q; t) contain a pre�x that is indistinguish-

able from the communication sequence for the pair (q0; t0)? How do we communicate

for control at �every state that looks like q0� and �every state that looks like q� if, at

the same time, the communication sequence for (q0; t0) also contains a pre�x that is

indistinguishable from the communication sequence for (q; t)?

We introduce some terminology to identify when a communication event is pre-

ceded by another communication event:

Definition 4.15 We say that a control communication pair (q; t) depends on con-

trol communication pair (q0; t0) if we can �nd a compatible communication pair (x; v)

for (q0; t0) such that v 2 s and �G(v; qG0 ) = x, where s is the control communication

sequence for (q; t).

That is, a communication sequence for (q; t) potentially contains another communica-

tion event, namely the event associated with the control communication pair (q0; t0).

In Procedure 4.2 we restrict our attention to whether a control communication pair

depends on any other control communication pair.

To detect some of the potential �dependencies� between control communication
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Figure 4.11: Communication sequences can contain communication events: (a)

Suppose that s; s0 2 L(G) are communication sequences such that s = vw and

Pj(v) = Pj(s
0) where agent i communicates after s, agent j communicates after s0;

(b) The updated version of the communication sequences s0c; sc 2 L(Gcom).
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pairs, we build a dependency graph D. We use D to clarify the form of the communi-

cation sequences for the control communication pairs. That is, we want to determine

how many (if any) and in which order other communication events could occur along

a communication sequence. The graph consists of all the communication pairs in

C12 [ C21. There is a directed edge from (q; t) 2 Cji to (q0; t0) 2 Cij if (q; t) depends on

(q0; t0). The edge is labeled �(x; v)� if state x occurs somewhere along s (the control

communication sequence for (q; t)), v 2 s and agent i cannot distinguish state x from

state q0 (i.e., (x; v) is a compatible communication pair for (q0; t0). This edge labeling

is unique for each pair of control communication pairs. It is not possible to have both

(x; v) and (x0; v0) compatible with (q0; t0) such that v and v0 are pre�xes of s. That

is, if Pi(v) = Pi(v
0) and v; v0 2 t, such that �G(v; qG0 ) = x and �G(v0; qG0 ) = x0, then

x = x0 and v = v0 (since neither v nor v0 can end in events that are unobservable to

agent i).

For the remainder of this discussion, we represent D as a matrix. The dependency

graph contains n1 + n2 nodes, where jC12j = n1 and jC21j = n2. Thus D is an

(n1 + n2)� (n1 + n2) matrix.

The �rst n1 row and column entries contain information pertaining to the depen-

dencies of the control communication pairs in C12. The next n2 rows and columns

contain dependency information about the control communication pairs in C21.

For convenience, we do not refer to the entries of the matrix by the numerical row

and column (i.e., D[3; 4] indexes the entry in row 3 and column 4 of D). Instead, we

use the notation D[(q; t); (q0; t0)] to refer to the row and column in D that contains

information about the control communication pairs (q; t) and (q0; t0), respectively.

For D[(q; t); (q0; t0)] corresponding to D[i; j], if i � n1 then (q; t) 2 C12 (otherwise

(q; t) 2 C21) and if j � n1 (q
0; t0) 2 C12 (otherwise (q0; t0) 2 C21). If D[(q; t); (q0; t0)] = ;,

then (q; t) is not dependent on (q0; t0). That is, none of the states x that occur along

the path to sequence s at state q coupled with any of the pre�xes of s (i.e., v 2 s)
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forms a pair (x; v) that is compatible with (q0; t0). If D[(q; t); (q0; t0)] 6= ;, then (q; t)

depends on (q0; t0) and D[(q; t); (q0; t0)] contains a compatible communication pair for

(q0; t0) that satis�es De�nition 4.14.

The dependency graph could contain cycles. We say an undesirable cycle occurs

in D when there are control communication pairs (q; t) 2 C12, (q0; t0) 2 C21 and

(q̂; t̂); (q00; t00) 2 C12 [ C21 such that D[(q; t); (q0; t0)] 6= ; and D[(q0; t0); (q; t)] 6= ; (a

cycle involving just two states) or a longer cycle such as

� D[(q; t); (q̂; t̂)] 6= ;,

� D[(q̂; t̂); (q0; t0)] 6= ;,

� D[(q0; t0); (q00; t00)] 6= ; and

� D[(q00; t00); (q; t)] 6= ;.

The form of the cycle is important: there must be an alternation of a pair in C12 and

a pair in C21 or a pair in C21 and a pair in C12 to constitute an undesirable cycle.

We use the dependency graph to determine if any other communication events could

occur along a communication sequence (as identi�ed at the completion of Procedure

4.1). Figure 4.12 shows a scenario that would give rise to a cycle of length 2 in the

dependency graph. This represents a situation where somewhere prior to reaching

state q along sequence s there is another sequence v (i.e., v 2 s) that agent 1 cannot

distinguish from s0 (i.e., P1(v) = P1(s
0)). Therefore communication event com21:q

0

could be added at state x prior to com12:q. At the same time, there is another

sequence v0 2 s0 such that agent 2 cannot distinguish v from s (i.e., P2(v
0) = P2(s)).

Similarly, com12:q could be added at state x0.

We break cycles inD as follows: resolve the mutual dependency by choosing a pair

(q; t) 2 Cij in the cycle that depends on the fewest number of control communication

pairs in the other set of control communication pairs (i.e., the fewest non-empty
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column entries for pairs in Cji). Note that we can break the cycle by randomly

choosing any of the control communication pairs involved in the cycle. We choose

here to break a cycle by �xing a communication event for an agent at a control

communication pair that has the fewest number of potential communications from

another agent preceding its own occurrence. This corresponds to picking the pair that

has the fewest non-empty entries in its row of the dependency graph. By selecting

(q; t) to be the place where the cycle is broken, we indicate that communication

with respect to the communication event for (q0; t0) will not occur along s and ��x�

communication by setting D[(q; t); (q0; t0)] = ;. We consider that the non-empty entry

at D[(q0; t0); (q; t)] is an entry that cannot be changed. It is now the case that (q; t)

no longer depends on (q0; t0) but (q0; t0) still depends on (q; t). An example of how to

resolve cycles in D is presented after Procedure 4.2.

The following procedure identi�es states in the plant where a communication event

(other than the one associated with control communication pair (q; t)) occurs along

the path to state q via communication sequence s.

Procedure 4.2

1. Let XV be the set of all compatible communication pairs (x; v) for all control

communication pairs in Cij[Cji. We only want to consider a particular subset of

XV at this point, namely the subset that contains the (x; v)'s such that v occurs

along a communication sequence s. Let XV4:2 = f(x; v) j (x; v) satis�es De�nition

4.15 and gives rise to a dependency of (q; t) on (q0; t0); for (q; t); (q0; t0) 2 Cij [

Cjig. Initialize all entries of D to ;.

2. We indicate possible dependencies as follows. For (q; t); (q0; t0) 2 C12 [ C21:

D[(q; t); (q0; t0)] = (x; v)

if (q; t) depends on (q0; t0) and (x; v) is a compatible communication pair for

(q0; t0) of the form in De�nition 4.15.
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3. Detect and resolve cycles in D. A cycle of length two, for instance, occurs when

9(q; t) 2 Cij and 9(q0; t0) 2 Cji such thatD[(q; t); (q0; t0)] 6= ; andD[(q0; t0); (q; t)] 6=

;. Algorithms to detect cycles of length greater than 2 exist [5]. We will choose

to break the cycle with the control communication pair that is part of the cycle

such that if the pair is in Cij (respectively, Cji) it depends on the fewest number

of other control communication pairs in Cji (respectively, Cij). For instance,

if we choose (q; t) 2 Cij we tally the number of non-empty entries along row

(q; t) in the columns corresponding to all (q0; t0) 2 Cji. Do this for all pairs

involved in the cycle and pick the pair with the fewest number of dependencies.

Set D[(q; t); (q0; t0)] = ; and consider that the communication represented by

D[(q0; t0); (q; t)] 6= ; is communication that must occur. If more than one cycle

is detected, then after each cycle is resolved check the updated D to see if the

previously-detected cycles still exist.

4. Mark all control communication pairs (q; t) 2 C12 and (q0; t0) 2 C21 �incompati-

ble�.

5. If a row of D contains all ; entries, mark the corresponding control communi-

cation pair �compatible�.

6. While there still exist �incompatible� control communication pairs:

� Choose an �incompatible� control communication pair that depends on

only �compatible� pairs. That is, pick a row of D corresponding to an �in-

compatible� control communication pair where all the non-empty column

entries correspond to pairs already marked �compatible�. Let (q; t) 2 C12

be the chosen row of D. Find the control communication pair (~q; ~t) associ-

ated with the communication event that occurs just prior to the occurrence

of com12:q along t (i.e., D[(q; t); (~q; ~t)] 6= ;). Using D, we want to �nd out

if it is possible that s would contain the same communication events (in
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the same order) as ~s. Because (~q; ~t) is marked �compatible�, the number of

communication events that occur along its communication sequence ~s has

already been determined. To see if (q; t) still depends on (~q; ~t), compare

the entries in the corresponding rows of D. Because we are not interested

in the dependency that a control communication pair has with itself (by

de�nition D[(q; t); (q; t)] = ;), we block out the column entries for (q; t). In

addition, we block out the column entries for (~q; ~t) because we are trying

to ascertain whether or not this dependency is still valid. That is, if all the

other entries in the two rows corresponding to (q; t) and (~q; ~t) coincide, we

assume that (q; t) still depends on (~q; ~t) and therefore D[(q; t); (~q; ~t)] 6= ;.

(a) If the remaining entries in the two rows do have the same pattern

of empty and non-empty entries, then we are done examining this

communication control pair. We have found a valid dependency.

(b) If the remaining entries in the two rows do not have the same pattern

of empty and non-empty entries and if row (~q; ~t) contains non-empty

entries that row (q; t) does not, then set D[(q; t); (~q; ~t)] = ;. This

means that control sequence ~t contains communication events that t

does not�and will not since we do not add entries to D at this point.

(c) If the remaining entries in the two rows do not have the same pattern

of empty and non-empty entries and if row (q; t) contains non-empty

entries that row (~q; ~t) does not, then check the other dependencies for

(q; t) before deciding that D[(q; t); (~q; ~t)] = ;. this means that control

sequence ~t contains fewer communication events than t, but until we

check the rest of the dependencies for (q; t), we do not know whether

or not t still depends on ~t.

(d) Repeat from (a) until all dependencies for (q; t) have been checked
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or until a valid dependency is found. Note that if (q; t) has an ad-

ditional dependency, for example (q̂; t̂), then rows (q; t) and (q̂; t̂) of

D are compared as described above except that the row entries for

previously-checked dependencies, such as (~q; ~t), of (q; t) are ignored.

We do this because we are checking the potential placement of com-

munication events along t in the reverse order of appearance. That is,

since the row for (q; t) in D indicates that the communication event

associated with (~q; ~t) would occur after the communication event asso-

ciated with (q̂; t̂), we can disregard the entry for (~q; ~t) when comparing

rows (q; t) and (q̂; t̂). Mark (q; t) �compatible�.

7. Initialize Ccompat12 = Ccompat21 = ;. These are sets that store the compatible com-

munication pairs (x; v) as identi�ed by the non-empty entries in the �nal version

of D. For (q; t) 2 C12 [ C21 and (q0; t0) 2 Cij, where s0 is the communication

sequence for (q0; t0), if D[(q; t); (q0; t0)] = (x; v) and if P c

i (v
c) = P c

i (s
0c) then:

Ccompatij = Ccompatij [ f(x; v)g:

2 Procedure 4.2

Procedure 4.2 identi�es compatible communication pairs (x; v), for each control com-

munication pair (q; t) found in Procedure 4.1, that occur along control communication

sequences. The purpose of this procedure is to re�ne�if necessary�an agent's local

view of communication states in light of any communication it receives from another

agent prior to reaching a communication state.

This procedure will always terminate because we break any cycles that occur in

the dependency graph. In addition, we only remove dependencies fromD. Thus we do

not need to worry about inadvertently introducing new cycles into D when we break

existing cycles. At the conclusion of Procedure 4.2, we have the sets of compatible
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communication pairs that give rise to dependencies between control communication

pairs. We must next translate the entries in Ccompat12 [ Ccompat21 into communication

events that are added to Gcom.

Procedure 4.2a : Steps to Building Gcom from G, Part 2

1. For each (x; v) 2 Ccompatij , for i; j 2 f1; 2g, i 6= j and (x; v) is a compatible

communication pair for (q; t) 2 Cij:

� Create a new state xc. If xc 62 Qcom, update the state set: Qcom = Qcom [

fxcg.

� Update the transition function �G
com

. Suppose that v has the form v = v0�

where �G(v0; qG0 ) = x0 and �G(�; x0) = x. Then if �G
com

(�; x0) = x (i.e., no

communication has been added at state x yet) we must �rst remove this

transition from �G
com

. The following transitions are then added to �G
com

�G
com

(�; x0) = xc;

�G
com

(comij:q; x
c) = x:

As in Procedure 4.1a, if there is already a transition of comij:q at state x
c,

we do not add the same event more than once as a transition out of xc. If

the communication event comji:q has already been added to Gcom at state

xc, then create a new state xcc and update Qcom:

Qcom = Qcom [ fxccg:

Update �G
com

as follows. Remove

�G
com

(�; x0) = xc:

and add the transitions

�G
com

(�; x0) = xcc

�G
com

(comij:q; x
cc) = xc:
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The two consecutive communication events are added to state x if (x; v) 2

Ccompatij \ Ccompatji , for i; j 2 f1; 2g and i 6= j.

2 Procedure 4.2a

Note that when a compatible communication pair (x; v) is identi�ed for a control

communication pair (q; t), with which we associate the communication event comij:q,

the communication event that is added to Gcom at state x is also comij:q.

We make a similar assumption regarding the structure of G as described in sec-

tion 4.2.1. We want to add a communication event comij:q at state x in Gcom corre-

sponding to an (x; v) identi�ed in Procedure 4.2. If sequences other than v lead to

state x (i.e., there exists v0 2 L(G) such that �G(v0; qG0 ) = x) and these sequences are

not associated with a compatible communication pair for (q; t), we want to split state

x into x1 and 2. We split x as follows: for all v such that �G(v; qG0 ) = x, if (x; v) is a

compatible communication pair for (q; t), update �G so that �G(v; qG0 ) = x1; otherwise

�G(v; qG0 ) = x2. We assume that the plant G has been rewritten to accommodate all

occurrences of the above scenario. The same comments about time complexity for

this procedure made in section 4.2.1 apply here.

The time complexity for Procedure 4.2 is dominated, as was Procedure 4.1, by

step 1: �nding the set of compatible communication pairs. Once again we can use an

O(n3) dynamic-programming algorithm to reconstruct the paths of these sequences,

where n is the number of states in the monitoring automaton. Initializing the matrix

in step 2 takes O(n2) time and we can use a depth-�rst search algorithm (O(n + e)

where e is the number of transitions in the plant) to detect cycles. Breaking cycles

simply involves removing an edge. Steps 6 and 7 also take O(n2) time. Overall, the

procedure is, because of step 1, O(n3).

The �nal step, as given further on in Procedures 4.3 and 4.3a, is to �nd the

remaining compatible communication pairs for the updated version of the control

communication pairs.
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Figure 4.13: A portion of a plant that would give rise to cycles in a dependency

graph.
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We �rst consider an example of resolving cycles in the dependency graph. Fig-

ure 4.13 contains part of a plant G, where the control communication pairs have been

a priori established as: C12 = f(11; a2b2c1d1c2); (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2)g and

C21 = f(13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1)g. For this example, D is a 3� 3 matrix (i.e., n1 = 2 and

n2 = 1). The rows and columns of D correspond to the following control communi-

cation pairs:

� row (and column) 1: (11; a2b2c1d1c2);

� row (and column) 2: (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2); and

� row (and column) 3: (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1).

From the plant in �gure 4.13 we identify the compatible communication pairs for

the control communication pairs noted above:

� (4; c1d1) and (6; c1a2d1) are compatible with (11; a2b2c1d1c2), where its commu-

nication sequence is s = a2b2c1d1, since P1(c1d1) = P1(c1a2d1) = P1(s);

� (10; c1d1a2e1) is compatible with (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2), where s = c1a2d1b2e1, since

P1(c1d1a2e1) = P1(s); and

� (5; a2b2) and (9; c1a2d1b2) are compatible with (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1), where s =

c1d1a2e1b2, since P2(a2b2) = P2(c1a2d1b2) = P2(s).

The following dependencies between control communication pairs exist:

� (11; a2b2c1d1c2) depends on (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) because there is a compatible

communication pair�(5; a2b2)�for (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) that is a pre�x of the

communication sequence for (11; a2b2c1d1c2);

� (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) depends on (11; a2b2c1d1c2) and (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) because

of the compatible communication pairs (6; c1a2d1) and (9; c1a2d1b2), respective-

ly; and
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� (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) depends on (11; a2b2c1d1c2) and (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) because

of the compatible communication pairs (4; c1d1) and (10; c1d1a2e1), respectively.

The dependency graph for C12 [ C21 contains several cycles:

D =

264 ; ; (5; a2b2)
(6; c1a2d1) ; (9; c1a2d1b2)
(4; c1d1) (10; c1d1a2e1) ;

375

In particular, there is a cycle involving communication states 12 and 13:

D[(12; c1a2d1b2e1a2); (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1)] = (9; c1a2d1b2)

and

D[(13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1); (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2)] = (10; c1d1a2e1):

That is, the communication event com12:12 that occurs for communication pair

(12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) could be preceded by com21:13 at state 9 because agent 2 can-

not distinguish state 9 from 13. At the same time, agent 1 cannot distinguish state

10 from state 12, and com12:12 could occur at state 10�just before com21:13 happens

in accordance with the control communication pair (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1).

If both compatible communication pairs (9; c1a2d1b2) and (10; c1d1a2e1) are added

to the set of compatible communication pairs Ccompat21 and Ccompat12 , one of the com-

munication pairs constitutes unnecessary communication. Figure 4.14 shows what

(12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) and (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) would look like if the two compatible com-

munication pairs mentioned above were added to Gcom at states 9 and 10. The

communication sequences become c1a2d1b2com21:13c1 and c1d1a2e1com12:12b2. If we

then go back and check the compatible communication pairs, it is the case that neither

(9; c1a2d1b2) nor (10; c1d1a2e1) are compatible with the new version of their respec-

tive control communication pairs. For instance, (9; c1a2d1b2) is no longer compati-

ble with (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) because after adding the communication event com12:12
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to state 10, the communication sequence for this control communication pair be-

comes c1d1a2e1com12:12b2c2a1 and since the communication event com12:12 is not

added to c1a2d1b2, it is the case that P2(c1a2d1b2) 6= P2(c1d1a2e1com12:12b2). If

the no-longer-compatible communication pair (9; c1a2d1b2) is removed from Ccompat21 ,

the control communication pair at state 12 is once again (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2). At

this point, (10; c1d1a2e1) is also once again a compatible communication state for

(12; c1a2d1b2e1a2). Note that if (9; c1a2d1b2) is not removed from C21 and is added to

Gcom, all that happens is that agent 2 sends its local state to agent 1 even though agent

1 does not need this additional information (i.e., to satisfy consistency or to solve the

control problem). An analogous situation occurs if we instead remove (10; c1d1a2e1)

from Ccompat12 and update the communication pairs accordingly.

To break the cycle involving states 12 and 13, we will choose one of these states

to communicate at and update the dependency graph. We choose state 12 because,

according to the row for (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) inD, it depends on only one pair in C21 (one

non-empty entry in the last n2 entries of the row) while the corresponding calculation
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for state 13 reveals that state 13 depends on two pairs in C12. We update D as follows:

D[(12; c1a2d1b2e1a2); (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1)] = ;;

and therefore communication at state 13 must depend on state 12 and we do not

allow the corresponding entry to change from

D[(13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1); (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2)] = (10; c1d1a2e1):

The updated dependency graph is

D =

264 ; ; (5; a2b2)
(6; c1a2d1) ; ;
(4; c1d1) (10; c1d1a2e1) ;

375

We cannot mark control communication pair (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) �compatible� because

this pair still depends on an �incompatible� pair (11; a2b2c1d1c2).

Of the remaining incompatible control communication pairs, a cycle exists between

communication states 11 and 13. By breaking the cycle between states 12 and 13,

state 12 now does not depend on state 13 but state 13 does depend on state 12. That

is, there will be a communication event com12:12 along the path to state 13. We

need to see if this change to the dependency graph in any way a�ects the cycle we

initially detected between states 11 and 13 (since the path to state 13 will contain a

communication event not originally considered when we �rst listed the dependencies

that formed D). Since state 13 depends on state 12, for state 11 to depend on

state 13 it must be the case that state 11 also depends on state 12 (i.e., the event

com12:12 would have to appear at the same place with respect to projection). Since

D[(11; a2b2c1d1c2); (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2)] = ;, state 11 does not depend on state 12 and

hence it now does not depend on state 13. We remove the potential dependency of

(11; a2b2c1d1c2) on (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1):

D[(11; a2b2c1d1c2); (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1)] = ;:
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The dependency graph becomes

D =

264 ; ; ;
(6; c1a2d1) ; ;
(4; c1d1) (10; c1d1a2e1) ;

375

The row (11; a2b2c1d1c2) now contains all ; entries and we mark this pair �compatible�.

We now go back and revisit the row for pair (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) the only non-empty

column entry is for the �compatible� pair (11; a2b2c1d1c2):

D[(12; c1a2d1b2e1a2); (11; a2b2c1d1c2)] = (6; c1a2d1):

To see if this dependency is still valid, we block out the column representing

(11; a2b2c1d1c2) and compare the rows of these two control communication pairs (i.e.,

the �rst and second rows minus the �rst column). Both rows contain ; in the second

column, and ; in the third column. Therefore, com12:11 does occur in conjunction

with communication pair (6; c1a2d1). We mark (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) �compatible�.

We check the only remaining �incompatible� pair (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) again. The

two non-empty entries in the third row represents a dependency on a �compatible�

pair (11; a2b2c1d1c2) and on the �xed communication for breaking the cycle with

(12; c1a2d1b2e1a2). The closest communication event is associated with the ��xed�

communication dependency associated with (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) so we check it �rst.

Note that when the column representing the pair (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) is blocked out,

the rows corresponding to the control communication pairs involving states 12 and

13 are equivalent: column 1 in both rows is non-empty and column 3 in both rows

contains ;. Therefore, the dependency is still valid. The pair (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1)

is marked �compatible�. The �nal dependency graph for the control communication

pairs is

D =

264 ; ; ;
(6; c1a2d1) ; ;
(4; c1d1) (10; c1d1a2e1) ;

375 (4.8)
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We examine each non-empty entry (x; v) of D to see if incorporating communication

events into v means that the updated v is still indistinguishable from the updated com-

munication sequence associated with the dependency. The �rst possible compatible

communication pair (x; v) = (6; c1a2d1) represents a dependency of (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2)

on (11; a2b2c1d1c2), via the latter's communication sequence s = a2b2c1d1, because

P1(v) = P1(s). When these sequences are updated with communication events�

adding the appropriate event after each v and each s�we have vc = c1a2d1com12:11

and sc = a2b2c1d1com12:11. In this case P c

1 (s
c) = P c

1 (v
c) = c1d1com12:11. We go

through a similar procedure for D[(13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1); (11; a2b2c1d1c2)] = (4; c1d1) for

the same communication sequence s and �nd that the projections of these updat-

ed sequences are also the same. When D[(13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1); (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2)] =

(10; c1d1a2e1) note that communication will also be added to v after c1d1 because of

the presence of the compatible communication pair (4; c1d1). For this pair, vc =

c1d1com12:11a2e1com12:12 and sc = c1a2d1com12:11b2e1com12:12. Since P1(v
c) =

P1(s
c) = c1d1com12:11e1com12:12, we also add this (x; v) to our set of compati-

ble communication pairs. Therefore Ccompat12 = f(4; c1d1); (6; c1a2d1); (10; c1d1a2e1)g,

Ccompat21 = ;.

Note that there is more than one way to break a cycle. We choose to �x com-

munication for the control communication pair that depends on the fewest number

of other pairs. In the event that each pair in the cycle depends on the same number

of other pairs, the choice of a pair where communication is �xed is made at random.

Di�erent versions of D simply means that there is more than one way to arrange

communication dependencies for the control communication pairs.

We want to describe a sequence in L(G) as it appears after following Procedure

4.2. At this point L(Gcom) is the language generated by the Gcom that results from
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the completion of Procedure 4.2. We write btc for the sequence in L(Gcom) such that

�G(t; qG0 ) = �G
com

( btc; qGcom0 )

and

P̂ ( btc) = t:

We abuse terminology and also refer to btc as a communication-equivalent sequence

for t. In Procedure 4.1 communication events are added to control sequences. In

Procedure 4.2 new communication events are added only to control sequences.

In Lemma 4.2 we showed that any communication event added to Gcom after

following Procedure 4.1 is su�cient to distinguish a control sequence t from its control

twin t0. We want to make a similar statement about the distinguishability of t and t0

after Procedure 4.2 is completed.

Lemma 4.3 For a control sequence t and its control twin t0 de�ned with respect to

agent i (i.e., Pi(t) = Pi(t
0)), after following Procedure 4.2, P c

i ( btc) 6= P c

i (
ct0c).

Proof. (By contradiction) Let Pi(t) = Pi(t
0) and assume P c

i ( btc) = P c

i (
ct0c).

By Lemma 4.2 there is a comji:q along t
c that does not appear along t0c (respectively,

the event appears along t0c and not along tc), i.e., (q; t) is an element of Cji identi�ed

in step 3 of Procedure 4.1.

Suppose that we added comji:q along t
0c according to step 7 of Procedure 4.2. Note

that an event comji:q could only get added in one place along t0c according to Proce-

dure 4.2. Then the matrix D (representing the dependency graph) has the following

entry:

D[(q0; t0); (q; t00)] = (x; b);

where b 2 t0, �G(b; qG0 ) = x, t00 is some sequence that passes through q, (x; b) is a

compatible communication pair for (q; t00) and therefore Pj(b) = Pj(s), where s is the

communication sequence for (q; t00).
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We must �rst determine if we can �nd such a pre�x b of t0. Should b exist, we would

add the communication event along t0 at state x.

We begin by �nding b 2 t0 such that Pj(s) = Pj(b) and such that b satis�es De�-

nition 4.14. By Procedure 4.1, a comji:q added along t00 right after s implies that

s = u�j for some u 2 ��, �j 2 �j;o. From De�nition 4.6 there are two forms for t0 we

consider when t00 = u�jv.

Case 1. t00 = u�jv and t0 = u0�iv
0, where �i 2 �i;o.

Since s = u�j, we want to �nd b 2 t0 such that Pj(b) = Pj(u�j).

Claim 4. b 62 u0.

Proof. This is because if b 2 u0, then u0 = bb0 for some b0 2 ��:

Pj(u) = Pj(u
0) (since (u; u0) is a maximal-P pair)

= Pj(bb
0)

= Pj(u�j)Pj(b
0) (since Pj(s) = Pj(b))

= Pj(u)Pj(�j)Pj(b
0):

This is only possible if Pj(�j)Pj(b
0) = ", but �j 2 �j;o so Pj(�j) 6= ".

2 Claim 4

Since b 62 u0, b = u0v00�jv
000 for some v00; v000 2 (� n �j;o)

�.

(Since b 2 t and Pj(b) = Pj(u�j)

= Pj(u)�j

= Pj(u
0)�j:)

For b to satisfy de�nition 4.14, it must be the case that b = u0v00�j since v000 2

(� n�j;o)
�.

Since b 2 t0, 9b00 2 �� such that t0 = bb00. Therefore

t0 = u0v00�jb
00: (4.9)
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Previously we assumed that

t0 = u0�iv
0: (4.10)

Equating (4.9) and (4.10) we have

v00�jb
00 = �iv

0

Therefore, the �rst event in v00 must be �i, i.e., 9v0000 such that v00 = �iv
0000.

Therefore, b = u0�iv
0000�j and t

0 = u0�iv
0000�jb

00.

Case 2. t00 = u�jv and t0 = u0�̂jv
0, where �̂j 2 �j;o and �̂j 6= �j (since (u; u0)

is a maximal-P pair). Since s = u�j, we want to �nd a pre�x b of t0 such that

Pj(b) = Pj(u�j). As in Claim 4, it can be shown that b 62 u0.

As in Case 1, since b 62 u0, b = u0v00�jv
000 for some v00; v000 2 (� n �j;o)

�. Additionally,

as in Case 1, we truncate b to satisfy de�nition 4.14 so that b = u0v00�j.

Since b 2 t0, 9b00 2 �� such that t0 = bb00. Therefore

t0 = u0v00�jb
00: (4.11)

Previously we assumed that

t0 = u0�̂jv
0: (4.12)

Equating (4.11) and (4.12) we have

v00�jb
00 = �̂jv

0

Thus, the �rst event in v00 must be �̂j but v
00 2 (� n �j;o)

�. Therefore, no such b can

be constructed. Since no such b exists we do not consider this case any further.

By Case 1, we do have a place where the communication event comji:q could be added

to t0. We add a communication event just after b occurs. That is, the communication
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event is added after the last event observable to agent j, e.g., after u0v00�j. It remains

to be shown that this additional event now leads to a contradiction to the assumption

that ct00c and ct0c are indistinguishable.
After Procedure 4.1 either no communication events were added to t0 or some commu-

nication events were added to t0�but not the event comji:q since it was only added

to t. We consider the e�ect of adding comji:q after bbc in ct0c (i.e., add the event to

state x).

Let t̂c = cuc�jcomji:qcvc and ct0c = cu0c�idv0000c�j comji:q db00c.
P c

i (cuc�j comji:q cvc) = P c

i (
cu0c�idv0000c�j comji:q db00c)

P c

i (cuc)P c

i (�j)P
c

i (comji:q)P
c

i (cvc) =
P c

i (
cu0c)P c

i (�i)P
c

i (
dv0000c)P c

i (�j)P
c

i (comji:q)P
c

i (
db00c)

P c

i (cuc) comji:q P
c

i (cvc) =
P c

i (
cu0c)�iP c

i (
dv0000c) comji:q P

c

i (
db00c) (since �j 62 �i;o)

If P c

i (cuc) = P c

i (
cu0c) then we have a contradiction because P c

i (�i) 6= ". However, if

P c

i (cuc) 6= P c

i (
cu0c) then we must show it is not possible for P c

i (cuc) = P c

i (
cu0c)�iP c

i (
dv0000c).

Suppose that P c

i (cuc) = P c

i (
cu0c�idv0000c). It should be the case, by Lemma 4.1, that

these sequences look the same with the communication events �erased�:

P̂i(cuc) = P̂i(cu0c�idv0000c)
Pi(u) = Pi(u

0�iv
0000) (by de�nition of P̂i)

Pi(u) = Pi(u
0)Pi(�i)Pi(v

0000)

= Pi(u)Pi(�i)Pi(v
0000) (since (u; u0) is a maximal-P pair)

However, this implies that Pi(�i) = " which is not possible since �i 2 �i;o.

2 Lemma 4.3
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4.3.2 Re�ning local views of compatible communication pairs

If an agent's local view of a communication state in the original plant includes

states that do not lie along a communication sequence, then we need to determine

whether or not these states are still part of the agent's local view of the communication

state in Gcom. We identify the compatible communication pairs for each control

communication pair and determine whether or not any prior communication along

the communication sequence (as identi�ed in Procedure 4.2) a�ects the agent's view

of the compatible communication pairs.

In the course of �nding the remaining compatible communication pairs of Gcom,

we will want to discuss dependencies between compatible communication pairs and

control communication pairs:

Definition 4.16 A compatible communication pair (x; v) for control communica-

tion pair (q; t) depends on control communication pair (q0; t0) if we can �nd a

compatible communication pair (x0; v0) for (q0; t0) such that, for w 2 ��, v = v0w and

�G(w; x0) = x.

Our strategy amounts to identifying all the remaining compatible communication

pairs (x; v) for all control communication pairs (q; t). We subsequently determine if a

given compatible communication pair depends on any control communication pairs.

If the dependencies for (x; v) match the dependencies in row (q; t) of D, then we add

the appropriate communication event to state x in Gcom.

We build a dependency graph D̂ and refer to it only in its matrix form. D̂ is an

n3 � (n1 + n2) matrix where n3 is the number of compatible communication pairs in

XV n XV4:2 and n1 and n2 are still the number of control communication pairs in

C12 and C21, respectively. Let XV4:3 = XV n XV4:2. A row in D̂ corresponds to a

compatible communication pair (x; v) 2 XV4:3. A non-empty entry in row (x; v) of D̂

means that there is a possible communication event that occurs along sequence v but
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before the system reaches state x. Suppose that (x; v) was compatible with control

communication pair (q; t) before considering the existence of earlier communication

events along s. If row (x; v) of D̂ has the same pattern of empty and non-empty

entries as row (q; t) in D, (x; v) may still be compatible with (q; t). To verify that

(x; v) is compatible with (q; t) (where (q; t) 2 Cij) we must make certain that any

communication events that occur before v and s occur in the same order and that

the sequences still have the same projection for agent i. The communication events

corresponding to the pairs (x; v) that survive this culling process are added to Gcom.

We want to describe a sequence in L(G) as it appears after following Procedure

4.3. At this point L(Gcom) is the language generated by the Gcom that results from

the completion of Procedure 4.3. We write etc for the sequence in L(Gcom) such that

�G(t; qG0 ) = �G
com

( etc; qGcom0 )

and

P̂ ( etc) = t:

We abuse terminology and also refer to etc as a communication-equivalent sequence

for t.

Procedure 4.3

1. Initialize all entries of D̂ to ;. Initialize all elements of XV4:3 to be �unresolved�.

2. Indicate potential dependencies of elements (x; v) 2 XV4:3, where (x; v) is a

compatible communication pair for (q; t) 2 Cij (for i; j 2 f1; 2g but i 6= j), on

control communication pairs (q0; t0) 2 C as follows:

D̂[(x; v); (q0; t0)] = (x0; v0)

if (x; v) depends on (q0; t0) and (x0; v0) is compatible with (q0; t0) as described in

De�nition 4.16.
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3. If all entries for row (x; v) in D̂ are ; and all entries for row (q; t) in D are

;, then Ccompatij = Ccompatij [ f(x; v)g. Mark (x; v) �resolved�. This represents

a situation where no prior communication has occurred before x. Thus if the

communication sequence s and the sequence v both contain no prior communi-

cation events, they still look alike and a communication event associated with

s will be added after v.

4. While there remain �unresolved� compatible communication pairs (x; v) 2 XV4:3,

where (x; v) is a compatible communication pair for (q; t) 2 Cij (for i; j 2

f1; 2g; i 6= j):

(a) If all the non-empty entries are �resolved� compatible communication pairs,

compare row (x; v) to row (q; t) in D.

� For each non-empty entry of row (x; v): if D̂[(x; v); (q; t)] = (x0; v0)

and (x0; v0) 62 Ccompat12 [ Ccompat21 :

D̂[(x; v); (q; t)] = ;:

Mark (x; v) �resolved�. After checking all the non-empty column en-

tries for row (x; v), compare row (x; v) in D̂ to row (q; t) in D. This

represents a situation where a communication event would have been

added along v if v still looked like v0. Since (x0; v0) is marked �resolved�,

it has already tested for membership in Ccompat. Therefore, prior to

checking (x; v), it was determined that (x0; v0) was no longer a com-

patible communication pair for (q; t). Therefore v no longer looks like

v0.

(b) If the pattern of empty and non-empty entries is the same for row (x; v) of

D̂ and row (q; t) of D, check to make sure that when the communication

events are added to v and s (where s is the communication sequence for
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(q; t)) (x; v) is still compatible with (q; t). That is, for updated versions of

each communication sequence it is still the case that P c

i (fvc) = P c

i (fsc). If
this is the case, then Ccompatij = Ccompatij [ f(x; v)g.

2 Procedure 4.3

Procedure 4.3 identi�es compatible communication pairs (x; v), for each control com-

munication pair (q; t) found in Procedure 4.1, that occur along any other sequences in

the plant but the communication sequences. As before, once more compatible com-

munication pairs are identi�ed, they must be incorporated into Gcom via Procedure

4.3a.

Procedure 4.3a : Steps to Building Gcom from G, Part Three

1. For each (x; v) 2 Ccompatij \XV4:3, for i; j 2 f1; 2g, i 6= j and (x; v) is a compatible

communication pair for (q; t) 2 Cij:

� Create a new state xc and update the state set: Qcom = Qcom [ fxcg.

� Update the transition function �G
com

. Suppose that v has the form v = v0�

where �G(v0; qG0 ) = x0 and �G(�; x0) = x. Then if �G
com

(�; x0) = x (i.e., no

communication has been added at state x yet) we must �rst remove this

transition from �G
com

. The following transitions are then added to �G
com

�G
com

(�; x0) = xc;

�G
com

(comij:q; x
c) = x:

As was the case in Procedures 4.1a and 4.2a, if comij:q has already been

added at xc, it is not added again. If communication from agent j to agent

i has been added to state x already (i.e., �G
com

(�; x0) 6= x), then create a

new state xcc and update Qcom:

Qcom = Qcom [ fxccg:
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Remove the following transition from �G
com

:

�G
com

(�; x0) = xc:

Add the following transitions to �G
com

:

�G
com

(�; x0) = xcc

�G
com

(comij:q; x
cc) = xc:

2 Procedure 4.3a

As was the case for Procedure 4.2a, when a compatible communication pair (x; v)

is identi�ed for a control communication pair (q; t), with which we associate the

communication event comij:q, the communication event that is added to Gcom at

state x is comij:q. This will be an important feature of the construction of Gcom that

ensures the communication protocols of the agents are well-de�ned.

We reiterate our comments from section 4.2.1 and those that appeared just after

Procedure 4.2a regarding splitting states to avoid ambiguous communication. We

want to add a communication event comij:q at state x in Gcom corresponding to an

(x; v) identi�ed in Procedure 4.3. If sequences other than v lead to state x (i.e., there

exists v0 2 L(G) such that �G(v0; qG0 ) = x) and these sequences are not associated

with a compatible communication pair for (q; t), we want to split state x into x1 and

x2. We split x as follows: for all v such that �G(v; qG0 ) = x, if (x; v) is a compatible

communication pair for (q; t), update �G so that �G(v; qG0 ) = x1; otherwise �G(v; qG0 ) =

x2. As before, we assume that the plant G has been rewritten to accommodate

all occurrences of the above scenario. Again, the comments made in section 4.2.1

regarding time complexity hold here as well.

The time complexity of Procedure 4.3, like its predecessors, is also O(n3). This is

because using XV4:3 in step 1 means that we have to calculate XV nXV4:2. The com-

plexity of �nding XV4:2 is O(n3). The other steps of the procedure involve checking

matrices and can be accomplished in O(n2) time.
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To illustrate some of the salient parts of Procedure 4.3, we focus on the rows of

D̂ that arise from the partial plant shown in �gure 4.13. Previously, we constructed

D for the three control communication pairs: (11; a2b2c1d1c2); (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) and

(13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1). These three pairs form the columns of D̂ (the same order as

D). While there could be more �unresolved� compatible communication pairs for the

whole plant, we can identify two pairs from �gure 4.13 :

� (14; c1a2b2) is compatible with (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1), where s = c1d1a2e1b2, since

P2(c1a2b2) = P2(s); and

� (15; c1a2b2d1) is compatible with (11; a2b2c1d1c2), where s = a2b2c1d1, since

P1(c1a2b2d1) = P1(s).

We focus on the contents of these rows of D̂. Row (14; c1a2b2) of D̂ is initially

D̂ =

264 : : : : : : : : :
; ; ;
: : : : : : : : :

375

because (14; c1a2b2) does not depend on any control communication pair. That is,

there is no proper pre�x of c1a2b2 that looks�to agent 1�like the sequence leading

to state 11 or the sequence leading to state 12 and there is no proper pre�x of

c1a2b2 that looks�to agent 2�like the sequence leading to state 13. Since all the

entries in row (14; c1a2b2) are ;, we mark this pair �resolved�. We now compare it

to row (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) in D (displayed in (4.8) on p. 100) because (14; c1a2b2) is

compatible with (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1). We do not add (14; c1a2b2) to C
compat
21 because

row (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) in D does not contain all ; entries.

The corresponding row for (15; c1a2b2d1) is

D̂ =

264 : : : : : : : : :
; ; (14; c1a2b2)
: : : : : : : : :

375
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because (15; c1a2b2d1) depends on control communication pair (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) in

the form of (14; c1a2b2). That is, (14; c1a2b2) is a compatible communication pair for

(13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) and c1a2b2 is a pre�x of c1a2b2d1.

The only dependency for (15; c1a2b2d1) involves a �resolved� pair. But because

(14; c1a2b2) was not added to Ccompat21 , after considering the e�ect of communica-

tion events, it must no longer be compatible with the control communication pair

(13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1)). Thus the communication event com21:13 is not added to state

14. Since (14; c1a2b2) was the compatible communication pair that caused (15; c1a2b2d1)

to depend on (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1), we consider that this dependency no longer exists.

As a result we set D̂[(15; c1a2b2d1); (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1)] = ;, leaving row (15; c1a2b2d1)

with all its entries ;. It is the case that row (11; a2b2c1d1c2) of D is also a row of

; entries. Therefore, we add (15; c1a2b2d1) to C
compat
12 . Figure 4.15 shows the part of

Gcom (constructed after following Procedures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3) that corresponds to

the part of G in �gure 4.13.

Notice that prior to adding communication events the sequence c1a2d1b2 leading

to state 9 appears the same to agent 2 as the sequence c1d1a2e1b2 leading to state 13

(i.e., both sequences appear as a2b2). For control purposes agent 2 must communicate

at state 13. Therefore, prior to the pruning of Procedure 4.2 it appears that agent 2

might also have to communicate the same event (i.e., com21:13) at state 9. However,

we can see from �gure 4.15 that after various other communications are included, the

sequence leading to state 13c is c1d1 com12:11 a2e1 com12:12 b2. This sequence can

be distinguished from the sequence c1a2d1 com12:11 b2 that now leads to state 9. (To

agent 2 the former sequence appears as com12:11 a2 com12:12 b2 whereas the latter

appears as a2 com12:11 b2.)

In a similar vein, prior to adding communication events, the sequence c1d1a2e1

leading to state 10 appears the same to agent 1 as the sequence c1a2d1b2e1 lead-

ing to state 12. In this case, however, even after other communication events are
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Figure 4.15: The portion of Gcom for the plant in �gure 4.13.
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inserted (such as com12:11 at states 6c and 4c) the event com12:12 at state 10c is

included because the sequences c1d1 com12:11 a2e1 and c1a2d1 com12:11 b2e1 are still

indistinguishable (i.e., both appear to agent 1 as c1d1 com12:11 e1).

In Lemma 4.2 we noted that when agent i could not distinguish between control

sequence t and its control twin t0, incorporating a communication event according to

Theorem 4.1 renders the respective communication-equivalent sequences distinguish-

able. In Lemma 4.3 we showed that adding additional communications in Procedures

4.2 and 4.2a preserved this distinguishability. Now we show that adding addition-

al communication in Procedures 4.3 and 4.3a still preserves the distinguishability of

sequences.

Lemma 4.4 If Pi(t) = Pi(t
0) (for control sequence t and its control twin t0) and we

follow Procedures 4.3 and 4.3a then P c

i (
etc) 6= P c

i (
ft0c).

Proof. (By contradiction.) Let Pi(t) = Pi(t
0) but P c

i (~t
c) = P c

i (
ft0c).

Case 1: t0 is a control sequence

In Procedure 4.3, communication events are added only to those sequences that are

not control sequences. Therefore, since t and t0 are control sequences then btc = etc
and ct0c = ft0c. By Lemma 4.3, P c

i ( btc) 6= P c

i (
ct0c). Therefore, P c

i ( etc) 6= P c

i (
ft0c).

Case 2: t0 is not a control sequence

Procedures 4.1 and 4.2 only add communication events to control sequences and thus

ct0c = t0 (i.e., the communication-equivalent sequence for t0 contains no communication

events). Because t is a control sequence, etc contains at least one communication event.

Suppose that the �rst such communication event is comji:q (i.e., etc = fuc�j comji:q fvc,
where �G(u�j; q

G
0 ) = q).

By steps 3 and 4(b) of Procedure 4.3, comji:q is added to ft0c if 9b 2 t0 such that Pj(b) =
Pj(s), where s is the communication sequence for some control communication pair

(q; t00) (where t00 is some sequence that passes through q). As in Case 1 of Lemma 4.3
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we can �nd a pre�x of t0 of the form b = u0�iv
0000�j where �

G(b; qG0 ) = x. Suppose that

this is the case and ft0c = fu0c�igv0000c�j comji:q gb00c.
We initially assumed that P c

i ( etc) = P c

i (
ft0c):

P c

i (fuc�j comji:q fvc) = P c

i (
fu0c�igv0000c�j comji:q gb00c)

P c

i (fuc)P c

i (�j)P
c

i (comji:q)P
c

i (fvc) =
P c

i (
fu0c)P c

i (�i)P
c

i (
gv0000c)P c

i (�j)P
c

i (comji:q)P
c

i (
gb00c)

P c

i (fuc) comji:q P
c

i (fvc) = P c

i (
fu0c)�iP c

i (
gv0000c)comji:qP

c

i (
gb00c)

(since �j 62 �i;o)

(4.13)

As with Lemma 4.3, if P c

i (fuc) = P c

i (
fu0c) then we have a contradiction because

P c

i (�i) 6= ". However, if P c

i (fuc) 6= P c

i (
fu0c) then we must show it is not possible

for P c

i (fuc) = P c

i (
fu0c)�iP c

i (
gv0000c). Suppose that P c

i (cuc) = P c

i (
cu0c�idv0000c). By Lemma

4.1, these sequences must look the same with the communication events �erased�:

P̂i(fuc) = P̂i(fu0c�idv0000c)
Pi(u) = Pi(u

0�iv
0000) (by de�nition of P̂i)

Pi(u) = Pi(u
0)Pi(�i)Pi(v

0000)

= Pi(u)Pi(�i)Pi(v
0000) (since (u; u0) is a maximal-P pair)

However, this implies that Pi(�i) = " which is not possible since �i 2 �i;o.

2 Lemma 4.4

4.4 A Well-de�ned Communication Protocol for Gcom

Up until now, we have been somewhat vague about what we mean for Gcom to

generate well-de�ned communication protocols. Here we provide a formal de�nition:
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Definition 4.17 A communication protocol PGcom
i for agent i is said to be well-

de�ned if

(8� 2 �com
ij )(8qP

G
com

i 2 QP
G
com

i )

�P
G
com

i (�; qP
G
com

i )! =)6 9�0 2 ((� [ �com) n f�g) such that �P
G
com

i (�0; qP
G
com

i )!

That is, when the communication protocol for agent i indicates that agent i must

communicate to agent j there is no ambiguity in what agent i does. Note that if

Gcom is consistent then the protocols generated with Gcom are well-de�ned. When a

communication event for agent i (i.e., � 2 �com
ij ) is de�ned at one of its local states

qP
G
com

i , that particular communication event is the only event de�ned at qP
G
com

i .

Note that the way in which we add communication events to Gcom ensures that

our communication protocols are well-de�ned (because consistency is satis�ed). In

particular, we add communication events in such a way that unintentional communi-

cation is avoided. Recall our assumption about the structure of G: whenever more

than one sequence leads to a communication state for agent i or a state that agent i

�nds indistinguishable from the communication state, this state is split. Thus, after

Procedure 4.1a, for all (q; t) 2 Cij, the communication sequence s is followed only by

the communication event comij:q (i.e., �
Gcom(comij:q; q

c) = q).

Similarly, after Procedures 4.2 and 4.3, if (x; v) is a compatible communication

pair for (q; t) that is added to X compat
ij , it is because P c

i (fvc) = P c

i (fsc), where fvc;fsc 2
L(Gcom). Again, when adding the communication event comij:q to G

com with respect

to the compatible communication pairs for (q; t) that appear in X compat
ij , we split any

states that lead to unintentional communication. That is, without taking into account

the nuances of two-way communication that could arise, �G
com

(comij:q; x
c) = x. Thus,

the only event de�ned at qc and any state that agent i �nds indistinguishable from

qc is comij:q. When agent i reaches the state in PGcom
i that represents its local view
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of qc, the only event that can occur is one in which it must communicate its local

view to agent j, thereby satisfying our de�nition of what it means to construct a

well-de�ned communication protocol.

We illustrate the e�ects that the previously-de�ned procedures have on the con-

struction of Gcom from G and therefore on the generation of communication protocols

for the decentralized agents. Figure 4.16(a) shows a portion of a plant where agent

1 sees and controls events a and b while agent 2 sees and controls events b and d;

neither agent sees c. After passing the entire G (not shown here) through Procedure

4.1, there exists a (q; t) 2 C12 with a communication sequence s = dab as well as a

(q0; t0) 2 C21 with a communication sequence s0 = cb. Note that this portion of G

does not include a complete speci�cation of t; t0 or their respective control twins. This

section brie�y explains the mechanics of constructing a communication protocol: no

control solution is described.

After Procedures 4.1 and 4.1a are complete, the portion of Gcom relevant to G

in �gure 4.16(a) is shown in �gure 4.16(b). Note that communication for control

is added at states 6, corresponding to s0 = cb, and 9, corresponding to s = dab.

For this particular portion of G, no other communication events are added along

the communication sequences. Therefore, after Procedures 4.2 and 4.2a, Gcom is not

altered.

There are several compatible communication pairs for (q; t) and (q0; t0) that can be

identi�ed from �gure 4.16(a). In particular, (5; ab) is a compatible communication

pair for (q0; t0) and (5; ab) is also a compatible communication pair for (q; t). When

Procedure 4.3a is complete, this leads to two-way communication occurring at state

5cc. We interpret the presence of two-way communication in a special way. For

each agent to generate a well-de�ned protocol there must be no ambiguity as to

when an agent sends its local state to another agent. Note that if we calculated

the projection automaton of Gcom in �gure 4.16(c) for agent 1, after ab occurs agent
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1 would be at a local state of f5cc; 9cg. At this local state, two events would be

de�ned: com12:6 and com21:9. This does not constitute a well-de�ned communication

protocol because com12:6 is not the only event de�ned at state f5cc; 9cg. Our intent

is that after seeing ab agent 1 must communicate its local state. If our plant is to

accurately re�ect our communication intention we must make the following sleight-

of-hand: whenever a two-way communication event occurs in the plant, each agent

�sees� its own communication event �rst and then observes the event representing

the reception of communication from the other agent. Thus the �view� agent 1 has

of the plant in �gure 4.16(c) reverses the order of the two communication events

de�ned at states 5cc and 5c. Figure 4.16(c) also re�ects the addition of (3; b), a

compatible communication pair for (q0; t0) and therefore the communication event

com21:6 is added after the new state 3c. The �nal version of Gcom (for the portion of

G in �gure 4.16(a)) after Procedures 4.3/4.3a are �nished is shown in �gure 4.16(c).

How do the agents determine their communication protocol from Gcom? The

communication protocol is determined by calculating the projection automaton (de-

scribed in section 2.1.2) of Gcom with respect to each agent. The projection automata

of the portion of Gcom from �gure 4.16(c) are shown in �gure 4.17. For instance, the

communication protocol for agent 1, illustrated in �gure 4.17(a), indicates that after

seeing b, agent 1 can expect a communication from agent 2. Agent 2 communicates

its local view of state 6. The states agent 1 considers possible after receiving the

communication is the result of intersecting agent 2's local view of state 6 with agent

1's current local state. In our example, this has the result that agent 1 believes that

plant could be in either state 3 or state 6. Since we are not describing the complete

control solution for this example, the local views for each agent may be incomplete

since they have been determined using only the states illustrated in �gure 4.16.
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4.5 Constructing I
cDES0

from Gcom and Ecom

We use the plant we have augmented with communication events Gcom along with

the updated legal automaton Ecom to build a new interpreted system IcDES
0

. The

transition function �E
com

of Ecom is characterized by the transitions in Gcom that lead

to states in QE. Ecom thus constructed is a sub-automaton of Gcom. Note that the

legal language L(Ecom) contains the communication-equivalent sequences for all the

sequences in L(E):

L(Ecom) := f etc j (9t 2 L(E)) etc is the communication-consistent sequence for tg:

As with IDES
0

, the set of worlds in IcDES
0

are de�ned by the state-based evolu-

tion of the sequences in L(Gcom). The updated set of primitive propositions �cDES0

includes the propositions from IDES
0

, and propositions corresponding to the commu-

nication events in �com:

�cDES0

= � [ �com;

where �com are the propositions that represent the communication events in �com. As

we did in section 3.1, to form �cDES0

we want to associate with each � 2 �Gcom two

distinct propositions: one to represent the fact that at a particular state in the plant

the event is de�ned (i.e., is possible), and the other to represent the fact that at the

corresponding state in the legal automaton state the event is de�ned. If �Gcom is �nite,

it can be written as �Gcom = f�1; �2; : : : ; �ng. We let �cDES0

= f�Gi ; �
E
i ji = 1; : : : ; ng.

As before, we partition �cDES0

into two disjoint sets: �c
G = f�Gi ji = 1; : : : ; ng and

�c
E = f�Ei ji = 1; : : : ; ng where �c

G and �c
E are sets containing j�Gcomj symbols. To

associate �Gj with its counterpart �Ej , we extend the relation R� from section 3.1 and

de�ne a relation R�Gcom such that R�Gcom � �c

G � �c

E and R�Gcom := f(�G; �E)j9�i 2

�Gcom where �G = �Gi ; �E = �Ei g.
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The interpretation for the propositions in �cDES0

is de�ned for all � 2 �Gcom :

�cDES(wc)(�G) :=

(
true if �G

com

(�; we)!;
false otherwise:

(4.14)

�cDES
0

(wc)(�E) :=

(
true if �E

com

(�; we)!;
false otherwise:

(4.15)

Because of the way in which events in �com are added toGcom, either a communication

event occurs and is legal or it is unde�ned. Thus at any global state of IcDES
0

it will

be the case 8� 2 �com:

�cDES
0

(w)(�G) = true and �cDES
0

(w)(�E) = true (4.16)

or

�cDES
0

(w)(�G) = false and �cDES
0

(w)(�E) = false: (4.17)

4.6 Is IcDES
0

Kripke-observable?

We will show that if the Kripke structure based on the plant G is not Kripke-

observable (but G;E are both observable with respect to P ), after constructing Gcom,

the resulting Kripke structure for Gcom and Ecom is Kripke-observable.

Theorem 4.2 Given IDES
0

(G;E) that is not Kripke-observable. If we follow Pro-

cedures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 to construct Gcom and Ecom and subsequently construct

IcDES
0

(Gcom; Ecom), then IcDES
0

(Gcom; Ecom) is Kripke-observable.

Proof. (By contradiction)

Recall the de�nition of Kripke-observability: for all w 2 IcDES
0

, for all (�G; �E) 2

R�Gcom it must be the case that either (IcDES
0

; w) j= :�G _ �E or there exists i 2 G�

such that (IcDES
0

; w) j= Ki:�E .
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Suppose that IcDES
0

(Gcom; Ecom) is not Kripke-observable.

There must exist w 2 IcDES
0

and (�G; �E) 2 R�Gcom where (IcDES
0

; w) 6j= :�G _ �E

and (8i 2 G�)(IcDES
0

; w) 6j= Ki:�E. That is,

(IcDES
0

; w) j= (�G ^ :�E) (4.18)

and for all i 2 G� there exists w0 2 IcDES
0

such that w �i w
0 and

(IcDES
0

; w0) j= (�G ^ �E): (4.19)

Note that by (4.16) and (4.17), it is not possible for �G; �E to correspond to � 2 �com.

Therefore, � 2 � and, since i 2 G�, more speci�cally � 2 � \ �i;c.

By de�nition, if w �i w0 then w and w0 have the same local state according to agent i.

This means that we can �nd a path in Gcom that leads to we and a path in Gcom that

leads to w0
e such that agent i cannot distinguish between these paths. In particular,

let a path that leads to we be reconstructed as the sequence etc while a path that leads

to w0
e be the sequence

ft0c. Since w �i w0,

P c

i ( etc) = P c

i (
ft0c): (4.20)

Let etc be the communication-equivalent sequence for t 2 L(G):

P̂ ( etc) = t (4.21)

and let ft0c be the communication-equivalent sequence for t0 2 L(G):

P̂ (ft0c) = t0: (4.22)

Case 1. Pi(t) 6= Pi(t
0)

By (4.21), it must also be the case that if all communication events are erased from

agent i's observation of etc that this is exactly agent i's view of t:

P̂ (P c

i ( etc)) = Pi(t): (4.23)
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Similarly, by (4.22)

P̂ (P c

i (
ft0c)) = Pi(t

0): (4.24)

If we apply the P̂ operator to both sides of (4.20) we get (from (4.23) and (4.24))

Pi(t) = Pi(t
0), which contradicts the assumption.

Case 2. Pi(t) = Pi(t
0)

By de�nition, there must exist v; v0 2 IDES
0

such that v �i v0, t leads to state v

and t0 leads to state v0 where v; v0 are states in the monitoring automaton A. Since

A generates the same language as G, we also know that �G(t; qG0 ) is de�ned and

that �G(t0; qG0 ) is de�ned. In particular, �G(t; qG0 ) = ve and �G(t0; qG0 ) = v0e where

ve; v
0
e 2 Q

G.

From (4.18) we know that �G
com

(�; we) is de�ned but that �E
com

(�; we) is not de�ned.

By Observation 4.1 in section 4.2.3, we note that if �G
com

( etc; qGcom0 ) = we then it is

the case that �G(P̂ ( etc); qG0 ) = we. Thus, using (4.21), we have �G(t; qG0 ) = we. Since,

from above, �G(t; qG0 ) = ve, we have ve = we.

By the construction of Gcom, since �G
com

(�; we) is de�ned and since � 2 �, it must

also be the case that �G(�; we) is de�ned. Similarly, since �E
com

(�; we) is not de�ned

it must be that �E(�; we) is not de�ned. Further, it must be the case (since ve = we)

that

(IDES
0

; v) j= �G ^ :�E: (4.25)

From (4.19) we know that �G
com

(�; w0
e) is de�ned and that �E

com

(�; w0
e) is also de�ned.

Again, we can use Observation 4.1 to conclude that if �G
com

(ft0c; qGcom0 ) = w0
e then

�G(P̂ (ft0c); qG0 ) = w0
e. Therefore it is also the case that �G(t0; qG0 ) = w0

e. And since

�G(t0; qG0 ) = v0e, we have v
0
e = w0

e.
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By the construction of Gcom, since �G
com

(�; w0
e) and �

Ecom(�; w0
e) are de�ned and since

� 2 �, it is also the case that �G(�; w0
e) and �

E(�; w0
e) are de�ned. Thus it must be

the case that

(IDES
0

; v0) j= �G ^ �E: (4.26)

By (4.25) and (4.26) and the fact that v �i v0, we know that (IDES
0

; v) j= :Ki:�E .

Since the above reasoning works for all i 2 G�, Kripke-observability fails for I
DES0

at

v�in particular, corresponding to sequences t and t0.

Also by (4.25) we have t� 2 L(G) but t� 62 L(E). Similarly, by (4.26) we have t0� 2

L(G) and t0� 2 L(E) so t, t0 and � satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. Therefore

we apply Procedures 4.1 through to 4.3a. By Lemma 4.4, P c

i (
etc) 6= P c

i (
ft0c), which

contradicts (4.20). Therefore there exists i 2 G� such that (IcDES
0

; w0) j= Ki:�E.

2 Theorem 4.2

4.7 Minimal Communication

In section 4.2 we discussed our strategy for constructing a set of control commu-

nication pairs where one agent communicates to another agent to solve the control

problem. Although communication at every (q; t) 2 Cij will lead to agent j making

all its correct control decisions, it may be that we can eliminate extraneous commu-

nication. That is, some subset of control communication pairs (i.e., ~Cij � Cij) will

also lead to a control solution.

What do we mean by saying an element of Cij represents extraneous communi-

cation? One of our communication goals is to communicate enough information to

allow each agent to distinguish a bad state from an indistinguishable good state(s).

We choose each (q; t) 2 Cij so that bad states can be distinguished from good states.

It could be the case that the communication for (q; t) is necessary to allow agent j
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to distinguish a set of bad state from a several sets of look-alike good states. Or it

is possible that a compatible communication pair (x; v) 2 Ccompatij (where (x; v) is not

a compatible pair for (q; t)) occurring prior to (q; t) provides agent j with enough

information to make the correct control decision. We want to �nd a set of commu-

nications that does not contain extraneous communication pairs. In addition, we

want the the set of communications to satisfy consistency for Gcom. We seek a set of

minimal communications.

The notion of minimality for a set of communications was introduced in [31]

where a set of communications is minimal when it is the case that if �any one event

occurrence is not communicated from an agent to the other, the agents will not be

able to achieve their objectives�. We adopt this notion of minimality for examining

communication in decentralized discrete-event control problems. The objectives of

agents in our system is to solve the control problem and satisfy consistency.

Definition 4.18 Let C := C12 [ C21 and Ccompat := Ccompat12 [ Ccompat21 . A set of

communication pairs C [ Ccompat for a plant Gcom is said to be minimal if 6 9 (a; b) 2

C[Ccompat such that (C [Ccompat)nf(a; b)g also solves the control problem and renders

Gcom consistent.

Were such an extraneous (a; b) to exist, it would mean that either by the time the

plant reached state a one of the agents already had enough information to solve the

control problem or (a; b), which had been added because it was compatible with a

control communication pair (q; t), is no longer indistinguishable from (q; t) after other

communication pairs were added to the system.

4.7.1 An example system requiring communication

This section revisits the portion of a plant introduced in �gure 4.13. We will see

that the control and communication solution generated by following Procedures 4.1,
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4.2 and 4.3 contains extraneous communication. Therefore the procedures applied so

far do not yield a minimal communication set.

Figure 4.18 shows a plantG and E where communication between the two supervi-

sors/agents is necessary to �nd a control solution. As is clear from the �gure, the au-

tomaton in �gure 4.13 is a subautomaton of the plant in �gure 4.18. In this example we

let �1;o = �1;c = fa1; c1; d1; e1; f1; m1; �1g and �2;o = �2;c = fa2; b2; c2; f2; g2; h2; �2g.

There is one event that neither agent observes: �uo = fg. The projection automa-

ton for each agent is shown in �gure 4.19. When we translate these structures into

an interpreted system IDES, we detect �ve global states where Kripke-observability

fails:

1. Agent 2 does not know whether to disable �2 since it cannot distinguish bad

state 56 from good state 47:

(56; f1; 3; 8; 14; 29; 30; 55; 56; 57g; f26; 27; 28; 47; 56g);

2. Agent 2 does not know whether to disable �2 since it cannot distinguish bad

state 38 from good state 24:

(38; f10; 12; 13; 24; 25; 26; 35; 37; 38; 40g; f24; 36; 38g);

3. Agent 1 does not know whether to disable �1 since it cannot distinguish bad

state 39 from good state 27:

(39; f27; 39g; f2; 3; 6; 7; 10; 30; 32; 33; 35; 37; 39; 41; 53g);

4. Agent 1 does not know whether to disable �1 since it cannot distinguish bad

state 51 from good state 58:

(51; f49; 50; 51; 58g; f21; 22; 23; 51; 52g);

and
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Figure 4.18: A plant requiring communication. Illegal transitions are marked by a

dashed line.

5. Agent 1 does not know whether to disable �1 since it cannot distinguish bad

state 22 from good state 45 :

(22; f22; 45g; f21; 22; 23; 51; 52g):

For the remainder of the discussion of this example, we will refer to the glob-

al states using local state labels as noted in �gure 4.19. For example, global state

(44; f20; 21; 44g; f16; 20; 43; 44; 45; 46; 50g) becomes (44; 3; 2) since the automaton s-

tate f20; 21; 44g in PG1 (at the top of �gure 4.19) has a label of �3�. Similarly, the
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Figure 4.19: The projection automaton for agent 1 (the top of the �gure) and agent

2 (bottom of the �gure) for G in �gure 4.18. Italicized numbers in top left of the

corners of each state denote a label we use to refer to the state.
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state f16; 20; 43; 44; 45; 46; 50g of PG2 (the bottom half of �gure 4.19) has a label of

�2�.

Why does agent 1 not know whether to disable �1 at global state r(m) = (51; 2; 5)?

We focus on the truth assignments to this global state, and in particular the propo-

sitions �1G and �1E in �DES:

�1G = true;

and

�1E = false:

These values correspond to the fact that at state 51 in the plant (see �gure 4.18),

the only event that is de�ned at that plant state is �1 (therefore �1G is true) but the

dashed line for the transition means that �1 is not de�ned in the legal automaton

(and �1E is false). Agent 1 does not know whether to disable �1 because its local

state r1(m) contains both plant states 51 and 58, which means these states look alike

to agent 1. The truth value of �1E is false at (51; 2; 5) but the truth value of �1E

at the corresponding global state of plant state 58 (which happens to be (58; 2; 8)) is

true since �1 is de�ned in the plant and the legal automaton according to �gure 4.18.

The con�icting truth values for �1E at states that are indistinguishable to agent 1

means that agent 1 does not know whether to disable �1 at this point in the system.

We have identi�ed the places where Kripke-observability fails, and therefore, using

the monitoring automaton, we can reconstruct the sequences which an agent cannot

distinguish without further information. There are �ve pairs of sequences that lead

to IDES
0

not satisfying Kripke-observability:

P1(c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) = P1(c1d1a2e1a1); (4.27)

P1(f1g2h2) = P1(g2f2h2f1); (4.28)

P1(g2m1h2m1) = P1(g2m1m1); (4.29)

P2(a2b2c1d1c2) = P2(a2b2c1c2�2); (4.30)
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P2(c1a2d1b2e1a2) = P2(c1a2d1b2a2e1): (4.31)

We use Procedure 4.1 to identify the control communication pairs for each agent.

For example, agent 1 cannot distinguish the sequences in (4.29) since P1(g2m1h2m1) =

P1(g2m1m1) = m1m1. The maximal-P pair for these sequences is (g2m1; g2m1).

Agent 2 communicates following one of the entries of the maximal-P pair that is im-

mediately followed by an event observable to agent 2. Since g2m1 is followed by h2

and g2m1 is followed by m1, agent 2 communicates at state 21 when it sees g2m1h2.

The control communication pair is therefore (21; g2m1h2m1), the communication se-

quence is g2m1h2 and the associated control twin is g2m1m1. The complete set of

control communication pairs for this example is

C12 = f(11; a2b2c1d1c2); (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2)g; (4.32)

C21 = f(13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1); (16; g2f2h2f1); (21; g2m1h2m1)g:

The communication sequence s for each communication control pair is as follows:

� Agent 1 communicates after seeing s = a2b2c1d1;

� Agent 1 communicates after seeing s = c1a2d1b2e1

� Agent 2 communicates after seeing s = c1d1a2e1b2

� Agent 2 communicates after seeing s = g2

� Agent 2 communicates after seeing s = g2m1h2

The dependency matrix D has the following row/column assignments:

� row/column 1 corresponds to control communication pair (11; a2b2c1d1c2);

� row/column 2 corresponds to control communication pair (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2);

� row/column 3 corresponds to control communication pair (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1);
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� row/column 4 corresponds to control communication pair (16; g2f2h2f1);

� row/column 5 corresponds to control communication pair (21; g2m1h2m1).

After Procedure 4.2, the dependency matrix D looks like

D =

26666664
; ; ; ; ;

(6; c1a2d1) ; ; ; ;
(4; c1d1) (10; c1d1a2e1) ; ; ;
; ; ; ; ;
; ; ; (16; g2) ;

37777775

Additionally, after Procedure 4.2, we identify the following compatible communi-

cation pairs (as shown in section 4.3.1, p. 100):

� Ccompat12 = f(4; c1d1); (6; c1a2d1); (10; c1d1a2e1)g;

� Ccompat21 = ;.

Note that (16; g2) is not added to C
compat
21 because g2 corresponds to the communication

sequence for the control communication pair (16; g2f2h2f1).

At the initiation of Procedure 4.3, the set X4:3 contains the following entries (the

corresponding row in D̂ is also indicated):

� (15; c1a2b2d1) is compatible with (11; a2b2c1d1c2) (row 1);

� (31; c1d1) is also compatible with (11; a2b2c1d1c2) (row 2);

� (32; c1a2d1) is also compatible with (11; a2b2c1d1c2) (row 3);

� (35; c1d1a2e1) is compatible with (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) (row 4);

� (38; c1a2d1b2a2e1) is compatible with (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) (row 5);

� (14; c1a2b2) is compatible with (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) (row 6);
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� (34; c1a2b2) is also compatible with (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) (row 7);

� (54; a2b2) is also compatible with (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) (row 8);

� (43; g2) is compatible with (16; g2f2h2f1) (row 9);

� (50; f1g2) is also compatible with (16; g2f2h2f1) (row 10);

� (51; f1g2h2) is compatible with (21; g2m1h2m1) (row 11).

The dependency matrix D̂ is initially

D̂ =

2666666666666666666664

; ; (14; c1a2b2) ; ;
; ; ; ; ;
; ; ; ; ;

(31; c1d1) ; ; ; ;
(32; c1a2d1) ; (34; c1a2b2) ; ;

; ; ; ; ;
; ; ; ; ;
; ; ; ; ;
; ; ; ; ;
; ; ; ; ;
; ; ; (50; f1g2) ;

3777777777777777777775

In section 4.3.2 (p. 108) we determined the membership of (15; c1a2b2d1) (row 1 of

D̂) and (14; c1a2b2) (row 4 of D̂) in C12 (i.e., the former is in the set, the latter is not

in the set). We continue here by examining the remaining rows.

Rows 2, 3, 7, 8, 9 and 10 of D̂ contain all ; entries. To determine if the correspond-

ing compatible communication pair is added to Ccompat, we simply see if the appropri-

ate row of D also contains all ; entries. For instance, rows 2 and 3 in D̂ correspond

to (31; c1d1) and (32; c1a2d1) and both are compatible with (11; a2b2c1d1c2)�row

1 in D. Since all three of these rows contain all ; entries, we add (31; c1d1) and

(32; c1a2d1) to Ccompat12 and mark these two compatible communication pairs �re-

solved�. Similar analysis of (43; g2) and (50; f1g2)�checking to see if the entries
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in row 4 of D (corresponding to the control communication pair both are compat-

ible with, namely (16; g2f2h2f1))�means that (43; g2) and (50; f1g2) are added to

Ccompat21 . The two pairs (43; g2) and (50; f1g2) are marked �resolved�. Finally we

compare rows 7 and 8 in D̂ to row 3 in D. Since row 3 of D does not contain all ;

entries, we do not add (34; c1a2b2) and (54; a2b2) to C
compat
21 . This means that after

communication events are added along the communication sequence c1d1a2e1b2 and

along the sequences c1a2b2 and a2b2, the latter two sequences no longer have the

the same projection according to agent 2 in L(Gcom) as the communication sequence.

We can now check (51; f1g2h2) since all its non-empty elements (i.e., (50; f1g2)) are

marked �resolved�. Since (50; f1g2) is in C
compat
21 , this is a communication event that

will be added to Gcom so it will be inserted along sequence f1g2h2. Thus we do take

its presence into consideration when determining whether or not (51; f1g2h2) is still

compatible with (21; g2m1h2m1). We compare row 11 of D̂ to row 5 of D and note

that both these rows have the same pattern of empty and non-empty entries. That

is, the fourth column in each row is non-empty: (16; g2) in D and (50; f1g2) in D̂. We

must next make certain that the projections of these sequences (once communication

is added) would be the same: P2(g2) = P2(f1g2). We thus add (51; f1g2h2) to C
compat
21 .

Similarly we check (35; c1d1a2e1) and can show that it too is added to Ccompat12 .

The �nal set of compatible communication pairs for this example is

� Ccompat12 = f(4; c1d1); (6; c1a2d1); (10; c1d1a2e1); (15; c1a2b2d1);

(31; c1d1); (32; c1a2d1); (35; c1d1a2e1); (38; c1a2d1b2a2d1)g;

� Ccompat21 = f(43; g2); (50; f1g2); (51; f1g2h2)g.

Note that the sets of control communication pairs and the sets of compatible

communication pairs do not form a minimal communication set. For instance, if

agent 2 communicated when the plant is at state 21, the compatible communication
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at state 51 would be enough to allow agent 1 to distinguish between the sequence

leading to state 51 and the sequence leading to state 58.

4.7.2 A minimal algorithm for communication

Our algorithm for minimal communication uses a �greedy� strategy to optimize our

original set of control communication pairs by removing those we deem extraneous.

Optimizing this set amounts to removing communication that is not necessary to

solve the control problem (i.e., remove (q; t) from C). We then must ensure that the

�nal set of communications also contains all communication pairs that are compatible

with the optimized set of control communication pairs.

Greedy algorithms are used as a technique for solving optimization problems

(see [5] for an excellent summary). A greedy algorithm proceeds by choosing, at every

step, a particular entry in a set of candidates that will maximize the user-de�ned cri-

teria for selection. At each step of a greedy algorithm a �best� or maximum candidate

is selected and is never exchanged. Thus we must ensure that our selection function

chooses the control communication pair that will optimize our solution at that step.

If this selected candidate produces a feasible solution (i.e., can we eventually reach

a solution if we choose this value now?) then add the candidate to a �nal set and

continue until a solution has been reached, or all the candidates have been examined

and no solution was achieved.

The goal of solving our decentralized control problem is to have agents distinguish

between certain �good� states and �bad� states hence making all the correct control

decisions while satisfying consistency. After following Procedures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3

we have a set of communication pairs that, when incorporated into Gcom, will allow

agents to solve the control problem. (As noted previously, Gcom is already consistent.)

However, it may be the case that the presence of one of the control communication

pairs along with its compatible communication pairs allows an agent to distinguish
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between additional �good� and �bad� states and makes the inclusion of another control

communication pair redundant. The framework of our greedy algorithm is based on

an algorithm presented in chapter 3 of [5].

Under what circumstances could a (q; t) allow an agent to distinguish more than

one set of good and bad states in our state-based system? Let (q; t) 2 Cij be a control

communication pair chosen to allow agent j to distinguish states along sequence t

from those along its control twin t0. Further, let (q̂; t̂) 2 Cij be a communication that

distinguishes the states along t̂ from those along its control twin bt0. There are three
scenarios where (q; t) could allow agent j to distinguish more than just the states

along t and t0.

1. Suppose the communication sequence s for (q; t) is a pre�x of the communication

sequence for (q̂; t̂). In addition, let communication at q (after s occurs) be

su�cient to allow agent j to distinguish not only t from t0, but also distinguish

t̂ from bt0. Then communication at (q̂; t̂) would be unnecessary.

2. Suppose (q̂; t̂) depends on (q; t). That is, there exists some (x; v) that is com-

patible with (q; t) such that v 2 ŝ, where ŝ is the communication sequence for

(q̂; t̂). If communication at (x; v) allows agent j to distinguish states along t

from those along t0 and t̂ from bt0, then additional communication at (q̂; t̂) would

be unnecessary.

3. Suppose (x; v), a compatible communication pair for (q; t), is such that v 2 t̂0.

Again, if communication at (x; v) allows agent j to distinguish t̂ from t̂0, then

additional communication at (q̂; t̂) would be unnecessary.

We introduce a set New of the form f(q1; t1); (q2; t2); : : : ; (qn; tn)g, i.e., the ele-

ments of New are control communication pairs. If an element (q; t) is in the set New,

this represents the fact that sequence t needs to be distinguished from its control twin
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t0. Initially this set is precisely C. The set FinalCom is the set of communication

pairs that constitute the optimized output from the greedy algorithm. Initially this

set is ;.

Before discussing our greedy algorithm, we �rst describe what characteristics of

our candidate set we want to use to select an optimal subset.

The intuition behind our selection strategy, presented in Algorithm 4.1, is that

we want to count the number of �good� and �bad� pairs of sequences that can be dis-

tinguished by communication at a given (q; t) 2 C and at all (x; v) compatible with

(q; t). In particular, we want to know how many control sequences, as represented

by elements in New, can be distinguished from their control twins by communica-

tion associated with (q; t) and its corresponding set of compatible communication

pairs. After all the candidates are examined, we will choose the control communi-

cation pair that allows a given agent to distinguish the most control communication

sequences from their control twins (as represented by the elements of New). The

control communication pair (q; t) and any of its compatible communication pairs that

are necessary to solve part of the control problem are stored in the set control com.

We always include (q; t) in control com even if (q; t) is not in New. If (q; t) 62 New

this means that some previously-chosen element of FinalCom or ControlCom also

distinguishes t from its control twin. In Algorithm 4.1 we put (q; t) in control com

because we want to keep track of the control communication pair associated with the

compatible communication pairs that might also be in control com.

Algorithm 4.1 is performed for each (q; t) 2 C. We want to �nd out how many

control sequences and their respective control twins would be distinguished if com-

munication events were added along these sequences at (q; t) and all its compatible

communication pairs (x; v).

Algorithm 4.1 Selection Strategy
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Input. A control communication pair (q; t) 2 C and New, the set of control communi-

cation pairs representing control sequences that either agent i or j cannot distinguish

from their control twins with the current set of communication pairs in FinalCom.

Output. A set of control communication pairs that agent i or j can distinguish

if communication events are added to Gcom at q and at states x for all compati-

ble communication pairs (x; v) for (q; t)�denoted distinguish�and the set, denoted

control com, that contains (q; t) and those of its compatible communication pairs

(x; v) pairs that allow agent i or j to distinguish the control sequences associated

with pairs in distinguish from their control twins.

begin

1. if (q; t) 2 New then

distinguish f(q; t)g
else

distinguish ;
2. control com f(q; t)g
3. for all (a; b) 2 New
4. b0  control twin for b
5. X c(a; b) f(x; v) j (x; v) is compatible with (q; t)

and (v 2 b or v 2 b0)g
6. for all (c; d) 2 X c(a; b)
7. if 6 9y;y0 2 (ci \ cj) (for y 6= y0)

where if c is a good (resp., bad) state with
respect to b� then y is a good (resp., bad) state
with respect to b� and y0 is a bad (resp., good)
state with respect to b0� then

8. distinguish = distinguish [ f(a; b)g
9. control com = control com [ f(c; d)g
10. return distinguish, control com
end

At step 5 of the algorithm, we collect all the compatible communication pairs for

(q; t) that lie along either a control communication sequence in New or its associated

control twin.

Step 7 examines each of the compatible communication pairs of (q; t) in X c(a; b).
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If communication of an agent's local state at (c; d) means that b and b0 can be distin-

guished by the appropriate agent (i.e., the intersection of the local views of c do not

contain both a good and bad state with respect to b; b0), then (a; b) is added to the

set of communication pairs that (q; t) distinguishes. Since communication at c allows

an agent to make the correct control decision about b and b0, in step 9 (c; d) is added

to the set of communication pairs necessary to solve the overall control problem.

Our greedy strategy for decentralized agents is described in Algorithm 4.2. The

set of candidates for this algorithm is the set of control communication pairs C. The

algorithm selects a subset of the candidate set that allows the appropriate agent to

distinguish �good� from �bad� states. Once a candidate is selected and examined, the

candidate is removed from C (step 9). If there are still sequences that remain indis-

tinguishable and the selected candidate (i.e., the one that maximizes Algorithm 4.1)

distinguishes no sequences, then we cannot reach a solution (step 20). If, though, the

selected candidate would allow the appropriate agent to distinguish some sequences

represented by the elements in New, then the candidate is added to the �nal set

of communication pairs and the sequences the candidate distinguishes are removed

from consideration. The algorithm continues until either all the control communica-

tion pairs have been considered or until there are no more sequences for the agent to

distinguish.

Algorithm 4.2 Greedy Communication

Input. A set of control communication pairs for each agent: C12, C21.

Output. A set of communication pairs (FinalCom [ X compat) � C [ XV that, when

incorporated into Gcom will allow agent j to make the correct control decisions.

begin

1. C  C12 [ C21; New  C; ControlCom ;; FinalCom ;
2. while (New 6= ;) and (C 6= ;) do
3. (q; t) an element of C maximizing the cardinality of distinguish from Algorithm 4.1
4. if6 9 a maximum (q; t) then
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5. randomly choose one of the maximal (q; t)'s
6. distinguish(q;t)  distinguish, where distinguish

is associated with (q; t) selected from step 3 or 5
7. if distinguish(q;t) 6= ; then
8. control com(q;t)  control com, where control com

is associated with (q; t) selected from step 3 or 5
9. C  C n f(q; t)g
10. New  New n distinguish(q;t)
11. ControlCom ControlCom [ (control com(q;t) n f(q; t)g)

FinalCom FinalCom [ f(q; t)g
12. if New = ; then

C  C12 [ C21
13. for all (q; t) 2 FinalCom

Let distinguishC(q;t) be the output

of Algorithm 4.1 using input of (q; t) and C
Let DistinguishC(q0;t0)  

S
(q0;t0)2FinalComnf(q;t)g distinguish

C
(q0;t0)

14. if distinguishC(q;t) nDistinguish
C
(q0;t0) = ; then

15. FinalCom FinalCom n f(q; t)g
16. ControlCom ControlCom n f(x; v) j (x; v) 2 ControlCom

and (x; v) is a compatible communication pair for (q; t)g
17. FinalCom FinalCom [ ControlCom
18. X compat  f(x; v) j (x; v)

is compatible with an element of FinalComg
19. return FinalCom [ X compat

20. else return �there are no solutions�.
end

The success of the greedy algorithm depends on how we describe the selection

of a candidate (q; t) in step 3. A control communication pair (q; t) that maximizes

Algorithm 4.1 is a communication that distinguishes the largest number of control

communication pairs in the set New from their respective control twins. By the way

that we de�ne the (q; t)'s, each (q; t) distinguishes at least t from its control twin.

(Although note that this is only relevant if (q; t) is also in the set New.)

It is possible that after step 3 instead of one maximum candidate, we could have

several maximal candidate communication pairs (i.e., of the ones that distinguish the

most number of elements). In this case, at steps 4 and 5, we randomly select one of

the maximal candidates.
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After step 11, FinalCom contains all the (q; t) where the communication of an a-

gent's local view of q would lead to the other agent making the correct control decision.

We want to make sure that each element of FinalCom (and any of its compatible

communication pairs that might be in ControlCom) distinguishes at least one control

sequence from its control twin that the other elements in FinalCom do not. If this

is not the case, then we could remove (q; t) from FinalCom and still �nd a control

solution. Thus at step 14 we determine which control sequences (as represented by

the control communication pairs in the original set C12 [ C21) would be distinguished

from their control twins by the occurrence of the communication event associated

with the control communication pair (q; t). The set of control communication pairs

that correspond to these control sequences is denoted here as distinguishC(q;t). Note

that distinguishC(q;t) is also the result of passing (q; t) as a parameter to Algorith-

m 4.1 during the selection of the candidate that maximizes Algorithm 4.1 during

the �rst iteration of Algorithm 4.2. We calculate this set for all the other elements

(q0; t0) in FinalCom. The union of all these sets is denoted DistinguishC(q0;t0). If we

remove from distinguishC(q;t) all those elements that occur in both DistinguishC(q0;t0)

and distinguishC(q;t), we are left with the control communication pairs that correspond

to the control sequences that can only be distinguished from their control twins when

an agent communicates its local view of q. If the result is the empty set, then anything

that (q; t) distinguishes can already be distinguished by other elements of FinalCom.

Thus (q; t) is removed from FinalCom in step 15. In addition, any of its compatible

communication pairs are removed from ControlCom (step 16).

Note that step 18 may not have to be calculated since this set may already have

been calculated by prior utilisation of Procedures 4.2 and 4.3. Thus X compat might

simply be a subset of Ccompat.

The output of the greedy algorithm, FinalCom [ X compat, is used to create Gcom
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in the manner described by Procedures 4.1a, 4.2a and 4.3a. The communication

protocol for each agent is then generated by calculating the projection automata of

Gcom.

Theorem 4.3 The set of communication pairs FinalCom [ X compat obtained from

executing Algorithm 4.2 is a set of minimal communication pairs.

Proof. (By contradiction)

Suppose FinalCom is not a minimal set. Then 9(a; b) 2 FinalCom [ X compat such

that either the control problem can still be solved with (FinalCom[X compat)nf(a; b)g

or adding communication events to Gcom with respect to the elements of (FinalCom[

X compat) n f(a; b)g means Gcom is still consistent.

Case 1. Remove (a; b) from FinalCom.

We must argue that there exists some t; t0 that communication at state a distinguishes

that no other element in FinalCom or X compat distinguishes. By step 14 of Algorith-

m 4.2, (a; b) represents either (i) a communication event that uniquely distinguishes

some t from t0 that no other element of FinalCom or X compat does or (ii) (a; b) looks

like another element in FinalCom that does uniquely distinguish t; t0. Note that if

there is no t; t0 that communication at state a uniquely distinguishes, (a; b) would be

removed from FinalCom in steps 15 and 16 of Algorithm 4.2. Thus, if (a; b) satis�es

(i) and is removed from FinalCom, the control problem cannot be solved, leading to

a contradiction. Similarly, if (a; b) satis�es (ii), that is, (a; b) is a compatible commu-

nication pair for an element of FinalCom, say (d; e), then the removal of (a; b) means

that no communication event will be added to Gcom for state a in Procedure 4.3a.

That is, �G
com

(dc; comij:d) = d and there will be a state y in QGcom (either y = ac

or y = acc) that has the same local view as dc but �G
com

(y; comij:d) is not de�ned

even though yi = dci . This violates the our notion of consistency from De�nition 4.12.

Therefore the system is no longer consistent, leading to a contradiction.
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Case 2. Remove (a; b) from X compat.

By the de�nition of X compat in step 18 of Algorithm 4.2, removing (a; b) means that a

communication event will not be added to state a in Procedure 4.3a. Using the same

reasoning as for Case 1, the removal of (a; b) means the system is no longer consistent.

This contradicts our assumption.

2 Theorem 4.3

Note that if some algorithm other than Procedures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 was used to

generate a communication solution to the decentralized control problem, then Algo-

rithm 4.2 could still be used to pare the solution down to a minimal communication

set.

We return to the example of �gure 4.18. Our input to the greedy algorithm is the

set of control communication pairs in (4.32). The �rst control communication pair to

maximize distinguish of Algorithm 4.1 is (21; g2m1h2m1). It is the pair corresponding

to a communication that would allow an agent to distinguish the largest number of

control sequences from their control twins: (4.28) and (4.29) are both distinguished

by (21; g2m1h2m1) and its compatible communication pair (51; f1g2h2).

We remove (21; g2m1h2m1) and (16; g2f2h2f1) fromNew and remove (21; g2m1h2m1)

from C. The set FinalCom now contains (21; g2m1h2m1) and ControlCom contains

(51; f1g2h2).

At the next iteration we choose the control communication pair in C that distin-

guishes the most number of the remaining elements in New.

In this case, we have a three-way tie for a candidate that maximizes distinguish

of Algorithm 4.1: each of (11; a2b2c1d1c2), (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) and (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1)

distinguishes one of the control sequence/control twin pairs associated with an element

of New. We randomly choose (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) and remove it from C and remove

the element of New whose control sequence/control twin it distinguishes (namely

itself). FinalCom is now f(21; g2m1h2m1), (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2)g while ControlCom is
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still f(51; f1g2h2)g.

The next iteration of the algorithm sees a two-way tie for a maximal elemen-

t: (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) and (11; a2b2c1d1c2) distinguish one element each in New.

The selection of (11; a2b2c1d1c2) is random, once again, and we remove it from both

New (since it distinguishes the control sequence associated with it from its control

twin) and C. FinalCom is f(21; g2m1h2m1), (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2), (11; a2b2c1d1c2)g and

ControlCom is f(51; f1g2h2)g.

The element maximizing the selection algorithm in the last iteration of the greedy

algorithm is (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1), and like the previous two iterations, it distinguishes

the control sequence associated with itself from its control twin. FinalCom for this

example is f(21; g2m1h2m1), (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2), (11; a2b2c1d1c2), (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1)g.

ControlCom is f(51; f1g2h2)g.

At this point, New = ;. We want to make sure that each element in FinalCom

represents a communication that allows an agent to uniquely distinguish at least

one control sequence t from its control twin t0. Using the original set of control

communication pairs C12[C21, we calculate the following for the elements of FinalCom

using Algorithm 4.1:

distinguish(21;g2m1h2m1) = f(21; g2m1h2m1); (16; g2f2h2f1)g; (4.33)

distinguish(12;c1a2d1b2e1a2) = f(12; c1a2d1b2e1a2)g; (4.34)

distinguish(11;a2b2c1d1c2) = f(11; a2b2c1d1c2)g; (4.35)

distinguish(13;c1d1a2e1b2c2a1) = f(13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1)g: (4.36)

Note that we do not remove any of the elements of FinalCom. For example, to

see if communication with respect to control communication pair (12; c1a2d1b2e1a2)

distinguishes anything unique, we take the union of sets marked (4.33), (4.35) and

(4.36) and subtract this from (4.34). The result is not empty, therefore we leave
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(12; c1a2d1b2e1a2) in FinalCom. We repeat this exercise for each of the other ele-

ments in FinalCom. By step 17 of Algorithm 4.2, FinalCom = f(21; g2m1h2m1),

(12; c1a2d1b2e1a2), (11; a2b2c1d1c2), (13; c1d1a2e1b2c2a1), (51; f1g2h2)g.

The compatible communication pairs were previously calculated at the beginning

of this section. The only ones not included are the compatible communication pairs

for (16; g2f2h2f1). Thus X compat = f(4; c1d1), (6; c1a2d1), (10; c1d1a2e1), (15; c1a2b2d1),

(31; c1d1), (32; c1a2d1), (35; c1d1a2e1), (38; c1a2d1b2a2d1)g. If we remove any con-

trol communication pair from FinalCom we would not be able to solve the control

problem.

The �nal version of Gcom, after adding the communication events associated with

the elements of FinalCom and X compat, is shown in �gure 4.20. The communication

protocol for each agent is illustrated in �gure 4.21.
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Figure 4.20: Gcom, from G in �gure 4.18 after completing Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 General Conclusions

Several general conclusions can be drawn from this work. The results from chap-

ter 3 show that it is possible to describe decentralized discrete-event control problems

using knowledge theory. It is feasible to ascribe knowledge to a supervisor or con-

troller, reason about what an agent needs to know to solve the control problem and

�nd a control solution. We also used our knowledge models to identify when there is

insu�cient knowledge to reach the correct control solution. Understanding what it

means for a supervisor to have su�cient knowledge to solve the control problem al-

lowed us to determine a strategy for communication whereby a supervisor has enough

information to make the correct control decisions.

We use the underlying structure of our knowledge model to locate places for

agents to communicate. More communication injects knowledge into the system,

which allows supervisors to solve a larger class of decentralized control problems.

We considered that when an individual supervisor cannot make a correct control

decision it might be possible for the group of supervisors to pool their collective

information to solve the problem. Our strategy of distributed observability did not

adequately capture the idea of eliminating the de�cit of knowledge for the knowledge-

de�cient supervisors. To make the correct control decision, a supervisor must be able

to distinguish between a circumstance when an event must be disabled and one where

the event is enabled. Waiting for this information until just prior to making the control

decision can lead to an incorrect control solution, as was suggested in section 3.4.1.
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We are, subject to certain assumptions, able to identify places in the knowledge

model where one supervisor provides the other with enough information to solve the

control problem. We �nd these places based on an understanding of the underlying

structure of the plant language. As we discuss in the next section, translating this

strategy into reasoning about places to communicate based strictly on what each

supervisor knows remains a di�cult problem.

5.2 Future Work

In chapter 3 we described how to translate a DES plant into a knowledge model.

If the knowledge model does not satisfy Kripke-observability, then in chapter 4 we

described how to update the plant with communication events. The new plant is

subsequently translated into a knowledge domain, and we showed that a control

solution is generated.

What knowledge could possibly have been involved in determining a place for

agents to communicate information to solve the control problem? We would like

agents to choose places to communicate based on reasoning about the knowledge of

other agents. The knowledge model of section 4.5 is updated in this section.

In chapter 4, we assumed that we could identify a place where an agent does not

know whether it is along a �bad� path or a �good� path but where it would know if

information were pooled. It seems reasonable to assume that we are able to �nd such

a place because the other agent �knew� whether the system was along a bad path (or

equivalently, along a good path). Therefore, an overall solution to the control problem

would exist if the group of agents had enough information to determine whether the

system was about to generate an illegal or a legal sequence.

We extend our knowledge model from chapter 3 so that agents reason about the

lack of knowledge other agents have regarding the control problem. An agent that
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knows another agent does not have enough information to make the correct control

decision will communicate the missing knowledge.

The set of primitive propositions contains the propositions �G; �E 2 R�. To deal

with the idea that a state is either �good� or �bad� with respect to an agent's view

of a particular sequence in L(G), we introduce new propositions (two for each event

� 2 �) for each agent i 2 G: goodstatei(�); badstatei(�).

�DES
0

(w)(goodstatei(�)) :=

8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

true if 9u0; v0; t 2 �� such that
�G(u0; qG0 ) = we;
�G(v0; we)!; and Pi(u

0v0) = Pi(t) and
u0v0�; t� 2 L(G) and u0v0� 2 L(E);
t� 62 L(E)

false otherwise:

Suppose w represents a state that occurs along a particular sequence in L(G) that

leads to another state represented by ~w such that � is legal and controllable by agent

i. We denote w as �good� with respect to agent i by setting goodstatei(�) = true if

at ~w, � is legal.

�DES
0

(w)(badstatei(�)) :=

8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

true if 9u; v; t0 2 �� such that
�G(u; qG0 ) = we;
�G(v; we)!; and Pi(uv) = Pi(t

0) and
uv�; t0� 2 L(G) and uv� 62 L(E);
t0� 2 L(E)

false otherwise:

Suppose w represents a state that occurs along a sequence that leads to another state

represented by ~w where � is illegal and controllable by agent i. We want to denote

w as a �bad� state if at ~w, agent i does not know whether � is legal.

An agent i will communicate its local state to agent j if agent i is not confused

about whether the plant is in a good or bad state (for a particular � controlled by
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agent j) and it knows that agent j is confused:

(IDES
0

; w) j= (Ki(goodstatej(�) _ :badstatej(�)) ^

Ki:Kj(goodstatej(�) _ :badstatej(�))) _

(Ki(:goodstatej(�) _ badstatej(�)) ^

Ki:Kj(:goodstatej(�) _ badstatej(�))):

For a given � and a state q along a sequence t such that t� 62 L(G) we consider

that states along t are neither �good� nor �bad�. Therefore, at the global states

corresponding to the states along t, from the above de�nition of �DES
0

the following

truth assignments hold at such an w: �DES
0

(w)(goodstatei(�)) = false and similarly

�DES
0

(w)(badstatei(�)) = false. This is why, in checking the knowledge of agent i at

w we do not require the agent to know that w is de�nitely a good state. Rather, we

want an agent to know that a state is either �good� or that a state is �not bad�.

An agent i communicates if it can tell the di�erence between the good and bad

states for agent j at w and agent i knows that agent j cannot determine if the system

is at a good or bad set of states that lead to places in the interpreted system where

agent j must have knowledge to make the correct control decision.

We conjecture that a control solution exists if the system satis�es distributed

observability in the following sense: before communication, the knowledge of the

group must be enough to determine that an agent making a control decision is along

a good path or a bad path; and after communication there must exist an agent that

knows to make the correct control decision.

One of the problems with our modal logic approach is that we introduce an over-

whelming number of propositions to translate the intuition �agent i knows it is along a

path where it must disable something�. Instead, one may want to incorporate tempo-

ral operators and describe the idea that agent j will �eventually� have to communicate
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along a given sequence of worlds so that agent i will know to disable �. Or it would

be interesting to determine if we could describe communication as �eventually� being

necessary to make a control decision. If no communication is required along a given

sequence of worlds, we would describe the notion of agent i �always� knowing to dis-

able �. In such a scenario perhaps instead of communicating their local states, agents

build up more complicated formulas (such as �agent i knows that agent j does not

know p�) to share.

We have implemented our communication strategy using the programming lan-

guage C. Future work on our existing strategy for communicating in decentralized

control problems includes relaxing our assumption that the agents do not jointly con-

trol events. Can we now characterize a place for agents to communicate information

so that at least one agent can make the correct control decision? In addition, we want

to extend the model for communication to systems with more than two agents.

In some situations, it is not possible to synthesize the complete legal language.

What we seek is the maximal (since there is no maximum) subset of L(E) such

that L(E) can be synthesized. Constructing such a subset for decentralized control

is a di�cult problem. It would also be of interest to use knowledge to identify a

controllable and co-observable subset of legal behaviour. Knowledge could play a

signi�cant role in this class of problems: we could �roll back� from the global states

where Kripke-observability fails and identify the �last� place in the system where we

did not know to make the correct control decision.

In real distributed systems, dealing with delays in communication (latency) is a

signi�cant problem. Considering latency in our model would further complicate the

relationship between communication and control. To address more realistic problems

of distributed systems, such as latency, would require a model that allows for delays in

communication and allows for communication redundancy in the event that a message

from an agent does not get through in time.
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5.3 Summary

We have presented a novel setting in which to reason about the knowledge that

decentralized discrete-event supervisors need to solve control problems. In addition,

we have provided a strategy for introducing communication into the problem-solving

process. It is our belief that formalizing the knowledge of decentralized communicat-

ing supervisors will continue to play a signi�cant role in identifying new strategies to

address control issues in distributed systems.
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Appendix A

This appendix contains several tables of notation. Table A.1 contains notation

that is standard in the DES literature (with the exception of the notation for the

monitoring and projection automata). This notation is introduced and de�ned in

chapter 2, but appears in other parts of the dissertation.

Table A.2 contains notation that appears in the knowledge models presented in

[12]. Again, the concepts are consistent with those in the knowledge logic literature,

except that we have chosen to identify global states with a w.

Table A.3 contains notation that we use to describe both our sequence-based and

state-based knowledge models for DES. Most of this notation is presented in chapter

3 and chapter 4.

Table A.4 contains notation that we use to describe decentralized DES with com-

munication. These concepts are de�ned throughout chapter 4.
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Automata G = (QG;�; �G; qG0 )
G The automaton representing the plant
QG The set of states in the plant
� The alphabet or set of events de�ned for the plant
� An event of the alphabet
�G The transition function for the plant
qG0 The initial state of the plant
E The legal automaton
A The monitoring automaton
�(�; q)! A transition of � from state q is de�ned
a; c; `; q; x States of an automaton

Formal Languages

" The empty string
�� The set of all �nite sequences over � plus "
L(G) The closed behaviour of G (also the language generated by G)
L The pre�x-closure of a language L
b; d; t; u; v sequences of a language

Supervisory Control

S A centralized supervisor
Si The ith decentralized supervisor
P A canonical projection operator
Pi A canonical projection operator with respect to Si
PGi A projection automaton of G for Si
�uc, The set of uncontrollable events
�c, The set of controllable events
�i;c The set of events controllable by Si
�o The set of observable events
�i;o The set of events observable by Si

Table A.1: Discrete-Event Systems Notation
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M A Kripke structure
K A modal operator for knowledge
D A modal operator for distributed knowledge
w A global state or possible world
we The state of the environment
wi The local state of agent i
� An interpretation function
G Group of agents for the knowledge model
I An interpreted system
p; � A primitive proposition
� The set of primitive propositions

Table A.2: Knowledge Model Notation

G� The group of agents that can control event �
IDES A sequence-based interpreted system
IDES

0

A state-based interpreted system
IcDES

0

A state-based interpreted system
for communicating DES

�G A primitive proposition for event � in G
�E A primitive proposition for event � in E
�DES0

;�cDES0

Sets of primitive propositions
�DES; �DES

0

; �cDES
0

Interpretation functions
KP A knowledge protocol

Table A.3: Knowledge Model for DES Notation
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Gcom A plant that contains communication events
QGcom The set of states for Gcom

�G
com

The transition function for Gcom

qG
com

0 The initial state of Gcom

�com The set of communication events; together with �,
this is the alphabet for Gcom

comij:q An event in the alphabet of Gcom where
agent i communicates its local view of state q to agent j

�com
ij A subset of �com that contains communication events

where agent i communicates to agent j
(q; t) A control communication pair
(x; v) A compatible communication pair for (q; t)
(u; u0) A maximal-P pair
C The set of control communication pairs
Cij The set of control communication pairs

where agent i communicates to agent j
Ccompat The set of compatible communication pairs
Ccompatij The set of compatible communication pairs

where agent i communicates to agent j

D, D̂ Matrix representation of dependency graphs

P̂ , P̂i A canonical projection that �erases� communication events
P c; P c

i A canonical projection that �erases� unobservable events
tc A version of t 2 L(G) as it appears in L(Gcom) after Procedure 4.1btc A version of t 2 L(G) as it appears in L(Gcom) after Procedure 4.2etc A version of t 2 L(G) as it appears in L(Gcom) after Procedure 4.3
XV The set of all compatible communication pairs for elements in C
XV4:2 The set of compatible communication pairs used in Procedure 4.2
XV4:3 The set of compatible communication pairs used in Procedure 4.3
FinalCom A set of control communication pairs and some of their

compatible communication pairs: output from Algorithm 4.2
X compat The set of compatible communication pairs for the

elements of FinalCom

Table A.4: Communication and DES Notation
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